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INSTRUMENTS Electrical Testing In- 
struments 
are actively 

engaged on the fighting and factory 
fronts, sharing a great responsibility 
with a proud sense of duty and high 
confidence in the future. 
/t will therefore be appreciated by our 
numerous 'trade friends that we can 
now only accept orders which bear a 
Government Contract Number and 
Priority Rating. 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers : 
AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.. Winder House. Douglas Street. London. S.W.I 

PREMIER RADIO 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS 

Wire-ends. AH L.,T. Wimllngs Centre Tapped 
SP. 300 300-0-300 v 60 ra.a.. 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. ■" ^ 2-3 a., 4 v. 2-3 a. 85,'- 
SP. 350A 350-350 v. 100 m.a., 5 v. 2 a.' (not C.T.), 6.3 v. 2-3a. ... ... 29 - 
SP. 350B 350-350 v. 100 m.a.. 4 v. 2-3 a.'r 4 V> _ 2-3 a.. 4 v. 2-3 a 29,'- 
SP. 351 350-350 v. 150 m.a.. 4 v. 1-2 a„ 4 v. 2-3 a.. 4 v. 3-4 a '36/- 
SP. 351A 350-35C-350 m.a.. 4 v. 3 a.. 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 1 a., 4 v. 1 a 39,- 
SP. 352 350-350 v. 150 m.a., 5 v. 2 a„ 6.3 V, 2 a., 6.3 v. 2 a   36.;- 
Auto Trans formers. Step up or down. 100-125 v. to 200. 230 or 250 v., A.C..60 watts. 21/-; 125 watts, 27 6 : 250 watts, 37/6. 

PREMIER SMOOTHING CHOKES 
Type 

C 60/400 
C 100/400 
C 150/185 
C 200/145 
C 250/120 

Current Henrys 
60 MA 

100 MA 
150 MA 
200 MA 
250 MA 

25-34 H 
20-34 H 
20-34 H 
20-34 H 
25 H 

Res. 
400 ohms 
400 ohms 
185 ohms 
145 ohms 
120 ohms 

Prices 
13/- 
19/6 
25/ 
29/6 
39/6 

MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMERS 

Will match any output valves to any speaker im- pedance. 11 ratios from 13]: 1 to 80 ; 1. 5-7 watts, 22 6 : 10-15 watts, 30/- : 20-30 watts, 49/6 ; 60 watts, 59/6. 

STEEL 
CHASSIS 

Unflrilled, lOhi. x Sin. s price 7/- each, riiiu. x Sin. x 2iii}., 8/6 each. 20in. x Sin. x SJiii., price 10, 6 each. 
I.F. TRANSFORMERS 

Iron-cored 450-470 kc/s,, plain and with ilyins lead, 7/8 each. 
BAKELITE 

DIELECTRIC 
REACTION 

CONDENSERS ,0001 mf.. 13. .0003 mf.. 2,6. .0005 inf.. 2/9 each. .0003 mt, Differential, 2/11. 
H.F. CHOKES 

S.W. H.P. 10-100 m., 1/3. Binocular, H.P., 1/6. 
VOLUME 

CONTROLS Carbon type, 20,000, and 2 raec., 3/9 each. Carbon . Ivpe. 5,000, 10,000 and 100,000 4'8 each. Wire wound type, 10,000 ohms, 5,6 each. 

PREMIER 1 VALVE DE LUXE 
Battery Model S.W. Receiver, complete with 2-volt Valve, 4 Coils, Covering 12-170 metres. Built on steel chassis and Panel. Bandspread tuning, 55/- includlng tax, 

NEW PREMIER S.W. COILS 
4- and 6-pm types now have octal pin spacing and will lit International Octal valve-holders. 

4-pin Type 6-pin Type Type Range Price Type Range Price 
04 9.15 m. ... 26 06 9.15 m. ... 2 6 04A 12.20 m. ... 2 6 06A 12.26 ra. ... 2,6 04B 22.47 m. ... 2/6 06B 22.47 m. ... 2/6 04C 41.94 m. ... 2/6 C6C 41.94 ra. ... 2/6 04D 76.170 m. ... 2/6 06D 76.170 ra. ... 2/6 04E 150-350 m. ... 3/- 04F 255-550 m. 21- Chassis Mountine; 04G 490-1,000 m. ... 4/- Octal Holders 
C4H 1,000-2.000 m. ... 4/- lOld. oaoh. 
New Premier 3-Band S.W. Coil, 11-25. 25-38. 38-86 m., 4/9- 2 P«sb-Pull Switches to suit above, fld. each. Brass Shalt Couplers, lin. bore. 7id. each. Flexible Couplers, iin. bore, 1/8 each. 

MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS 
Goodman's 3Jin. P.M. Speaker. 15 ohms Voice Coll, 30/-. Rola 6^in. P.M. Speaker, 3 ohms Voice Coil, 25,-. Rola Shi. P.M. Speaker, 3 ohms Voice Coil, 25/-. Above speakers are less output transformer. Pentode Output Transformers, 31 watts, price 

10'6 each. Ceiestion or Plcssy 8i». P.M. Speakers, 29 6. Celestioii lOin. P.M. Speaker. 49/6. The above speakers are fitted with output trans- formers. 

Send for details of other radio 
accessories available. All en- 
quiries must be accompanied by 

a 2id. stamp. 

ALL POST ORDERS TO : JUBILEE WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD 
LONDON, E.5. {Amhersl 4723). 

CALLERS TO: Jubilee Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4. {Central 2^) 
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D 
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EVERY MONTH. C and PRACTICAL TELEVISION^) Vol. XX. No. 458. AUGUST, 1944 
M.CAMM 

Comments of the Month 
By F. J. C. 

Post-war Development 
AN important memorandum on post-war development 

in radio engineering has been prepared by The 
British Institution of Radio Engineers. In view 

of the many announcements which have been made 
regarding post-war television the statement points out 
that whilst this may be the most spectacular radio 
product, and will probably be the most important 
commercially, the scope , of electronics is much wider 
when one considers its more general application to 
other industries. It is in the development of these 
applications that the greatest opportunity of expansion 
exists. The tremendous possibilities of this new industry 
have been demonstrated during the war, due to the 
improved facilities for research and development. 
Before the war this was financed by private enterprise, 
but during the war the taxpayer has footed the bill. 

The Institution now proposes the formation of a 
British Radio Research Institute, and the proposal was 
lodged with the Government and the radio industry in 
January, 1944. We would also draw the attention of 
our readers to our own suggestions in this connection 
contained in last month's leader. 

Development of radio in wartime has led to so many 
new applications in the ultra high frequency spectrum 
that some control must be exercised by the Government 
in order to make the most useful and economical alloca- 
tions in the newly available waveband. Some of the 
applications of radio and electronics are entertainment, 
education, of which sound broadcasting, television, 
gramophone, film, electronic musical instruments, the 
cinema and the theatre, and public address are some 
of the branches; communications—point to point, 
mobile, carrier, telephone and 
facsimile, navigation and radar 
devices, whilst in the technical and 
industrial field, medicine, measure- 
ment, control and ppwer are 
applications which have made 
formidable inroads, and have 
largely replaced older methods. 

We agree with the B.I.R.E; that 
activity in the electronic field will 
certainly be highly intensive in the 
post-war years, and that much 
confusion and disorder, as in the 
early days of radio, will result 
unless projects are based on sound 
scientific progress. Adequate 
development is necessary before 
new devices are put upon the 
market, since premature marketing 
of undeveloped apparatus can do 
considerable harm. We must see 
that the new industry is kept free 
from the racketeers who rifle the 
purses of radio enthusiasts. 
Obviously the greatest activity 
will be in the spheres of education 
and entertainment, communica- 
tions and navigation devices. 

Sound Broadcasting 
OINCE 1920 home area broad- 

casting has mainly been carried 

Editorial and Advertisement Officer : "Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House. Southampton' Street, Strand, W.C.2. 'Phone : Temple Bar 4868. Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London. Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. 
The Editor wif! be pleased to consider articles of a practical nature snitable for publication in PRACTtq^r, Wirkless. Snch articles should be tcritt'm on one side of the paper only, and should contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not hold himself responsible for manuscripts, every effort will be made to return th&n if a stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence intended for the Editor should he addressed: The Editor, Practxcal Wireless, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless apparatus and tq our efforts to keep our readers in touch with the latest develop- ments, we give no warranty that apparatus described in our columns is not the subject of letters patent. Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in Practical Wireless is specifically reserved throughout the countries signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of these are therefore expressly forbidden. Practical Wireless incorporates " Amateur Wireless." The fact that goods made of raw materials in short supply owing to war conditions are advertised in this paper should not be taken as an indication that they are necessarily available for export. 

•out on the medium and long wave band, using amplitude 
modulation, but more channels are required. An excellent 
case can be made for the introduction of a frequency 
modulation service on ultra high frequency, as has 
already been accomplished m the U.S.A. It was a 
pitiable error that we did not use frequency modulation 
in connection with our television service. Even when 
that was introduced, frequency modulation television 
was superior to any other system. It is a mistake which 
the Television and Advisory Committee should explain, 
and give its reasons for rejecting it, giving preference to 
systems which were half-developed, and unsatisfactory. 

It is very desirable that a Government statement, on 
the national policy regarding the use of transmission 
systems during the early post-war years be issued very 
soon; without such statement, designers cannot get to 
work. 

About half-a-million homes in this country make use 
of sound broadcasting over wires. These listeners receive 
programmes by direct wire .connection from the B.B.C. 
studios, while in peacetime foreign programmes are 
picked up at remote receiving stations with superior 
aerial and equipment facilities. This distribution is 
carried out by the audio-frequency method, the number 
of wires used limiting the number of programmes 
distributed. As the report points out, if the number 
of programmes is to be increased radio frequency 
carrier-distribution can be used, and wired distribution 
of television programmes by this method is also a 
possibility. We established the lead in television before 
the war, and we must regain this position quickly. 

The B.I.R.E. make the following recommendations : 
That the service be " broadcast," i.e., there shall be a 

(generally) non-directional trans- 
mission without wires. That the 
vision and sound transmissions be 
of the same order of carrier 
frequency as pre-war. With regard 
to the assignment of any new- 
frequencies required, a conservative 
policy is advocated having regard 
to the possibility of echo trouble at 
higher carrier frequencies. That 
the radio bandwidth for vision 
transmission be of the same order 
as pre-war viz., 4 mc/s approxi- 
mately. 

Our Query Service Suspended 
TyfAY we remind our readers that 

our Free Advisory Service 
is suspended until further notice, 
and we are unable to answer any 
further technical queries. A large 
number of firms who have closed 
down their own Service Department 
are directing their customers to 
send queries here. We have never 
undertaken to answer queries 
relating to commercial receivers, 
and we would remind such firms 
that we are not able to take on 
the work of their defunct service 
departments. 
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ROUND 

New 

I 

Syrian Transmitter 
•T is reported that Syria is to have a powerful broad- 

casting station in the near future. 

Britain and Uruguay Link-up 
THE first direct wireless channel between Britain 

and Uruguay was established recently by Cable 
and Wireless, Ltth, in London, and by the Uruguay 
administration in Cerrito. 

Fewer Organ Broadcasts 
REPLYING recently to protests by organists ^ the 

cutting down of organ music the B.B.L. saici. 
"We ai" broadcasting rather less theatre organ music. 
Whereas on the old Forces programmes 
it was all right, on the General Forces 
short wave the organ is not good. In 
the Home programme space is 
limited." 

Wireless Licences 
WIRELESS licence holders in Great 

Britain and Northern Ireland 
have now reached the record total ot 
pi millions. There arc still, however, 
wireless sets in use for which no 
licences ate held, i his results in the 
prosecution of offenders from time to 
time, and fines up to £10 have been 
inflicted. In Scotland recently an 
offender, in addition to being fined this 
amount, had his set confiscated b> 
Order of the Court. 

Each householder (including the 
occupier of a flat, whether self-contained 
or not) using wireless receiving appar- 
atus should have a licence. Licences 
are required not only by householders 
operating their own sets, but also by 
those using sets which arc rented or 
hired. 

WIRELESS 

Television in New York 
'HE National Broadcasting Company recently carried 

- out a survey of Itclevision receivers m ^ 
York area, which showed that only slightly oyei So per 
cent of the 4,600 sets in the area arc m working order. 
Apparently the survey also revealed that there was a 
television audience of approximately 40,000 m the 
New York area. 

The B.B.C. and D-Day 
THE first announcement of the Allipd invasion of 

Europe was given at 9.32 a.m. on the wornj^g 
of June 6th, by every service of the B.B.C. both Home 
and Overseas. The service was then divided into two 
programmes. One, chiefly in English, gave the actual 

Wireless Operator Commands 
Squadron 

A WIRELESS operator has lor the first time been 
given command of a bomber squadron. 

Wing-Commander Markland, D.F.C D.F.M., who 
last autumn took over a flight, now leads a whole 
Halifax squadron, based in the north of England. 

Radio in Trains 
ACCORDING to a recent report radio transmitters 

and receivers will, if experiments now being 
conducted are successful, bo installed in nearly all trams 
throughout the United States. 

They will provide for connection between trains and 
stations and signal boxes between different trains 011 the 
same routes, and between the front and,rear ends of 
trains. 

New American Stations 
FOLi OWING up the plan of the U.S. Office ol War 

Information to increase the number of international 
short-wave stations in the States four 50-kW. trans- 
mitters arc to bo erected on the Pacific Coast. It is 
expected that these transmitters will be 111 operation 
by October, and they will he operated by the N.B.C. 
for the U.S. Government under the call letters IvN 1 b 
and KNTBC. 
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^ CtoKM soldier oucatins a portable field radio set in the front line in Northern Uurma. 

words followed by English translations, of the rulers 
and premiers of many of the occupied countries ot 
Europe, who talked to their own people. These included 
King Haakon of Norway, and the Prime Ministers ot 
Poland, the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg. 
The second Service was concentrated on ail countries 
of Europe and given in their own languages. Later m 
the day General dc Gaulle spoke to France and the 
Acting Foreign Minister of Czechoslovakia to his own 
countrymen and women. , „. , 

At 9 p.m. on " O " day. His Majesty the King spoke 
to his people, calling on them to join in prayer throughout 
the great operation now in being. 

Special Bulletins 
AT intervals throughout the day news of the landings 

and eye-witness aocounts wore sent through B.B.C. 
transmitters all over the world. Special bulletins were 
broadcast in the Pacific Service. The Hindustani 
entertainment programme was interrupted to give the 
invasion news. The Near-East Service added flashes in 
Arabic and Persian to the Turkish news- normally on 
the air at the time. The news was sent out ill Afrikaans, 
broadcast in Japanese in the Eastern Service, tollowed 
by Cantonese English directed to Malaya, Burmese, 
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Sinhalese, Thai, Hindustani, Kuoyu and Marathi. 
" Radio Newsreel " brought it to the North American 
continent at breakfast time on the East Coast. The 
Latin-American Service was completely rearranged 
to give the news full coverage in Spanish and Portuguese. 
Later on the African Service was interrupted to broadcast 
Mr. Churchill's statement and the North American 
Service gave the news in its bulletins. 

The European Service carried • the first liberation 
announcements and programmes, which were also given 
in tfie Home Service and the General Forces Programme 
from 9.30 to ro.30 a.m. Afterwards news went out in 
all B.B.C. European transmissions in twenty-three 
languages throughout the day. Thirteen transmissions 
were made to France, including General de Gaulle's 
broadcast at 5.30,p.m. Ten transmissions were directed 
to Italy, - where the news was jubilantly received in 
Rome. 

First news of the invasion was given to Germany by 
the European Service, as an earlier enemy agency's 
story was not given by the Germans on their t Home 
Service. 

Wc 

" Workers' Playtime " 
WORKERS' Playtime^" the B.B.C. variety 

programme taken direct ,10 workers in their 
factory canteens was three years old on June xst. 
Australian-born Bill Gates, whose cheerful " Hallo, 
war workers'" is known to almost every listener, and 
pianist George Myddleton, have taken part in all but 
the very first few. 

Since " Workers' Playtime " began on May 31st, 1941, 
there have been 451 broadcasts, more than'400 of them 
from factories, and others from rest centres, hostels, 
emergency hospitals, constructional sites and G.P.O. 
sorting centres. Dockers, fishermen, agricultural 
workers, miners and every form of civilian labour 
working for the war have been entertained. Since the 
programme began a third of a million workers have 
seen a " Workers' Playtime." The number who have 
heard one, either by rediffusion in the factories, or at 
home, cannot be computed. 

Mobile Unit 
"THE " Workers' Playtime " unit has visited factories 
* throughout the British Isles whenever possible 

the choice falls on a factory where entertainment is 
hard to come: by. In fact, the remoter the spot, the 
more valuable the progrimme. It Is, of course, given in 
large factories in industrial centres, but no factorv is 
too small to be paid a visit. One Christmas Day in 
Wales, " Workers' Playtime " played to an audience of 
only 150. The largest audience was 10,000 men and 
women when the show was given In the open air in a 
Scottish shipbuilding yard. 

" Workers' Playtime," originally broadcast on 
Saturdays, quickly became so popular that in October, 
1941, the broadcasts were extended to three a week 
on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. In June, 1942, 
the Saturday broadcast was dropped and a midnight 
programme, broadcast to America during the night 
shift, was instituted. A-recorded version was included 
in the Forces programme on the following Sunday. 
This series ended last February and a new one began on 
April 26th. 

American factory listeners prefer singing to comedy 
and the new midnight " lyorkers' Playtime" is all 
musical, with three or four singers, and sometimes an 
instrumentalist. The last half of the programme is 
devoted to comrnunity singing by the workers them- 
selves, led by the visiting artists. The show is recorded 
and repeated on the G.F.P. on Saturdays at 11.30 a.m. 

" Factory Flash " 
AN unusual feature of " Workers' Playtime " for the 

U.S. is the ." Factory Flash." In the middle of the 
programme Bill Gates, who both produces and introduces 

these midnight shows, tells of some outstanding exploit 
performed during the day by 'workers in the factory he 
is speaking from, bringing home to listeners on each 
side of the Atlantic the stalwart part the workers at 
bench and lathe are playing in the fight for freedom. 

Anniversaries 
'T'HE Minister of Labour has taken a lively interest in 
* " Workers' Playtime " from the beginning and when 

first of the three-times-weekly began he broadcast 
himself. On each anniversary he has sent a message, 
and another was included in the third anniversary 
programme. The first anniversary was broadcast from 
England, the second from Scotland, and the third came 
from Wales. 

This " Workers' Playtime " was a double-sited one. 
The first 30 minutes came from one of the works canteens, 
the second from another canteen in the same factory. 
Among the artists were David Lloyd, the popular 
Welsh tenor Robb Wilton, and Evelyn Laye. 

Garden Talks 
H. MIDDLETON'S Sunday talks, " In Your 
Garden," are a household word. His temporary 

absence^from the microphone is to allow him to attend 
his numerous " Dig for Victory " engagements up and 
down the country. 

" Radio Allotment," which alternates with " In 
Your Garden " on Sundays, started in 1942, when the 
Director of Outside Broadcasts, Michael Standing, and 
other members of his department, all of them eauaily 
ignorant of vegetable gardening, began to cultivate a 
plot of ground in a London square. They broadcast as 
they worked, under the expert eye of Tom Hav, formerly 
Superintendent of the Royal Parks. Some of the original 
team are away now. Tom Hay's son, Roy Hay, is in 
Malta, advising on the island's crops Vaughan Thomas 
is B.B.C. commentator in Italy.. 

« 

■ 

T/Sgt. B. Weadlock., of New York City, chief announcer of a 
mobife radio station in Italy. He gives out the gags on the " Old 
Oaken Bucket" in an all-request programme for the entertainment 

of all allied Fifth Army men. 
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A Sensitive Signal Analyser 

N,« Design incerpor.ting ^Cence-eompens.ll.n Giving . Level Fregueney Response Up In 
" Three H.geeyei.s By DOUGLAS BYRNE end COLIN E, BRIDGEWATER 

MOST readers will agree that peculiar types of dis- 
tortion head the list of radio faults, 

the " iutcrniittcnt" and the low sensitivity (low 
&Il?onclis'ihe possessor of aanodulatcd oscillator and a 
" scone " it is not difficult to trace the source. 

The analyser here described will form a 
for the 'scope in diagnosing many obscuie ladio faults 
It does not in any way supplant the ^ 
various applications, but will be found to take its place 
in very many wireless tests. 

Pig, I,—Front otew of panel. 

Everything must lie .completely screened to prevent 

to use a fairly long narrow chassis, so that K.l. input is 
■ advantage 'the' osc lUoscope i, that it Is much easier to manipulate. I^tead of 

gain control. 

of approximately 50, t 0^^'Value 

coverage thu - - y, wever the response drops 

former. 

Valves 
The analyser will often be called upon to trace very 

weak sidmils, so that considerable radio-frequency 
n-ain is required. Of course the gain is greatly red"ccd 

Ss a result .if using such a low impedance anode load, 
and in order to make up this loss, valves of an excep- 
tionally high mutual conductance are Cfuf.yd,A u 
it was found that the Mazda SP41 ideally filled the bill, 
for it has a gm. of 8.5 as well as a high amplification 
factor. To maintain the level frequency cha^temticof 
the unp'ificr at all settings of the gain control, the 
input capacity of the SP41 must ^kept-teom^t; 
For this reason, the circuit recommended by the manu 
facturcrs is used, with full negative bias applied to the 
suDDicssor grids and approximately one-seventeenth 
to the c^mtrol grids. It will be seen that , the radio 
frequency gain control consists of a 
the common cathode circuit of the R.F. ainphfiers 
it was found that three Slur's in cascade give adequate 
S?The detector is of the infinite impedance type, or 
cathode follower. Unlike most other types of detectois, 
the one used docs not damp the previous -stage at all, 
and yet has good signal handling properties and very 
hl hJcxAs'a pentode audio-frequency amplifier, the 
variable grid leak acting, as the audio-frequencygam 
control Also fed into the grid of this ralve is the 
\F nrobe which is fully screened, and has a .1 megohm 
resistor at its Up. The beam tetrode output stage has 
10 per cent, negative feedback applied via the fixed 
potentiometer, R27 and R28. 

Fi<r 2 gives an idea of the layout of th® a?a'Y?ei, 
with the R F. input on the left, followed by the R.F. 
gain control, ihe k.F. gain control, and the ,ack for the. 
A The RbF: lead should preferably be low-loss co-axial 
cable of about 3ft. in length, but if co-axial is unobtaiii- 
able tLn heavy rubbe? covered cable can be used 
provided it has a low capacity between 
Lid outer screening. By the way>'V'™S

;„n?cs n a mnU 
screened, right up to the end, wffi^h efnimates m a sinaU 
mica or ceramic condenser of 5 pf. One ta0 
COU ifc^S worth'whSe0mounting a jack for the 

, audio probe imorder to reduce any chance of unwanted 

R.F. Q,in Control 
\ . 

/0 

A. F. Coin Control 
6 54 

P/ag for AFJaok 
H.T •nd' lj. 

Fig. 2—Layout oj controls. 
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pick-up of hum or mains-borne interference. Low-loss 
cable is not necessary here. 

Any H.T. supply giving 200 or 250 volts at 60 ra.a. 
and 4 volts for the heaters will be satisfactory. If one 
is not available, then a mains transformer and rectifier 
can be built into the apparatus, together with associate 
smoothing choke and condensers. 

In the first place, keep the A.§, gain control at maxi- 
mum when using the R.F. probe, and coptrol the volume 
by means of the R.F. gain knob. This will result in 
reduction of valve noise, shot effect, etc., giving a 
clearer background. As the R.F. stages are not required 
when using the A.F. probe, turn the R.F. gain right 
down to reduce this va've noise. 

The speaker in the set under test should be disconnected 
or short-circuited by some means or other. One method 
is simply to place a shorting wire across the grid leak of 
the output valve. It is not wise to short the primary 
of the output transformer, as the valve might be damaged 
through working under no-load conditions. If the fault 
is traced as far as the final stage,- it will be necessary to 
keep the output valve and^ transformer in circuit. 
Therefore the speech coil circuit should be broken, and 

. a load resistor wired across the transformer secondary 
to take the place of the coil impedance. 

If a service oscillator is available with external 
modulation, this should be connected, to the output from 
a pick-up, and the R.F. modulated with a first-class 
quality record. The quality ^of reproduction can be 
checked by connecting the input of the analyser direct 
to the output of the modulated signal generator. 

Suppose that the receiver on the test bench is 
distorting, the stage in which -this distortion is taking 
place can be quickly found by merely connecting the 

signal generator to the aerial terminal, tuning in the 
signal, and then running the R.F. probe along the 
receiver chassis—touching first grid and then anode of 
each valve?.' If there is found to be no distortion up to 
the second detector (we take it that the set under 
discussion is a superhet), then transfer to the A.F. probe, 
not forgetting to turn the R.F. gain control to zero. 
Once the faulty stage is located, the actual component 
which is causing the trouble can often be determined 
by injecting the signal from the oscillator at the input 
to the stage, and touching the probe on various points. 

If an externally modulated signal generator and 
gramo pick-up are not to hand, then the receiver can be 
tuned to the local station. 

An excellent idea of stage gain can be obtained by 
sensible use of the probe, and for this purpose the R.F. 
gain control should be calibrated—preferably by means 
of a first-class signal generator. If this is not possible." 
then the gain knob should be marked from one to 10, 
which will be satisfactory for purposes of comparison. 

If one is to hand, an output meter or A.C. reading 
voltmeter should be wired across the speaker transformer 
of the analyser. This can then be used in a similar 
manner to a slide-back valve, voltmeter. The R.F. input 
to the set should be modulated with an audio note ol 
fixed amplitude (400 or 1,000 ops.), and the R.F. control 
advanced until a clear indication is given in the output 
meter dial. The probe can then be changed from stage 
to stage., and the R.F". gain control altered each time in 
order to bring the'meter needle J).ack to the fixed datum 
line." The actual voltage gain per stage will be indicated 
by the difference in reading of the gain control knob. 

Owing to the .extremely small input capacity, the use, 
of the analyser does not affect many circuits under test 
the only place where the attachment of the probe was 

-AA/WAA/W\r— 
R.26S 7 r A. h Probe 

R2 \4 R.3 R.6 R.5 R.y R.a R.2B -f-250 V, 

C3 C.4 Co C7 C./8 ,C.8 
I cc 

n 
R32 

X X XS x :r :r ▼ 
C. ' 

us ffi/O RJ! F Probe R27 
CIS CIS C/7 

V.4 VSIC24 I/.6 CJ 
02! 

Q20 
RJ RJ4- RJG C./9 R30 

ZK) 2/2 C.I4 
R7 R24 

C.22 023 
C.9~ k 

R.I2 CJ! R./3 CIS R./5 R.25 R.29 R33 
RIB RJ9 R.20 R23 

/ 

Fig. 3—Circuit diagram oj the valve analyse. 
The values of the condensers and resistances ari 

given in the table below. 

lound to cause any noticeable change in 
frequency being in the oscillator circuit of 
a superhet. 

Cl—5 pf. 
C2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 

11, 12, 13—0.1 mfd. 
CIS, 16, 17—.002 mfd. 
C18—2 mfd. 
C19—.0003 mfd. 
C20,21—05 mfd. 

COMPONENT VALUES 
C22—25 mfd. 
C23 —50 mfd. 
€24—0.1 mfd. 
Rl—2 megohms. 
R2, 3, 5—20 k.ohms. 
R4, 6, 7, 8—10 k.ohms. 
R9, 10, 11—2 k.ohms. 
R12, 13, 15—100 ohms. 

R14, 16, 17—0.1 megohm. 
R18, 19, 20—50 k.ohms. 
R21—75 k.ohms. 
R22—5 k^ohms. 
R23—20 k.ohms (pot.). 
R24—50 k.ohms. 
R25—.5 megohm (pot.). 
R26-—.1 megohm. 

R27—.25 megohm. 
R28—1.5 megohms. 
R29—2 k.ohms. 
R30—.5 megohm, 
R31—50 k.ohms. 
R32—9 k.ohms. 
R33—100 ohms. 
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A General 

r® NEON 
O O o a 

EXTERNAl TEST 

RA^QE POWER FACTOR 

Fip^ 2.—The completed instrument. 

THIS bridge was designed and constructed for the 
measurement of capacity, resistance and power 
factor; indication of insulation, continuity and 

CR constants; comparison of components, and as a 
sensitive indicator of both alternating and direct 
voltages for A.V.C. circuit tests. An accuracy of 
approximately ± 5 per cent, was obtained. 

The ranges covered by the instrument are : 
Capacity—10 miiifd. to io mfd. and 0.4 mfd. to 40 mfd. 

with power factor (per cent.) from.o k> 50 for testing 
elcctrolytics. 

Resistance—10 ohms to 10 megohms. 
Insulation indication up to 400 megohms. 
A control position is fitted to enable easy re-alignment 

of pointer or scale in the event of movement occurring 
after calibration. 

An external position enables comparative measure- 
ments to be obtained. 

The Principle of Operation 
Referrins to Fig. i, Ti is the bridge supply transtormer. 

the voltage of which is applied to points X a™ v. 
M is any suitable voltage indicator, St represents the 
standard impedance and T the impedance on test ; 
Rr and Re complete the remaining arms of the bridge. 

If Ri R2 = St, T, then the currents flowing m each 
branch XAY and XBY, will be equal- and il St=Ki 

COMPONENT VALUES 

Purpose 

Test Bridge 

Full Constructional Details 

By JOHN JAY 

and T~ Re then the potential difierence 
across points A and B will be zero ■ thus M 
will read zero only when this condition is 
attained. 

Substituting a potentiometer for Ri Ke 
and letting B be the moving arm will permit, 
balance to be obtained for any value ol 1 
within the range of the bridge. 

, Say that T=2St, then for a zero reading 
in M Re must equal eRx, adjustment ot the 
potentiometer could ensure this condition 
and its scale calibrated accordingly 

the Circuit 
Fig. e shows the completed instrument 

and Fig. 3 the theoretical circuit diagram. 
RI R2 of Fig. i is 1^6 in Fig. 3 : St is 

chosen by switches S1-S8 T .1S P'a9ed 

across terminals. Test. M the indicating 
device is Vi, a cathocle-nfy tuning indicator the use of 
which enables sharp and easy observation of the balance 
condition. . „ , . ~ t. A Dealing with the bridge section first, Ti supplies a 
voltage of approximately 70 v. via limiting resistances 
Ra and Rio to the bridge input. Ti must be fitted with 
an eleetrbstatic screen and this screen should be 
connected to the chassis of the instrument: inaccuracy, 

Rl 
R2 
R3 
R4 
R5 

100 ohms standard. 
10 K & standard. 
1 megohm standard. 
POOCi ohms standard. 

Rfi 10 KQ {W're"w°und iu Ipotentiometer 
R7 See text. 
R8 1,000 ohms standard. R9 1,000 ohms. 
RIO 1,000 ohms. 
Rll 5 megohms. 
iul 42 Gi- Sce th,! tex,• 
R14 1 megohm. 

C1 Q.0001 mfd. standard. 
C2 0.01 mfd. standard. 
C3 1 mfd- standard (paper) 
C4 4 mfd. standard (paper) 
05 0.1 mfd. 
C6 8 mfd. electrolytic. 
C7 8 mfd. electrolytic. 
LI Smoothing choke. 
TI 3:1 step-down (screened). 
T2 350-0-350, 4. 
VI TV4 Milliard. 
V2 UtJ4 Mazda. N1 Instrument neon (low voltage). 

lest Standara 

ZP Zl 

M 

R.2 R.I 

T! 

FiS. I—Basic circuit oj the briise. 
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especially on the lowest capacity range, 
will be noticeable if this is not done. 

A direct potential of approximately 
12 v. is applied to the bridge via S13 
from the voltage drop across R13 to 
act as a polarising potential for electro- 
lytic condensers. 

The standards, a control resistance 
and terminals for external standards 
are switched into circuit as required. 
R8 in conjunction with Si 1 completes 
the control circuit. 

Vi, the tuning indicator, has its 
control grid and cathode connected 
via C5 and Rn respectively to the 
output from the bridge circuit. When 
the bridge is off balance an alternating 
voltage appears across its output and 
is fed to Vi, a direct voltage appears 
across Rn due to the detector action of 
the valve's grid C5 and Rn, thus the 
" eye" of the tuning indicator is 
closed (maximum light) ; when the 
bridge is balanced, its output and 
consequently the-bias voltage across 
Rn will disappear, thereby permitting the "eye" to 
open. 

The neon or insulation, continuity and CR constant 
test circuit is fed via S14 to the Ex terminals, and from 
these terminals to R7 and N, via Sa to H.T. negative. 

Indicator position on the bridge enables the tuning 
indicator to become available for external use through 
the test terminals by connecting the grid of the tuning 
indicator via S.12 to one of the test terminals and the 
cathode via Si 5 to the other " Test " terminal. 

The power circuit consists of the usual transformer, 
full-wave rectifier and smoothing circuit. If block type 
condensers are used for C6 and C7 a line cord may 
be used in the heater circuit and direct connection 
made to the mains for the high-tension circuit, thereby 
saving the expense of transformer and rectifier. 
The Master Switch 

The master switch has "12 positions, e.g.— 
m 
(2) 

(// /v/ 

/o Mam 
Caft bratea 

Dial 
External Teat 

R.e 

R.t Master Switch Power Factor 

(3) 
f4) 

S.-? -X' 
S.3 -X- 

.00001 mfd.-.ooi mid. 

.00.1 mid.-. 1 mfd. 

.1 mfd.-io mfd. 

.4 mfd.-40 mfd. with power factor (per cent.) 
indication from o to 50 for electrolytic condensers. 

S.I3 C./ 
s./ SJ4 C.7 C.2 57/ 

w C.3 
C.4 

—j 
S./2 

CG 
5.4 -X—' 
5.5 'X  
5.6 —vwww- #3 
5.7 -X—WWWva- ^4 
S.6 -X-t-o   Ex 

Test R8 RJ4 

T2 

(9.5 ■vV VWWVH 
SJQ R.6 

WWWVW" 
R.7 S./5X 

S.9 Chassis 
R.9 RJQ 

r./ % \ 0000000 /—J 
— 

S./6' 
A C Mains 

y-x-*- 

Fig. 3,—Circuit diagram of the test bridge. 

Fig. 4.—Chaanii dimensions 
(5) ro ohms-1,000 ohms. 
(6) 1,000 ohms-ioo k.-Q 
(7) 100 k.^-10 megohms. 
(8) External. 
(9) Neon or Insulation. 

(10) Control. 
(11) Tuning Indicator 
(12) Off. 

Range 1—(0.00001 mfd.-0.001 mfd.) 
Si closes, thereby placing an 0.0001 mfd. (100 PF) 

across the St position. 
SeM-capacities existing in the wiring, omission of an 

electrostatic screen between "the primary and secondary 
of Ti. temperature changes, etc., will all contribute to 
affect the accuracy of this range. Balance may be 
obtained without a condenser plugged into T, this is 
not serious providing that balance occurs on the lowest 
capacity reading. 

Ranges 2 and 3 (0.001 mfd.-o.i mfd. and 0.1 mfd.- 
10 mfd.) 

C2, a o.oi mfd. standard condenser is switched in 
by S2 for Range 2; and C3, a 0.1 mfd. condenser 
by S3 for Range 3. No difficulty should be experienced 
with these ranges. 

Range 4.—0.4 mfd. to 40 mfd. 
and power factor (per cent.) from 
o to 50 for testing electrolytic con- 
densers. C4 is a good quality paper 
condenser of 4 mfd. connected in 
series with Ri, a 500 ohm potenti- 
ometer, and switched into the 
bridge circuit by means of S4. 
Approximately 12 v. direct potential 
is switched by Si3 from the potential 
difference across R13 for polarising 
purposes, thus, the positive lead of 
the test prods must be marked for 
use on this range 

Ranges 5, 6 and 7.—to ohms to 
1,000 ohms; 1,000 ohms to 100,000 
ohms and 100,000 ohms to 10 
megohms respectively, switched in 
by S.5—Range 5 ; S6—Range 6 
and S7 Range 7. If R9 and Rio 
overheat on Range 5, reduce the 
current through them by increasing 
their values, or, alternatively, in- 
crease .their wattage rating. 

Range 8.-—External test. 
S8 switches "external and neon" 

terminals into circuit, thereby en- 
abling the use of,an external standard 
and comparative measurements. 

Range 9.—NcOn. The full voltage 
of the power-pack is switched via 
S14 and S9 apross " external and 
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neon " terminals and the neon lamp with its safety ing. Care must be taken to ensure that this screen is 
resistance, R7. Continuity, insulation, C—R constant not a complete circuit, i.e., its ends must not touch ; 
tests, etc., may be carried out on this range. a bare copper wire has one end of the tinfoil wrapped 

Range 10.—Control. R3 and R8 are switched across round it and Systoflex placed on the piece of wire 
opposite arms of the bridge by Sio and Sn respectively, protruding from the screen ; this connection is taken 
thereby enabling the pointer position to be s6t accurately to the chassis when the transformer has been 
in the event of movement of the pointer on the potentio- re-assembled. 
meter spindle or dial movement. ■ The top winding is now carefully re-wound and 

Range n.—Eye. Switches Sra and S15 connect the re-insulated, the laminations re-inserted connections 
test terminals directly to the grid and cathode of the made and the completed transformer tested, 
triode amplifier of the tuning indicator, enabling it to If a suitable inter-valve transformer is not obtainable, 
be used for any other purpose, i.e., A.V.C. adjustment, full. constructional details with the exception of the 
trimming bridge, circuits, etc. screen can be found in " Wireless Coils, Chokes and 

Posi'ion 12.—Off. Sift'opens, thereby breaking the Transformers" edited by F. J. Camm and published 
mains circuits. by George Newnes, Ltd. 5s. net. 
Constructional Details 

The Chassis.—Fig. 4 shows the dimensions of the 
chassis. The prospective constructor is advised not to 
attempt cutting or drilling the chassis until all the 
components needed have been obtained and possible 
modifications to the dimensions given have been 
considered. 

The finished chassis was well braced with steel stays, 
which were drilled and tapped to facilitate chassis 
fixing to the cabinet, etc. See Fig. 5. 

Wiring.—Screened cable was used in the bridge 
circuit, giving an improvement in range and stability 
of calibration upon, the lowest capacity range. If the 
constructor uses screened cable great care must bo 
taken to ensure that all screening is connected to the 
chassis and also, that screens are adequately insulated 
from all other points. _ . , 

Wiring was carried out with No, 22 S.W.G. tinned 
copper wire insulated with 1 m.m. Systoflex, with the 
exception of main supplies and heater circuits, the latter 
being wired with 5 ampere flex. 
The Master Switch 

The master-switch has four banks operated from 
the same spiadle. The stops on the location-plate of 
the switch were removed to permit complete rotation— 
twelve positions—to be obtained. 

Figs. 6 (a), (b), (c) and (d) show full details of each 
bank, whilst Table 1 gives details of each switch operation 
for the twelve positions. 

Si, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8 and Sio are located 
on Bank 1. 

Sg and S15 are on Bank 2. 
Sx2, S13, S14 and Sn are on Bank 3. 
S16 is on Bank 4. 

The Bridge Supply Transformer 
Difficulty may be experienced in obtaining a step- 

down transformer with an electrostatic screen of a 
3 : 1 ratio. A good quality inter-valve (radio Coupling) 
transformer of 3:1 ratio may be used successfully 
provided an electrostatic screen is fitted. Place the 
inter-valve transformer obtained on test by connecting 
its secondary across A.C. mains to ensure that it does 
not overheat, etc., and that its output is approximately 
70 volts. ' The laminations and the top winding should 
be carefully removed and a piece of tinfoil insulated 
with waxed paper wrapped round the remaining wind- UCCll JA7 L11X V.l OCX LiOXctV-. i.VX • 

Table 1 The - test prods should 
be made of single screened 
cable, the screen being 
taken to the third pin and 
socket of the test and 
standard terminals. Ensure 
that this screen is fully 
insulated to prevent the 
operator touching the 
screen and a live test clip 
together. ■ R7 must- be 
chosen in conjunction with 
the neon tube used, to give 
maximum permissible 
glow. R12 and R13 must 
give 12 v. across K13. 

Fig. 5.-—Part of chassis 
and panel, shoicing 
bracing and cabinet 

f ring 

The mains transformer Tr may beof the usual type, i.e., 
350-C-350 v. or 300-0-300, .4 v. .4 v. Lx, C6 and 
C7 constitutes the usual smoothing circuit. 
Further Details 

The potentiometer, R6, must be a good quality wire- 
wound instrument, and care must be taken that a con- 
tinuously xnriable one is obtained, i.e., certain instru- 
ments operate in 100 ohm steps, which would cause 
difficulty in ascertaining balance positions on the bridge. 
Values between 1,000 ohms and 50,000 ohms have K/xtirx fr\ 1 ux r"! ocx f 1 C f O/-< f rtfTT 

Posi- 
tion 

0 
10 
11 
12 

Function 
.00001 to .001 mfd. 
.001 to .1 mfd. .. 
.1 to 10 mfd. 
.4 to 40 mfd. 
0 to PF .. 
10—1,000 ohms ... 
] .000 ohms—100 KQ 
100 KQ—10 megohms 
External 
Neon ,. .. 
Control .. 
Eye .. .. 
Off .. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 10 n 12 13 14 15 16 
Closed X • C 
  c (J 
— - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - c 
  c 

c 
. ■ 

C 
c 

- — - - — - - — -• — - - — c 
. _ _ _ a- — — (! — — — — — — — c 

C — c 
c (! — - — — c 

: 
0 C c 
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Calibration 

The degree of accuracy obtained in calibration depends 
upon the stability of the circuit constants of the instru- 
ment, the accuracy of the standard condensers and 
resistances within the standard side of the bridge and the 
accuracy of the calibrating components. Every con- 
structional detail should be completed before calibration 
is attempted. 

A precision standard condenser and a decade box 
would be very desirable to ensure accurate calibration, 
but as these are. beyond the attainment of most con- 
structors, use must be made of the more easily obtainable 
but less accurate components. 

Several methods of marking out the dial are available, 
such as the use of a degree scale and calibration charts, 
a ratio scale or a direct scale. The author used a ratio 
and direct scale, thereby preventing; the use of tedious 
calibration charts and enabling direct comparison of 
any two components to be obtained. Before all cali- 
bration, set the master switch to Range 10—control— 
and mark the balance position. 

The Ratio Scale 
Set the master switch to Range 6 and connect a 

10,000 ohm high accuracy resistance across the test 
terminals, balance should be obtained upon the line 
marked for balance on Range 10. Mark this point I, 
i.e., unity. 

Mark the points obtained with a 12,000 ohm, 14,000 
ohm, 16,000 ohm, etc., 1.2, 1.4, 1,6, etc., respectively; 
also 8,000, 6,000, 4,000, etc., will be marked 0.8, 0.6, 
0.4, etc., respectively. 

Now set the master switch to Range 2 and connect 
a 0.01 mfd. high accuracy condenser across the test 
terminals. Balance should be obtained upon 1 (unity). 
Proceed as for the resistance ratio calibration with an 
0.02 mfd,, 0.03 mfd., etc., marking the scale 2, 3, etc., 
respectively, also 0.008 mfd., 0,006 mfd., etc., 
giving 0.8, 0.6, etc., respectively. Note that the 
resistance and capacity scales read in opposite direc- 
tions. 

These ratio calibrations will be good for all ranges 
including Range 8—external. 

Direct Calibration 
Range 1 may be calibrated 

with the use of ±5 per 
cent, padding condensers. Cali- 
bration will be found increas- 
ingly difficult as the capacity 
readings decrease, whilst the 
100 P.P. test condenser will 
probably balance off the centre 
line due to self-capacities within 
the instrument. 

Leave the apparatus on for at 
least 15 minutes before attempt- 
ing to calibrate this range, 
thereby enabling a constant 
temperature to be' attained. 

Ranges 2 and 3. will be found 
quite easy to calibrate with the 
use of rb 5 per cent, condensers, 
or better, if obtainable. 

Range 4 must be calibrated for 
capacity first and then for power 
factor. 

Set the power factor control 
to zero and calibrate the main 
dial with the aid of standard 
condensers connected to Test 
in turn, and their balance posi- 
tions and values marked'on the 
dial. 

Short circuit the 4 mfd. 
test condenser within the in- 
strument upon this range and 
proceed to calibrate the power 
factor scale as follows : 

For the series case : 

wc wo 
thus, for roper cent, P.F. R = 1 v ^ ohms ' v wc mo 

20 per cent. P.F. R=—— x 20 ' ohms. wo 100 
Using a 4 mfd. condenser at 50 cj'cles per second. 

P.F. = 10 per cent. = 79.61 ohms. 
P.F.=20 per cent. = 159.22 ohms. 
P.F. = 30 per cent. = 238.83 ohms. 
P.F.=40 per cent. = 318.44 ohms. 
P.F.=5opercent.=398.o5 ohms. 

Place the main dial reading at unity, i.e., balance as 
indicated on Range 10—control, connect a 2,000 ohm 
resistance across test terminals and rotate the power 
factor potentiometer, Ri until balance is obtained, 
mark 1 on the power-factor scale. Proceed in this 
manner to the limits imposed by the potentiometer. 

Ranges 3, 6 and 7.—Obtain balance with the highest 
accuracy resistances obtainable, and mark balance and, 
values. 

Range 10.—Balance should be obtained at unity 
providing R5 and R8 have been carefully chosen for 
equality. Wljen values on test equal 'the internal 
standards balance should always occur at control 
balance position. 

In the event of the constructor finding it difficult to 
calibrate the direct reading scale by the use of 
components, and provided that a ratio scale has been 
completed ; he may transfer readings from the ratio 
scale to the direct scale, but a lower order of accuracy 
may result. 

Using the Bridge 
Checking the Value of a Resistance or Condenser.— 

Switch to the appropriate range, place the unknown 
resistance or condenser across the test clips and rotate 
R6 for balance ; read off the value. 

Testing an Electrolytic Condenser.—Switch to Range 4, 
and connect' the condenser to the test clips, ensuring 

Bank 3(c) Bank / fa) 

C/iasafs R.e 
R.O C£J 

Test 
Neon 
R.7 2. 

C.4 External 

R.2 m R.4 C.5 Test R3 

in ode Grid Mains 
Transformers 
T/ and T.2 

R.8 

\ \ 
Rf2 H T-f~ 

R/3 

dank 2(b) Bank 4- (d) 
Fig, 6. Diagrams showins connections for master switch banks (tsar Views)t 
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correct poTarity. Set PF control to zero and rotate the 
main control for balance, now rotate the PF control 
for clear-cut edges to the light in the tuning-indicator. 
Read off capacity from the main dial and power factor 
from the PF scale. 

Finding the Capacity Range of a Variable Cdndenur.— 
Switch to Range i, and connect the test clips to the 
variable condenser. Place the variable condenser at 
minimum capacity; the point of balance gives the 
capacity remaining in the condenser. Now set the 
variable condenser to maximum capacity, switch to the 
appropriate range and obtain -the reading for maximum 
capacity. . 

Testing the Self-capacity Between Transformer Wind- 
ings.—Switch to Range i, and connect one test clip to 
primary and the other to secondary of the transformer 
under test. Read off the capacity at balance position. 

Insulation Tests.—Switch to neon, and connect the 
condenser, etc., to the "external" clips. The neon 
should not strike. If a condenser of above o.i mfd. 
350 v. working is to be tested, flashes will occur in the 
neon, the duration of the spaces between the flashes 
indicating the insulation of the condenser, i.e., a 0.1 mfd. 
condenser flashes the neon once per second, thus its 
insulation is ; 

CR=t seconds 

R seconds^ _ 10° 
C ■ Ioa- 0.1 

R = 10,000,000 ohms. 
A continuous glow in the neon tube indicates leakage. 
Care must be taken to avoid placing a condenser 

with a voltage rating below 350 volts working, across 
a neon test,. otherwise the condenser may be damaged. 

Continuity Tests.—The neon will glow if a continuous 

circuit ill connected across the " external" clips upon 
Range 9—neon. 

Calihrating a Potentiometer (1 megohm).—Switch to 
Range 7, or the resistance range concerned, and connect 
the centre and outside terminals of the potentiometer 
to the test clips. Set the main control of the bridge to 
the first value it is desired , to calibrate, adjust the 
potentiometer for balance and mark the value upon the 
potentiometer's scale. Proceed in this way until calibra- 
tion is complete. 

The same procedure may be adopted for the calibration 
of a variable condenser. 

Comparing Two Components.—Switch to Range S-- 
external—and place one component across the " test " 
clips and the other across the " external " clips. Rotate 
the main control for balance and obtain the reading 
from the ratio scale, i.e., say a reading of 2 : 1 is obtained 
then the condenser or resistance on " test " is twice as 
large in value as the one on " external," 

The Use of " Control."—In the event of calibration 
being lost, due to slipping of knob, pointer or scale, 
switch to control—^Range 10, and adjust R6 to give 
balance when the pointer shows unity upon the scale. 

Using the " Eye " Position.—The tuning-indicator 
may be used to show alternating or direct voltage by 
switching to Range 11. When used with A.C. a 0.1 mfd. 
condenser should be inserted in the test clip going to the 
grid of the triode amplifier of the tuning-indicator. 

A.V.C. circuits may be checked, receivers trimmed, 
experiments with other bridge circuits, etc., carried out 
upon this position. 

Hundreds of other uses may be found for this instru- 
ment, only a few being suggested in this work. When 
using " neon " test ensure that the " test " leads are 
disconnected from the instrument, otherwise damage 
may occur to the main potentiometer. 

Recfeiming Leaky Tubular Condensers 

A Simple Method of Treating Wax-sealed and Pitch-sealed Condensers. By P. B. S1EARN 
CHECKING over my stock of paper condensers, I 

found that most of them had been damaged by 
damp. Several of them had a leak of 5 m.a. at 

200 volts, and none of them were fit for use as intervalve 
coupling condensers. , - , . ... 

Thinking the matter over, it seemed obvious that 
the condensers would be usable if only the damp could 
b evaporated. My first experiment, in a gas oven, was 
a failure, for not only did the wax and pitch run out 
and scorch, but the cardboard containers were also 
charred. Actually, the condensers had a worse leak 
after this treatment than if they had been left alone. 

The sight of potato chips frying gave me the right 
idea, and I therefore selected a small saucepan, and 
in it melted three candles. Into the molten wax I placed 
several faulty condensers which I kn'ew were sealed 
®nly with wax, and contained no pitch. After three or 
four minutes of energetic bubbling, the wax cleared, 
and after five minutes more, I removed them with 
tweezers. Only one unexpected thing was noted, namely, 
some of the wire ends had come unsoldered from the 
foil, due to the intense heat. , ^ ^ • 

None of the cases were scorched, and the lettering 
was still intact. After cooling, they were a^ain dipped, 
to seal off from "the air, and soft wax was moulded into 
the open ends where necessary. It is worthy to note 
however, that the wax becomes very dirty after the 
boiling process, and should not be used for dipping, 
otherwise the original lettering is unreadable. 

On test,4 some of the condensers showed a slight 
decrease in capacity, but on a 500-volt Megger nearly 
an infinite resistance reading was obtained. Un a 
We rite analizer, 500-volts were applied, and no visible 
amount of current flowed after the- first charge. On 
investigation, it seemed that the slight loss of capacity 

was caused by the disintegration of the outside layers 
of the foil. This defect arises in only a few cases, and 
is not serious. 

In the second batch, I included several American 
midget .05-200-volts working types. After treatment, 
these also stood up to 500-volts test ! Out of 35, only 
three were failures. 
Pitch-sealed Condensers 

The British pitch-sealed types were rather a problem, 
but I opened them by cutting the cardboard with a knife, 
removed the contents, and discarded all the sealing 
compound. The actual condenser was then cooked by 
itself, and encased in a g-inch strip of paper immediately 
upon removal. These strips can be written upon or typed, 
as the final waxing affects neither. If the condensers 
have been used previously and the wires ape too short 
fresh wires can be soldered to the foil during the operation. 
Resin-cored solder without additional flux should be 
used, and nothing else, . 

For the sake of curiosity, I left two of the finished 
articles under water for three days. No difference in 
their performance was noted. 

In conclusion, I might add that this process is very 
handy these days, as most of the condensers sold as 
new are old stock and leaky. 
A Useful Power Supply 
REFERRING to Fig. 2 of our article under the above 

heading on page 271 of our June issue the following 
are the valves:— ,, , . , 

Ai, 14 mfd. electrolytic; C2, 14 mfd. electrolytic; 
R3, 2,700 ohm; R4, 500,000 ohms; Ri, 20,000 ohms; 
R2, 3,000 ohms ; R5, 220,000 ohms ; R6, 220,000 ohms ; 
R7, 1,800 ohms. 
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Wartime Civilian Receivers 
FIRST releases of the new wartime civilian receivers 

are likely to be made in the near future according 
to a statement just issued by the Radio Manufacturers' 

Association. .A quarter of a million sets (175,000^.0. 
Mains, 75,000 Battery) are to be made during the next 
twelve months by radio set manufacturers, all using 
the standard designs evolved by the Radio Manufacturers' 
Association in collaboration with the Board of Trade. 
Distribution on a national scale is to be carried out 
through' the normal trade channels, and the sets will be 
retailed at the following, prices, inclusive of purchase 
tax : A.C. model, £12 3$. 4d. ; Battery model, £10 19s. 

Here is the text of the Association's statement: 
The wartime civilian receivers are the result of 

protracted negotiations between the industry, repre- 
sented by the Radio Manufacturers' Association, the 
Board of Trade, on behalf of the Government, and the 
B.B.C. The Government gave very full consideration 
to evidence of the acute and growing shortage of wireless 
sets, due both to obsolescence and to the inevitable war- 
time limitations ;of repair facilities and spares. 

The Government's desire was that the civilian listening 
audience should be, as far as possible, maintained. 
This has been partly achieved by the release of valves 
and components for repair work and by the trade's efforts 
in maintaining sets in service ver3r much beyond their 
normal life. As a further contribution, the Government 
authorised the release of sufficient material for the 
production of 250,000 standard domestic receivers 
to be made and sold under conditions agreed between 
the industry and the Board of Trade. . , , , . . , . . , 

The firms who are taking part in the plan were manu- priced superhets f before-the-war. The principal 
facturing radio sets before the war, but since the produc- differences are that they cover only the medium wave- 
tion of these sets has been planned as an industry effort, bands (200 metres to 560 metres) and a very simple type 
the namefe of individual manufacturers will not appear of tuning scale is used on which the Home and Forces 
on them. The radio manufacturers are so fully occupied programmes are indicated by name, 
with essential production for war purposes that it is The A.Q. model (195-250 v., 50 cycles only) uses a 
only by the collaboration of aU'cohqerneq in this way that three-valve (plus rectifier) circuit, with frequency changer, 
the manufacture of sets for civilian use has been made I.F. stage, Westector and pentode output, and delayed 
possible at all, and the manufacturers have to fit the AVC is incorporated. No D.C. version is to be made, 
production of these sets into their factories as and when The two-volt valves used in the battery set are frequency 
the demands of high priority war production will allow, changer; I.F.; double-diode triode giving AVC and 

Although both sets have been designed on " economy " L-F. amplification, and pentode output, and the set has 
lines in order to make the least demands on the limited been designed to work with any standard 100 or 120 v. 
materials and labour available, performance in each H.T. battery. 
case is well up to the standard of the typical popular- Both sets, including valves (but excluding batteries 

and accumulators) are guaranteed for 
a period of three months against faulty 
materials and workmanship. 

Prices, both to the trade and the 
public, will be controlled by a Maxi- 
mum Price Order to be issued by the 
Board of Trade. 

Distribution 
The Board of Trade have asked 

the Radio Manufacturers' Association 
to ensure national distribution of the 
wartime civilian receivers, which are 
intended to maintain the level of 
civilian listening in this country, and 
all possible care will be exercised to 
secure the fairest distribution of the 
supplies available and to pay due 
regard to the .needs of those who are 
completely without radio. 
' As indicated earlier, the radio 

manufacturers are so occupied with 
war production of the highest priority 
that the full quantity oP 250,000 sets 
is, likely to take a year to complete. 
This means that the monthly output 
will be comparatively small, and 
present information suggests that the 
bulk will not be available until the 
latter part of the year. 

  
a 

A.C. mains model. 

n msm 

• • 

Battery model. 
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Introduction to the Decibel and the Neper 

An Explanation of Two Units Used in Communication Engineering By C. HEYS 

THE decibel (abbreviation db) is a unit whieh is 
much used by the communication engineer, and 
has the advantage that it can express conyeniently 

the large ranges of power met with in communication 
work. 

The decibel is one tenth ot a bel, the be! as a unit 
being too laige, it is more convenient to use the decibel. 
It is a measure of power ratio, based on logarithms to 
the bbse ten, and may be expressed as a gain or loss; it 
does not express absolute values, but by having a datum 
of reference we can thus express absolute values in 
decibels, up or down from this datum. The zero output 
level of i milliwatt in 600 ohms is frequently chosen 
in this country. American engineers frequently use 
6 milliwatts in boo or 500 ohms. The fact that the decibel 
is logarithmic means that they can be added, although 
the powers they represent are multiples. 

[f we have two powers l-V 1 and We the gain of the 
second power We on the first power Wi expressed in 
decibels is 

W Gain in dec.bels (db) = io logu, ~ 
Decibe TabU 

Power Ratio Decibels 
100,coo 1 Gain 50" 

10,000 1 , +0 
1,000 : 1 ., 3° 

100 1 ,,20 
io : 1 „ 10 
5:1 „ 7 (approx.1 

x:r „ o 
I ; 10 Loss xo 
t : too , 20 

Expressing Voltage and Current Ratios in Decibels 
Although the decibel is used as a relation of power, it 

■ can also express voltage or current ratios. If the input 
and output resistances are equal the power ratio will 
be proportional to the square of the voltage or current 
ratio as shown below : 

Let We = Ji Wi = /Si Ji 
Therefore the db gain of We on W, 

Wo , !2i R — to logi„ — 10 logio ^ R 

As the input and output resistances are equal. 
Gain in db = xo logio 

h = 20 logio 
It can also be similarly shown that, as 

V2-) F2! Wi = ^ and Wi = 
2 Gain in decibels o' Wi on HG = 20 logio ^ 

The above only holds good in the case of equal input 
and output resistances. If the input and output resist- 
ances are unequal the following is obtained : 
Expressed as Curren' Ratios with Unequa Resistance 

Let■ Wi = /% Ri and Wi = I2i R\ 
Gain in db.of Wi on Wi 

J2i Ri -to logio 7irWl 

=•10 logio (/") - + 10 'hS1'-1 R, 
li , , R-i =20 logio Yv + 

10 0SlO R, 

Expressed as Voltage Ratios with Unequal Resistances 
VH 
Mi We = HZ Wl = RT 

Gain in db of W2 on ITi 
VH / Ri , VH Mi — IO Ogio y — 10 fOglO yiL ft. 

Ml SV2\i = 10 lOgl, {y'J + 10 
Vi 0 logio-j^ 

1 = (Rj) 
i \RJ 

logio 
Vi\ , Ri = 20 logio-pz + IO logio -ftri 

Ri 

R 
aS^ the above can be written as— 

db Gain = 20 logic V, 
Ri — 10 logtoy^, 

Example 
Calculate the current in a' 600 ohm resistance n 

which the power dissipated is 6 db above 1 mW. 
Gain 6 db = 10 logio irr ■ w \ 

w:> .6 - logic 
.f Wi Wi or 101 — fx/ " Wy I 

Therefore ,1^2 = io'6 mW = 3.981 mW. 
The current flowing in the 600 ohm resistance;— 

1,000 
• 7 = /T98i _ 

A/ 6x10 
==2.575 mA 

002575 amps. 

The Neper 
Qn the Continent the power ratios are general^ based 

on natural or napcyrian logarithms to the base and the 
gain or loss of two powers W and ^expressedin nepers 
is given by— 

W', Gain of W'> on W1 m nepers = .V ioge Wi 
Relation Between the JJeper and the Decibel 

It is possible to convert, decibels to nepers or vice 
versa, the proof of this is below. 

The equivalent of 1 db in Nepers. 
W-2 <0 logio = 1 db 

IV2 Therelore ^ == 10*1 =» .j 
Wo iV = i loge rfi = 4 oge .1 

= i x 2,303 x .1 = 0.11515 
Therefore i db =0.1131,' neper; 
or 8.686 db = 1 Neper. 
Therefore to convert nepers to decibels multiply 

by 8.686 .and to convert decibels to nepers multiply 
by 0.1131. 

THE SLIDE RULE MANUAL 
By F. J. CAMM 

5/-, or 5/6 by post from George Newncs, Ltd., Tower 
House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. 
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An O-p-O S. Receiver 

A Simple Baltery Model. By A. JOTCHAM 
Circuit 
THE circuit (Fig, i) needs little explanation. A simple 

leaky grid detector stage, using a high slope 
valve, a small semi-variable condenser (of the 

stamp type) in the aerial, and three four-pin plug-in coils 
are used, covering n-ioo metres, band spread tuning, 
.00016 mfd. band set condenser, 15 raid, band spread, 
a .00015 mfd.. or .0002 mfd. for reaction, mounted on a 
bracket on the left-hand side of the chassis. 
Construction 
• TIte f;13352'5 2). measuring roin. x Sin, x 2|in. is of the inverted box type and can be constructed 

V Stamp Type 
Condenser HFC L.F.Q HT + 

•000/ 
Mfd 

OOO/o Mfd 

r\ 2 Mfd 

Phones HI- 

'S Mfd OO02Mfd LT.-F* 

Fig. 1.—Circuit diagram. 

from plywood and covered with perforated zinc. The 
perforated zinc provides efficient earthing connections, 
it can be painted or left plain. The panel, measuring 
loin, x ?.! in. x £in.-|in., can be cut from gin.-|in. ply 
provided one side is free from joins. The panel can be 
given a coat of light or dark varnish ; this tends to 
make t c. panel more rigid. The panel is fitted to the 
chassis with small brackets. The chassis construction 
should le completed before the panel brackets are 
fitted. 

Layout 
The general layout (Fig. 3) viewed from the back. 

Ine valve and coil holders are mounted side by side 
for short wiring. The band set condenser is on the 
right and the band on the left. The reaction condenser is 
mounted on a bracket on the side of the chassis. The 

COMPONENTS. 
One aerial condenser, stamp type (Eddystone, Bulgin, 

Raymart). 
Three S.W. coils, 4-pin (Raymart, 11-25, 22-45, and 44-100 

metres.) 
One .00016 var. condenser (Raymart). 
One 15 mfd. var. condenser (Raymart). 
One .00015 or .0002 var. condenser (Raymart (Premier 

.00015.); 
OneH.F. choke (Bulgin, Raymart). 
One L.F. choke (100 h., 6 milamp.) (Lissen, Hi.Q., Telsen, 

Varley, Bulgin). 
Two 4-pin S.W. valve holders (Eddystone, baseboard type). 
One .0001 fixed condenser (T.C.C., Lissen, etc., Dubilier). 
One 5 meg. grid leak (Dubilier, T.C.C.). 
One " Utility " dial (Raymart). 
One dial for reaction condenser (Raymart, Bulgin, etc.). 
One dial and knob for band set (Eddystone, Bulgin, 

Raymart). 
Two spade terminals (" Clix," etc.). 
Two wander plugs (" Clix," etc.). 
Quarter pound 18 s.w. tinned copper wire. 
Two yards Systoflex. 
Screws, etc. 
One valve (Mullard PM2HL, or similar). 
One pair headphones (B.T.H., Browns, etc.). 
One 2 v. accumulator (Exide). 
One 120 v. or lOOv. H.T. battery (Drydex, G.E.C.). 

grid condenser and grid leak should be of the wire end 
type. The L.F. choke and 2 mfd. condenser are on the 
left. The on and off switch and the 'phone plug are 
mounted below the chassis. The panel layout, Fig. 4. 

Band Spread 
Phone 
P/ug 

Band 
Switch 

//;///1 

1   

 n cr 
*000/ Mfd.-j Bracket^ 

—-h 

2 Mfd 

^ Va/ve H.F Choke 

Choke 

/ Reaction sn 

Co// 

Fig. 2.—Details of the chassis. 
. ■ r / Aerial Condenser 

Fig- 3.—General layout of components 
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Note 

The marking out of the panel should not be done 
before the'slow-motion drives for the band set and band 
spread are on panel. 

Operation 
Check over all wiring, connect up, aerial and earth, 

H.T. and L.T, batteries ; plug in a Mullard PMaHL or 
similar valve, and the 40 metre coil. With the reaction 
condenser set at zero and the band set condenser at max. 
capacity (all vanes in) switch on and advance reaction 
condenser until a " breathing " sound is hoard ; tuning 
in on short waves needs to be done more slowly than on 
the broadcast bands, as the tuning is more sharp. With 
the receiver gently oscillating rotate the band spread 
condenser till you hear a whistle or carrier wave, slacken 
off the reaction condenser a little, then speech or music 
should be heard ; a little retuning may improve it. A 
few hours spent with the Rx will soon remove any 
faults that the new operator may experience at first. 

, 3 

7 ir 

' (»/ 
lig. 4.— The panel layout. 

NOTES OF INTEREST 
Colvern Coils—Data Required 
CORPORAL D. J. HARVEY, of " Hamilton House," 

Park House, Brieket Wood, St. Albans, would be 
grateful to any reader who could send him drawings of 
the connections for the Colvern Coils K41, K42 and K63s 

* « * 
Mullard Valves—Wartime Equivalents 
THE Mullard Valve Co., Century House, Shaftesbury 

Avenue, London, W.C.2, have just published a 
second edition of their booklet giving the recommended 
alternatives for Milliard Valve types now out of pro- 
duction. The first edition was rapidly absorbed by 
the trade. They found it useful in enabling them to 
deal with valve replacements in some of the older types 
of receiver. This second edition brings the information 
up to date. Copies, will be sent to- any trade reader 
upon request. * » 
B.I.R.E. Meeting 
AT a meeting of the British Institution of Radio 

Engineers (London Section members), held at 
11, Upper Belgrave Street, London, S.W.ir, 
recently, a paper on " Development of Wired Broad- 
casting " was read by P. Adorjan (member). 

* * * 
Index for Volume 19 
INDEXES for Volume 19 are now ready, and may be 

obtained for icd. by post from The Publisher, 
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton 
Street, Strand, W.C.2. Indexes for all volumes from 
xi to xix are available at the same price. 

■f * * 
Northern Radio Club 
THE object of the above club is to promote and 

foster the " Ham" spirit and cater for all those 
whose interests lie in Radio and its allied subjects. 

It meets (by permission of Mr. Bourgogne) the first 
Wednesday of every month in Bourgognes, Newgate 
Street (opp. St. Andrews Church), Newcastle-on-Tyne, 
at 7 p.m. 

The Northern Radio Club have vacancies for a few 
more members. Anyone wishing further particulars 
apply secretary or assistant secretary. A small annual 
subscription of 3s. 6d. is charged, and 6d. each meeting 
to cover expenses. 

Forces are admitted to membership at a reduced rate 
of 2s. per annum. - 

Lectures, morse classes, discussion groups, etc., have 
been planned for the winter months. 

A newsheet of activities is published irregularly.— 
D. G. Lucas, q. Dewhurst Terrace, Sunniside, Newcastle- 
on-Tyne. 

Whqt the Forces Think of the G.P.P. 
SINCE the start of the G.F.P. in February of this 

year the B.B.C. has received nearly 24,000 letters 
from members of the Forces serving in all parts of the 
world. The Forces, for whom the G.F.P. is designed, 
praise thematerial it contains, as their letters show. 
Here are typical extracts from some of the most recent 
ones :— 

" I have been surprised by the number of complaints 
about the new G.F.P. I cannot agree with the complaint 
about too many News Bulletins which I have noticed 
in the Radio columns of English newspapers sent out 
to mc. Servicemen overseas, who can only listen to 
the radio spasmodically, appreciate these news bulletins." 
—A Sergeant in India Command. 

" I must say that the Forces Programme in general 
is greatly appreciated by all members of this mess."— 
—A Sergeant in the R.A.F. 

" I am one of the very many who have been made 
happy by the merging of the Home Forces Programme 
and the G.O.S.'"—A Stoker. 

"I enjoy the programmes. very much and more so 
now that we are listening to what our folk are hearing 
at home,"—A Radio Officer in the Merchant Navy. 

" We are five sergeants of a small unit in Corsica 
and like most fellows out here, the high spot of the 
day is listening to ' Forces' Favourites' and other 
similar programmes." 

"When that signature tune of "Forces' Favourites' 
is heard on our loudspeaker all the boys sit up and 
take a bigger interest in life. It may be hard for some 
people at home to imagine how it is that a few records 
help injured soldiers along the road to recovery, but I 
know for a fact that this is so."—A Private of the Eighth 
Army. 

BOOK RECEIVED 
RADIO QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. Vol. x. By 
E. M. Squire. Published by Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, 
Ltd. 83 pages. Price 5s, net. 
\AOLUMB 1 consists of seven chapters, covering—in 

•» a general sense—the D.C. Circuit; Magnets and 
Electromagnets; Cells and Batteries; The A.C. 
Circuit; Inductance, Transformers and Condensers; 
Meters and Thermionic Valves. The subjects are dealt 
with in the form of questions and answers, and for a 
student preparing for an examination, self-questioning 
not only finds out his weak spots, but also helps to 
strengthen his knowledge and create confidence. A 
useful book for those undertaking the preliminary part 
of a radio training. 
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By THERMION 
Training the P.O. Engineer 
A STRIKING memorandum on the training of Post 

Office engineering staff has been presented to 
the Post Office Training Committee by the Post 

Office Engineering Union. Its main points are as 
follow : 

"It cannot be too strongly stressed that there are 
dangers inherent in a system of training vof which the 
sole aim is to provide a sufficiency of highly skilled 
technicians and which has no function of stimulating 
interest in wider fields of human activity." 

This warning is coupled with a plea for every en- 
couragement to be given to further general education 
in a memorandum submitted by the Post Office Engineer- 
ing Union to the Post Office Training Committee^ This 
Trade Union represents over 47,000. workers in the 
minor non-clerical grades of the Engineering, Stores and 
Factories Departments of the Post Office. 

Rapid revolutionary advances in telecommunications 
m recent years have created a demand for an entrant 
with a higher standard of genera! education than 
hitherto, and emphasise the need for continued technical 
education side by side with practical exoerience. The 
Union voices a demand that, in addition, regulations 
should be relaxed to permit young workers in the Post 
Office to enter in Their private capacity into the indus- 
trial social and political life of the community. 

" The clear aim of a scheme of training should be to 
provide competent personnel who are, at the same time, 
no less competent citizens. They should, therefore, be 
trained for the job they are to do within the context 
of a wider social concept." 

Existing conditions of recruitment and training are 
criticised. " There appears to be no close adherence 
to an. accepted standard of attainment for prospective 
entrants into the Service." 

" Little regard appears to be-paid to the tempera- 
mental fitness 6f a candidate." 

'' The inthke beats no relationship to long-term 
requirements." 

"The training schools are staffed by men who, 
although capable at their own jobs, have no background 
of teaching experience." 

" The pay and status of instructors are too low to 
bring out the best men for the job." 
, Complaint is made that the training is too intensive. 
Many lads 'are bewildered by the amount of theory 
crammed into them in a few weeks' course in the central 

.training schools, while training at evening schools 
imposes too great a strain on youths who have already 
worked a 48-hour week. The Union recommends that 
during the growing period working time should be 
reduced to about 40 hours a week and evening study 
should be abolished. 

No endeavour is made to provide any training in 
administration, so that many technically well qualified 
supervisory officers lack the qualities necessary to 
evoke the confidence and loyalty of their subordinates. 

®ur IRoll of flfcent 
Readers on Active Service—Forty ■'fourth List 

H. Johnston (Cpl., A.F.S.). 
H, J. Daley (Sgt.,R.AJ*".). 
J. Still (Sigmn., R.C.S.). 
S. Green (Gnr., Home Forces). 
G. S. Taylor (Tpr., R.G.H.). 
J. Thomason (Cpl., R.A.F.). 
C. J. Mabbott (Cfn.. R.E.M.E.). 
W. Harvey (Cpl. R.A.F.) 

The Union proposes the establishment of a Depart- 
mental training Committee to operate a new scheme 
of training under the following categories : Continued 
General Education; Basic Technical Training; Specialised 
technical training; Trailing in Administration; Re- 
fresher and Correspondence Courses and Further 
Education. 

The Committee should also be charged with the 
framing of the welfare policy of the Department which 
should supervise the physical welfare of its staff up to 
the age of twenty. 
A Much Travelled Set 
I WAS interested to receive from a captain in the 
* R.A.C. an account of the travels of a Mullard receiver 
which he purchased in June, 1941, from an agent in 
Alexandria. This set went straight to the Western 
Desert to Mersa Matruh. It travelled in a 15 cwt. truck 
over the most atrocious ground ; it visited Benghazi 
and Antelat in the 1941 November advance, and it 
retreated to the East of Tobruk, After being bounced 
about in the truck for about 6,000 miles, in May, 1942 
it travelled from Tobruk to Cairo, Palestine, and then 
to Baghdad. Froni there it went to Basra. A further 
1,000 miles to Tehran. It returned by road to Baghdad 
1 alestine and Cairo. Recently' it crossed the 
Mediterranean and is now in Italy, It has never once 
failed to operate, and not even a valve has been replaced, 
although it has been in use every evening. Certainlv 
a receiver which is worth its weight in oranges ! 
Jitterbugging 
OASIL HENRIQUES, chairman, East London 
ff Court' When addressing a Children's Moral Welfare Committee recently on the subject of the 
child delinquent, said : " They suffer from the effects of 
listening, through the microphone, to wild, raucous 
jitterbugging noises, called music. Jitterbugging is only 
a sex exciter for negroes." 

Basil Henriques has the same point of view as your 
scribe. The sooner crooning and jazz bands and the 
music racket is abolished the better. 
Sir Miles Thomas on the Brains Trust 
AT a recent Roadfarers' Club luncheon, Sir Miles 

Thomas referred to the Brains Trust as " . . . these 
aesthetic mental acrobats, who inflict their attenuated 
opinions.on us, via the B.B.C. Brains Trust," which 
seems to epitomise my views of the Brains Trust. 

" CLOSED DOWN FOR THE DURATION." 
("Thermion" has informed readers, with relief intermingled 

with regret, that owing to severely depleted staff, due to war 
conditions, the editor has been compelled to suspend Practical 
Wireless Advisory Service, and whilst the labour situation 
remains as it is, queries may not be addressed to it any longer.J 

The editor has gone on strike, 
And not without good reason, 

Against the folks who worry him 
Both in and out of season 

To answer, questions. 
What a frightful bore, 

When he has answered them 
A thousand times before ! 

Most readers know we are at war— 
By which his,staff's depleted. 

One man cannot do six men's work— 
This fact must be repeated. 

Refrain from queries, 
You really must and can, sir. 

He's through whilst things are as they are, 
He's got no time to answer. ,, ,r „ TORCH," 
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Aerial Principles and Practice 

The First of a Short Series of Articles in v/hich 
the Most Important Aspects Dealt with in 
General Terms in Last Month's Article 
Entitled "Aerial Pointers" will be Explained 

in Greater Detail 

AS the article on aerials in last month's issue evoked 
more interest than was anticipated, it. has been 
decided to treat the subject rather more fully, 

chiefly for the benefit of those who are concerned with 
technical aspects and those who propose to set up an 
amateuf transmitting station after the war. 

Before dealing with aerials themselves, it is best to 
obtain a reasonable grasp of the fundamental principles 
of radiation. We know that so-called wireless waves 
travel rather in the form of rhythmic surges of electro- 
magnetic energy. When " thrown off " by the trans- 
mitting aerial they are—generally—radiated in all 
directions. Thus, part of the radiation is upward, 
part is downward, and part is horizontal. It is easy 
enough to imagine how the horizontal portion of the 
radiated energy can actuate, or energise, a receiving 
aerial at a distance, but what happens to the upward 
and downward radiation ? 
Skip Distance 

To a large extent, but varying.with the frequency and 
other factors, both are reflected ; one by the ionised 
layers which constitute the stratosphere, and the other 
by tire ground. Because of this, the waves arc able to 
circle the globe, although attenuation naturally occurs 
due to a certain degree of absorption by the imperfect 
reflecting surfaces. It is because of the' reflection that 
we have what is known as " skip," which means that 
there are certain more or less "blind" areas between 
the points at which the radiated waves strike. the 
ground. 
Phase Relationship 

This same phenomenon of reflection also accounts, 
in large degree, for the various fonus of fading which 
are experienced, especially on short waves. It is quite 
understandable that if the same radiation reaches the 
receiving aerial after different parts of it have been 
reflected by different surfaces, one reflection might well 
travel farther than another. In consequence, the two 
may be in phase or out of phase, according to'the exact 
distance travelled. When they are in phase they are 
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Fig. 2.—Maximum voltage existsbeiween the ends of an aerial when 
i: is one half-wave length (or a multiple of one half-waoe) long. 

Pig. 1.—Diagram showing the form of the magnetic and electro- 
static fields round a vertical aerial. At right are shown the eounterparts-of the fields in two simple circuits. 

additive and maximum signal strength is obtained, 
when they are out of phase the two may well cancel 
each other, with the result that nothing will be heard 
from the receiver. 

The effect is emphasised by the movement of the 
surfaces of the upper reflecting layers, and so a variety 
of "in phase" and "out of phase" reflections may 
become mixed, giving a complex form of fading. 
Magnetic and Electrostatic Fields 

Now when radio-frequency energy is applied to an 
elevated aerial of any type, two principal things happen ; 
there is a fluctuating magnetic field around the aerial 
wire, and there is a fluctuating electrostatic field between 
the wire and earth. Fig. i will help to explain this. 
With regard to the magnetic field, this is comparable 
to that formed around a wire connected across a battery. 
Most readers will remember from their study of elemen- 
tary electricity and magnetism that a magnetic field is 
produced, which can be detected by means of a pocket 
compass or by passing the wire through a card on 
which are sprinkled a few iron filings. 

The experiment is usually done in school by using 
D.C,, but the same thing applies with A.C., with the 
exception that the magnetic field builds up and collapses 
at every half-cycle. An inset to Fig. i shows the magnetic 
field round a wire through which a current is passed 
from an electric cell. 

The electrostatic field between the aerial and earth is 
comparable with 4hat between the plates of a condenser 
which is charged. There is a state of electric stress 
between the two plates, which are at different potential, 
as also shown inset in Fig. i. As the aerial is at a different 
potential from earth, the capacity between aerial and 
earth is comparable with that between two plates of a 
condenser. The difference is that, while the field between 
the plates of a condenser is steady and constant (if we 
neglect dielectric losses), that between aerial arid earth 

-is rising to a maximum and falling to zero at each half 
cycle ; in addition, the polarity of the two is being 
reversed at every half-cycle. 
Effect of Frequency 

It is because of the reversal that radiation occurs. 
It can also be shown that radiation is almost negligible 
at very low frequencies, and rises rapidly as the frequency 
is increased from a few hundred to several thousand 

(Continued on page sfi.) 
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TO MEET THE ELECTRONIC AGE 

,4# 

lori 
ci a 

aP o A 

Mr. 

Hemophilus 

Influenzae 

r^EEING is believing: when a bac- 
/O) teriologist can actually see a 

^ virus, then medical science is 
more than halfway towards finding the 
cure. But hitherto the best of micro- 
scopes have had their limitations. 
Under the most favourable circum- 
stances, even with an oil-immersed 
objective, no greater magnification 
than 2,000 diameters has been possible 

far too little to identify many of 
the long hidden causes of disease. 

But, in 1940, came the first com- 
mercial Electron Microscope, based 
upon entirely new scientific principles 
—using electrons instead of light— 
and opening up vast new fields of 
exploration. Today a magnifica- 
tion of 150,000 times is possible . 
—tomorrow, scientists hope to 
be able to observe the atomic 
structure of matter. 

This new kind of Microscope 
is but one more example of the 
application of electronics. Every 
electronic device needs capaci- 
tors in many different forms— 
paper, mica, electrolytic, ceramic 
—all are required. That is why 
our Research Engineers are in- 
tensively working to produce 
types with special characteristics 

^&>to meet all the varied require- 
ments of tomorrow. If you 
have a capacitor problem, we in- 
vite you to get in touch with us. 

L. H., HUNT LTD., LONDON, S.W.tS 
ESTABLISHED 1901 
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to R THE 

RADIO SERVICE MAN, 

DEALER AND OWNER 

The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio 
Course learns radio thoroughly, com- 
pletely, practically. When he earns his 
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are 
not content merely to teach the prin- 
ciples of radio, we want to show our 
students how to apply that training in 
practical, every-day. radio service.work. 
We train them to be successful! 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

Dept. 94, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 
Please explain fully about your instruction in the subject 
marked X. Complete Radio Engineering 

Radio Service Engineers 
Elementary Radio Television 

If you wish to pass a Radio examination, indicate it below. 
British Institute of Radio Engineers 

P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators 
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and 

Telegraphy for Aircraft 
City and Guilds Telecommunications 

Wireless Operator, R.A.F. 
Wireless Mechanic, R.A.F. 

.SirTgr>n/j>rm£_/or_m forces. 
Name....         Age.. 

Address 

(Use penny stamp on unsealed envelope.) S 

"VSrley 

TRANSFORMERS 
and CHOKES 

FOR RELIABILITY 
SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES 

Radio Books. 

THERMIONIC VALVE CIRCUITS 
By Emrys Williams. Incorporates, the theory of the 
operation and design of thermionic valve circuits, and 
constitutes a convenient textbook dealing exclusively with 
the subject, suitable for universities, technical colleges, 
and electrical engineers trained in the days before the 
development of the valve. Second Edition. 12s. 6d. net. 
ELEMENTARY HANDBOOK FOR 

WIRELESS OPERATORS 
By W. E. Crook. An up-to-date book presenting a genera! 
view of radio communication with an introduction to its 
technique. It gives all the information necessary for a 

complete understanding of the subject in a clear and easily 
understandable manner, with profuse diagrams. Second 
Edition. As. net. 
EXPERIMENTAL RADIO ENGINEERING 
By E. T. A. Rapson. Assisted by E. G. Ackermann. Sets 
out a number of experiments and methods of measurement 
suitable for a three or four years' course in radio engineering 
at a technical college. A few of them require rather- specialised apparatus, but the majority may be earned 
out with standard laboratory equipment. Third Edition. 
8s. 6d. net. 
RADIO SIMPLY EXPLAINED 
By John Clarricoats. One of the "Simply Explained '' 
Series. A brief and interd'sting introduction to the subject- 
Waves, current conductors, insulators, power, magnetism, 
valves, coils, condensers and transformers are all explained. 
9cl. net. 

39 PARKER STREET, 
K I N G S W A Y PITMAN 

WHY YOU SHOULD USE ONLY 

NULTICORE 
■ For Better Joints in Less Time 

ERSIN MULTICORE 
The Solder with 3 Cores of 

Non-corrosive Flux. 
% Avoids Dry Joints. 

Speedily makes Sound Joints on 
Dirty or Oxydised Surfaces. 

^ Always Correct Proportions 
of Flux and Solder. 
0 No additional Flux 

required. 
0 Aporoved by Air Ministry and G.P.O. 

FREE 
'' Technical Notes on Soldering"and samples 
sent free on request 
to firms engaged on Government Contracts. 

MULTICORE 
SOLDERS, LTD. 
Commonwealth 

House, 
London, W.C.I. 

Tel: Chanc'y 5171/2 
OLIVER PELL CONTROL!™ 
CAMBRIDGE. ROW, BURRAGE ROAD, WOOLWICH. L0ND0R S.t 
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cycles per second. At frequencies up to about 100 kilo- 
cycles per second the radiation consists almost entirely 
oi tae .ground wave, whilst as the frequency is raised* 
abocc; this figure the effects of reflection are more notice- 
able,. This explains, incidentally, why fading is practically 
non-existent on wavelengths above 1,000 metres, and why 
far greater power is required on these long waves to 
cover any given long distance than is the case on shorter 
wavelengths. B 

Polarisation 
In Fig. I the aerial is shown as being vertical. In 

that case, the radiation is said to be vertically polarised ; 
that is, the electrostatic lines of force are vertical. If the 
aerial were horizontal, polarisation would be horizontal. 
From this it will be seen that the magnetic field is not 
considered. It is of little value in relation to the total 
radiated power. In general, it is better to ensure that 
the receiving aerial is of the same-form (horizontal or 
vertical) as the transmitting aerial, for optimum results, 
hut it has been found that on wavelengths below about 
50 metres there is often a rotation of the plane of polar- 
isation and that, irrespective of the polarisation given 
at the transmitting aerial the wave is polarised vertically 
by the time that it reaches the receiving aerial. 

Free-space and Earthed Aerials 
There are two main forms of aerial: Marconi and 

Hertz. Other names for these types are : grounded and 
tree-space aerials. The free-space or Hertz aerial is 
norm ally to be preferred when it can be erected, but 
the Marconi aerial is a better practical proposition on 
all excepting short waves. The reason for this is that 
the' optimum length of an aerial in free space (that is, 
erected at least one half-wavelength above the ground 
and as far as possible from all earthed objects) is one 
half-waveiehgth, or nearly so. 

The reason for this can be seen by referring.to Fig. 2. 
It will be seen that tiie maximum voltage that can be 
obtained between the ends of the aerial is when one end 
is at maximum positive potential and the other is at 
maximum negative potential. It can be seen that 
this condition is fulfilled when-the aerial is one half- 
wavelength or a multipie of one half-wavelength, long. 
With the half-wave aerial it will be understood that the 
points of highest voltage are at the two ends. Tins, in 
turn, means that the resistance is greatest at those 
points. On the same basis, the resistance is lowest, 
and the current greatest, at the centre of the aerial. 
These facts will be called upon-later in this series. 

It is an interesting fact that a quarter-wave grounded 
or Marconi aerial .behaves in practically the same 
manner as a half-wave free-space aerial. ' The reason 
is that the ground acts as a reflector, and we have what 
is described as an image aerial beneath the ground; 
this is of the same effective length as the actual aerial 
which is above ground. Fig. 3 will help to make this 
point more readily understandable. Imagine radiation 
from the point marked X on the aerial. Radiation will 
be upward to the point R (which may be regarded as the 
receiving aerial) and also downward to the point Y on 
the ground. This downward radiation is reflected in 
the same way as light is reflected from the surface of a 
mirror, so that the downward ray XVK will meet the 
upward ray XR at the point R. If the line RY is 
produced it will be found to meet the " image aerial" 
at a point Xg, which is the same distance below ground 
level as point X is above that level. 
Radiation Resistance 

A • transmitting aerial possesses what is described as 
radiation resistance which is measured' directly in ohms 
and may be regarded as D.C. resistance. The radiation 
resistance may be regarded as the resistance between 
the transmitter and the ether surrounding the aerial. 
If this resistance is known, the radiated power can be 
determined from the formula: W=I2R, the current I 
being measured by means of a thcrmo-arametcr in the 
aerial feeder. The resistance at the centre of a half-wave 
aerial is between 70 and 75 ohms. A knowledge of this 
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Fig. 3.—This diagram show 
how a grounded qtiarter-ioaoe 
aerial behaves in a similar 
manner to- a free-space half- 

wave aerial. 

is useful when estimating the power output irom a 
transmitter. It is also required when planning the 
aerial feeder system. 

The radiation resistance of a Marconi aerial is com- 
paratively low, and is subject to variation. Because of 
this, the Hertz aerial is more efficient than the Marconi, 
where an appreciable amount of power is lost in heating 
the wire. This calls for further explanation, since 
there appears to be a contradiction. It was stated that 
the radiation resistance of a Hertz aerial is about 70 ohms 
at the centre. But the resistance rises to thousands of 
ohms toward the ends, and increases from the centre 
outwards. Thus, the overall current is low. and little 
heating of the aerial wire Jakes place. 
End Effect 

It has been shown that the optimum length of a free- 
space aerial is one half-wavelength. In practice, a 
correction has to be made to compensate for what are 
described as " end effects." These are chiefly concerned 
with the increased resistance towards the ends of the 
aerial. Due to the resistance, there is a certain slowing 
down of the wave-flow in the wire. The correction 
required is in the region of 5 per cent., but when the 
very best results are desired it is necessary to determine 
the critical length by trial. 

A convenient formula for ascertaining the approximate 
correct length of a half-wave aerial is ; 

Length (infect) = 

Thisls equivalent to ; Length .= l5Zri_ 
It. may seem that the length of a quarter-wave .Marconi 

aerial would' be just half of this. In practice, that is 
not quite correct, because of the lower " end effect " 
in the Marconi aerial. A suitable and convenient 
formula is.; Length (in feet) = r, ..

2^  f( m mc/s.) 
You may wish to work out a few examples, and to 

compare the results with those obtained by dividing 
the wavelength by 2 and 4 respectively. 

(To be continued.) 

REFRESHER COURSE IN MATHEMATICS 
8/6 by post 9/- 

from ! GEORGE NEWNES LTD. 
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2 
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Radio Examination Papers—33 

Wave Guides, Phase Inverters, Relaxation Oscillators and Wiring Details of Mains-operated 
Receivers are Among the Subjects Dealt with in Question-and-answer Form This Month. 

By THE EXPERIMENTERS * 

3- 

1. Wave Guides , . , , 
WHEN working on extremely high frequencies—in 

the region of 3,000 megacycles per second, or 
wavelength of one centimetre—it is found that 

'the normal wire transmission lines or feeder is extremely 
nefficient. it is alsoiound 
that these microwaves tend 
to obey physical rather 
titan electrical iaws, with 
the result tha,! they can be 
" poured down a tube," in 
rather the same way that 
water can. 

This is a very crude 
description, but it will 
serve as some sort of in- 
troduction to the so-called 
wave guide, it has been 
found, and can readily be 
demonstrated, that the 
radio - frequency output 
from a microwave trans- 
mitter can be fed along a 
tube of certain cross section 
(the optimum cross-section 
is a function of the fre-      
qnency in use) and may be 
radiated from the other end. The end of the wave guide 
remote from the transmitter may be belled out m the 
form of a horn. The open end may also be passed 
through a parabolic reflector to obtain increased direc- 
tional effects,  MAA^AAAAAA*—— 

and less than one wavelength lonf 
be less than one half-wave. 

, while the other shall 

3. Phase Inversion 
Phase inversion 

QUESTIONS 
What is a wave guide, and for what purpose can it 
be used ? 
Explain the meaning of phase inversion, and draw 
the circuit of a simple phase-inverter stage. 
Describe a form of relaxation oscillator or saw-tooth 
generator. For what purpose may such a device be 
used? ' , .-c 

4. List the chief disadvantages of half-wave rectifica- 
tion in connection with the supply of H.T. current 
for a receiver. 

5 Draw a diagram to show how you would wire the 
' heaters of four 6-volt valves for operation from a 

12-volt supply if three of the valves had a rated 
heater current of .3 A., while the fourth was rated 

6. "Explain and illustrate three methods of supplying 
the filament of a dial lamp used in a mains receiver. 

in many circuits used in 
wireless equipment; some- 
times it is a necessary evil, 
and sometimes the inver- 
sion is a matter of design. 
For example, an ordinary 
low-frequency transformer 
acts as a phase inverter 
since, at any moment 
when the primary is being 
fed with a positive-going 
half-wave the secondary is 
delivering a negative-going' 
half-wave. In a similar 
manner, there is a reversal 
of phase between, the grid 
and anode circuits of a 
triode, due to the fact that' 
as the grid is being driven 
more positive, the anode 
is being made more 
negative. 

Input Ht-f- 

Output 

HI- 

' The reason for, this is 
that as the grid becomes more positive, the anode 
current rises. And as the anode current rises, the 
voltage drop across the anode load increases, with 
the result that the anode is made less positive or 
more negative, according to the viewpoint. 

From what has been written so far it will be iincler- 
stood that a resistance-capacity-coupled valve stage 
produces phase inversion, whilst phase reversal does not 
occur in a transformer-coupled stage. This principle 
was employed in some of the earlier television recovers 
in order to obtain correct phase at the output, ihus, 
if the phase were incorrect, it could be corrected either 
by replacing an R.C.C stage by a transformer stage, or uy j; cptci*. A-V--J 
by adding another R.C. amplifier. 

P(0 l —A simple phase inverter consisting of an R.C. coupled 
calve with negative feedback. A potentiometer is connected in the 
grid circuit to vary the input as necessary in order that input 
and output shall be of equal amplitude, but opposite phase. 
It is found that the tubular wave guide may be curved 

in the direction of its length without serious loss in 
efficiency, and also that the guide may consist of various 
sections of tubing arranged in line, with gaps between,, 
them ; even then, the radio-frequency output is , guided 
along the feeder. t 4. j 

The design of wave guides is soQiewhat complicated, and 
presents several mathematical problems. In consequence, 
it cannot be dealt with here, although it may be mentioned 
thatiihere are on the market one or two books devoted to 
this subiect. 

In general, the wave guide is made of rectangular 
cross section, and the chief requirement is that one side 
of the rectangle shall be more than one baif-wavolength 

H. T-r 
Load A 

input 

Output 

Bus 

Load B 

H.T.- 

W dmpUfitr 2—A phase Splitter or smgle-caloe paraphase 
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A phase inverter, as such, however, is generally regarded 

as a stage which gives reversal of phase, without pro- 
ducing either amplification or attenuation. For this 
reason, use may be made of a circuit such as that shown 
in Fig. i, which is, in effect, an R.C. stage with negative 
feedback or degeneration; this is obtained by the 
omission of a by-pass condenser from the cathode circuit. 

A phase-splitter, as used to feed a parapfaase amplifier, 
is similar in principle to a" phase inverter, with the excep- 
tion that two outputs are taken, these being of opposite 
phase, as indicated in Fig. 2. 
3. The Relaxation Oscillator 

The usual type of relaxation oscillator is that con- 
sisting of a neon lamp in circuit comprising a resistor, 
condenser and supply of B.C. This is shown in Fig. 3, 
and the " saw-tooth" output is shown inset. To 
understand the action of this circuit it is necessary to 
remember that a neon lamp will " strike "—that is, 
the neon gas will ionise and act as a conductor between 
the two electrodes—only after a certain minimum 
voltage has been reached. When that voltage is reached, 
the neon glows and acts as an excellent conductor. 

It is also necessary to remember that a certain amount 
of time is required for a condenser to become fully 
charged when a voltage fs applied to it through a resistor. 
In the circuit shown in Fig. 3 the condenser will begin 
to charge as soon as the switch is closed. When the 
condenser is charged to the " striking " voltage of the 
neon the lamp will glow and the^ condenser will be 
discharged almost instantaneously. Charging w'ill re- 
commence, followed by a rapid discharge when the neon 
conducts. Thus, the circuit acts as a form of oscillator, 
and the voltage across the condenser can be represented 
by the saw-tooth waveform illustrated. 

A circuit of this kind is useful as a time base for a 
cathode-ray oscilloscope, where it is desired to move the 
electron beam across the screen relatively slowly in one 
direction and very rapidly in the other. For obvious 
reasons, the " return " is described as the " fly-back." 

The simple neon-tube relaxation oscillator described 
is not widely used in practice, a more usual arrangement 
being that shown in Fig. 4. where a thvratron or gas- 
filled triode valve is used. The valve' conducts only 
when a certain minimum anode potential has been 
reached. Thus, after the condenser between anode and 
the earth line has been charged to the required anode 
voltage, the valve conducts and discharges the condenser. 
At the same time tpe anode voltage drops due to increased 
current through the anode resistor. The process is then 
repeated, in the manner described in respect of the ncon- 
lamp circuit. 

4. Halt-wave Rectification 
In addition to the comparative inefficiency of the halfV 

I"*" ■VWWWVW- 

—IK 
/Oc/f-fiot 

HX~ 

Fig. 4.—A gas-filled or thyratron valve used as a saw-tooth 
generator. Its operation depends upon the charging of condenser C, 
and its discbarge when the anode voltage rises to such a value that 

anode current is passed. 

wave rectifier—due to its rectifying only one half of 
the total input of A.C.—it has the further disadvantage 
that the ripple in the B.C. output is of lower frequency 
than is the case with other types of rectifier. For example, 
when the rectifier is used with an A.C. supply of 50 cycles 
per second, the B.C. output contains a 50 cycle ripple. 
By comparison, the ripple on the output from a full-wave 
rectifier has a frequency of 100 cycles when used in the 
same conditions. 

The lower frequency'of the ripple means that smoothing 
is more difficult; or, in practical terms, that the induct- 
ance of the smoothing choke must be twice as high as 
that required to give the same degree of smoothing 
after a full-wave rectifier. 

Yet another disadvantage which is often overlooked is 
that, in addition to the A.C. applied to the secondary 
of the mains transformer used to feed the half-wave 
rectifier, there is a B.C. current through the winding. 
This means that the size of the core must be increased 
if saturation or marked falling off in efficiency is to be 
avoided. Because of this, it is customary to use a 
half-wave rectifier only when little current is required 
at high voltage. For this purpose ^he half-wave 
rectifier shows to advantage over the normal full-wave 
rectifier, due to the fact that the voltage required 

I 
(veon 

Time 

Output 

Fig. 3.—A neon-tube relaxaiibu oscillator circuit and (inset) 
the out/rut waveform, 

across the secondary of the mains transformer is approxi- 
mately equal to the final D.C. voltage ; in the case of a 
full-wave rectifier the secondary is required to produce 
twice the D.C. voltage required. For a high-voltage 
output, this means that the secondary winding must be 
comparatively bulky. 

5. Valve Heaters in Series 
It is customary in certain car-radio and other mobile 

receivers to wire the heaters in series or in series parallel. 
Thus, if a four-valve receiver using 6-volt valves were 
required to be operated from a 12-volt D.C. supply it 
would be far more economical of current to wire the 
heaters in series-parallel than to wire them all in parallel 
and then to employ a voltage-dropping resistor. 

In the case of a similar receiver for operation from a 
24-voli source, all four heaters could be in-series, so that 

H/ VP y.s V.4- 
3A ■3A ISA 3A 

400. 

ISU 

Fig. 5.—The method of wiring four voices with 6 volt heaters 
in series-parallel so that they may be fed from a 12-volt supply. 
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the ends of the series circuit could be connected directly 
to the, supply voltage. 

Unfortunately, in order to connect heaters in series, 
it is essential, that all should pass the same current; or, 
alternatively, that suitable resistors should be wired 
in parallel with those heaters which take a lower current 
than that taken by any other. 

A circuit which meets the requirement of question 5 is 
given in Fig. 5. It will be seen that valves Vi and V2 
have their heaters in parallel, while the heaters of V3 
and V4 are also in parallel. The first pair of heaters 
is then connected in series with the second. The 
heater current of valves Vi, Vz and V4 is ,3 amp., while 
that of V3 is only .15 amp. It is therefore necessary 
to connect a shunt resistor across the heater of V3. 
This should have the same resistance as the heater of 
V3, so that the current passed by heater and resistor 
in parallel is .3 amp. As the shunt resistor has to pass 
.15 amp. at an applied voltage of 6, its value should be 
40 ohms. The power rating should be not less than 
one watt. 
6. Pilot-lamp Connections 

The simplest method of wiring a pilot lamp is that 
which is applicable to an A.C. receiver using 4-volt 
valves. A pilot lamp holder may then be connected 
in parallel with the heaters to the 4-volt winding of the 
transformer. It is desirable to employ a 6-volt bulb, 
since the average 4-volt bulb will burn out quickly when 
fed from a supply of this sort. When the valves used 
are of the type with 6.3 volt heaters, the same method 
of connection may be employed if the bulb is one intended 
for 6-8 volt operation. Alternatively, two bulb holders 
may be wired in series, a 4.5-volt bulb being used in 
each. Even though the total rated voltage of the lamp 
filaments is 9, it will be found that they give a sufiiciently 
bright light when operated at 6.3. 

In the case of a universal mains set, a convenient 
method of feeding a dial or pilot light is by connecting 
the holder, between one end of the voltage-dropping 
resistor and a tapping some distance along the resistor. 
The position of the tapping depends upon the voltage 
rating of the bulb, and also the current rating of both 
the bulb and of the set as a whole. The resistance re- 
quired between the end of the dropping resistor and 
the tap can easily be found by the application of Ohm's 
Law, provided that the current passed by both lamp 
and resistor are known. 

A third method which is applicable to universal mains 
sets is to connect a bulb having a current rating of not 
less than that of the heaters in series with the heater 

supply. In practice, it is better that the rating of the 
bulb should be appreciably higher than that of the 
heaters. This is because the heaters have a com- 
paratively low resistance .when cold, and therefore pass 
more than their rated current. Thus, a .3 amp. bulb 
should be used with .15 amp. heaters. 

There is a fourth method of feeding^ the pilot lamp in 
a universal mains receiver, but this is applicable only 
when a rectifier having a centre-tapped heater is used ; 
a representative type is the 35Z5. In this case, the 
bulb is connected in series with a suitable resistor in 
parallel with one half of the heater, as shown in Fig. 6. 
The value of resistor shown is correct when using a 
lanip rated at about 6 volts .3 amp. 

Three methods of connecting a pilot lamp are illus- 
trated in lug. 6. 

To Rectifier * * 
Mains 

o< 

n 

o 
o 

o 
o 

Pilot Lamp To Vaive 
Hearers 

Pilot Lamp 
DC Output 

HT+ 

4V. AC For Value Heaters 
Vi V.2 V.3 

Value 
Heaters 

V.4 

SO 

/ 

v A.C./DC. 
Supply 

—V\/WWV4-A/WWWV 

P/Vor Lamp- 
Fiq. 6.— Three methods of supplying the filament current for a pilot lamp. They are described in reply to question number 6. 

Royal Society of Arts 

Thomas Gray Memorial Trust Awards 
THE Council of the Royal Society of Arts offer the 

following Prize under the Thomas Gray Memorial 
Trust, the objects of which are " The advancement of 
the Science of Navigation and the Scientific and 
Educational interests of the British Mercantile 
Marine": 

A Prize of £50 to any person of British or Allied 
nationality who may bring to their notice an invention, 
publication, diagram, etc., which in the opinion of the 
Fudges is considered to be an advancement in the 
Science or Practice of Navigation, proposed or invented 
by himself in the period January 1st, 1939 to 
December 31st, 1944- Entries which have already been 
considered by the Judges, in the years 1939-43 are not 
eligible for further consideration unless they have since 
been materially modified. 

The»Council reserve the right of withholding the Prize 
or of awarding a smaller Prize if in the opinion of the 
judges no suitable invention is submitted, and in the 
event of more than one such improvement being approved, 
the Council reserve the right of dividing the amount 
into two or more prizes at their discretion. 

The Council do not claim any rights in respect of any 
invention to which a prize may be awarded. 

Competitors must forward their proofs of claim 
between October 1st and December 31st, 1944, to the 
Acting Secretary, Royal Society of Arts, John Adam 
Street, Adelphi, W.C.2. 
Award of £50 for Deed of Professional Merit 

The Council of the Royal Society of Arts, as Trustees 
of the Thomas Gray Memorial Trust, in recognition of 
the remarkable skill which is so constantly displayed 
at sea during the present struggle, have decided to 
offer a further award of £50 to any member of the 
British Merchant Navy for any deed brought to their 
notice which, in the opinion of the judges to be 
appointed by the Council, is of outstanding professional 
merit. The period to be covered by the offer will be the 
year ending September 30th, 1944, and the judges will 
proceed to ccmsider their decision on or after January xst, 
1945. Deeds of the type to be considered in connection 
with this offer may be brought to the notice of the 
Council by any person not later than December sist, 
1944. Tliey will not, however, be considered by the 
judges" unless they have been endorsed by a recognised 
authority or responsible person able to testify to the 
deed to"be adjudged. 

The Council reserve the right to withhold the award 
or t-o make a smaller award, or to divide the amount 
into two or more awards at their discretion. 
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Sidebands and Reproduction 

Why Selectivity can be Achieved Only at the Expense of Quality. By S. A. KNIGHT 
THE carrier wave which is radiated by a transmitter 

when it is in operation,, but not actually emitting 
a programme, is of a constant frequency, its wave- 

length being that allotted to the transmitter. As soon 
as a programme is radiated the carrier wave becomes 
modulated by the audio-frequency components of 
speech or music in a manner depending upon the system 
of modulation employed. The most general system of 
modulation is of the amplitude variety where the audio 
and high frequency components are combined in such 
a way that the amplitude of the latter is caused to rise 

■ and fall at the frequency of the former. (Fig. i.) We 
need not concern ourselves here with frequency modula- 

V' 

Fig. 1.— The carrier wave of a transmitter modulated by a sinusoidal 
note. 

tion, the other system which is not so generally employed 
at present. 

If^the mean amplitude of an unmodulated aerial 
current is denoted by I, and during modulation it 
fluctuates above and below this mean value by an 
amount A, then the ratio of A to 1 is a measure of the 
modulation depth of the current flowing in the aerial; 
obviously the greatest possible modulation is that 
which causes this ratio to become unity. The percentage 
modulation is then said to be ioo per cent., and the 
amplitude of the aerial current then varies between 
the values of zero and 21. 

Modulated Carrier Wave 
The modulated carrier wave, unlike the carrier wave 

when it is not being modulated, contains additional 
waves of other frequencies both above and below the 

Carrier Frequency 

RO 

Frequency 
Fig. 2.—The response curve of the ideal receiver considered in the text. 

frequency of the carrier wave itself. For instance, 
suppose- a single note having- a frequency of 2,000 
cycles per second is employed for modulation, then 
beside the carrier itself there are created two additional 
waves, one with a frequency of 2,000 cycles per second 
greater than the carrier frequency, and the other with a 
frequency of 2,000 cycles per second less than the carrier 
frequency. It might be difficult to picture this state of 
affairs at first,, so consider the position in this way. 

Suppose, for simplicity, that a pure, note struck on a 
piano is allowed to impinge on the diaphragm of a 
microphone connected appropriately to a transmitter 
emitting a steady carrier wave of frequency f cycles 
per second. As a result of the electrical fluctuations 
created by the microphone due to the sound waves of 
the pure note, the aerial current of the transmitter is 
modulated at the note frequency which we may suppose 
to be fi cycles per second. This condition will be as 
illustrated in Fig. 1, where the dotted curve is the 
modulation envelope, and for a pure note such as we 
are considering is sinusoidal in nature. 

Now we see that the effect of this modulation is to 
cause the maximum value of the aerial current to vary 
between (I-f-A) amperes and (I —A) amperes; therefore 
the actual aerial current flowing is the same as the 
three following currents flowing simultaneously :— 

(a) A R.F. alternating current (carrier) of maximum 
amplitude 1 amperes, r and frequency f cycles per 
second. 

(b) A R.F. alternating current of maximum amplitude 
£A amperes and frequency (f+fi) cycles per second. 

(c) A R.F. alternating current of maximum amplitude 
iA amperes and frequency (f—fi) per second. 

Therefore, the modulated electromagnetic waves 
radiated from the aerial is equivalent to the three 
following waves all radiated together ;— 

(a) The continuous electromagnetic wave of constant 
intensity proportional to 1 at a frequency of f cycles 
per secbnd. 

(b) The continuous electromagnetic wave of constant 
intensity proportional to |A at a frequency of 
(f-pfi) cycles per second. 

(c) The continuous electromagnetic wave of constant 
intensity proportional to ^A at a frequency of 
(f—fi) cycles per second. 

Returning to the actual figures we were using a little 
while ago we see that if the frequency of the carrier which 
is modulated by the pure 2,000 cycle note is, say, 
100,000 cycles per second (ioo kc/s) then the station, 
in effect, is radiating besides this carrier wave itself, 
two other sets of electromagnetic waves, one set with a 
frequency of 102 kc/s and the other set with a frequency 
of 98 kc/s. The radiation of electromagnetic waves 

r/ T.2 f4- Kc/s 

N 
fOO Kcjs -^5KcJs*r*-QKcjs U4- or 

66 Kc/s 
Fig. 3.-— Depicting how width of sidebands determine differences 

of carrier frequency to prevent overlap of signals. 
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whose frequency is above the frequency of the carrier 
(in our example' the 102 kc/s transmission) is known as 
the upper sideband radiation, and the radiation of 
electromagnetic waves wliose frequencyis below the 
frequency of the carrier (the 98 kc/s transmission) is 
known as the lower sideband radiation. 

It-is, because of these sideband radiations that we 
find ourselves faced by the perpetual war between 
selectivity and quality, where for a gain in the one we 
are forced to sacrifice the other. 
Carrier Spacing 

Musical and other sounds contain frequencies as high 
as 12,000 cycles per second, some even going further 
than this, though not many people are able to hear them, 
dt is generally accepted that if all frequencies up to 
10,000 cycles per second are faithfully reproduced by a 
receiver and the loudspeaking device, then there is very 
little to worry about regarding the quality and realism. 
From this we see that when a broadcasting station is 
emitting a programme to fill the needs of the quality 
fan, the frequencies of the sideband radiations will 
extend to at least 10,000 cycles per second each side 
of the frequency of the carrier. 

The receiving device, if it is very well designed, 
will give faithful reproduction by receiving all of these 
sideband radiations equally well, and there will be 
no need for it,, once a particular carrier wave has been 
selected, to worry about any other waves whose fre- 
quencies extend beyond 10,000 cycles per second either 
side of the carrier. If it does, then interference will 
probably be experienced as we shall see in the next 
section. This wonderful receiver will have a response 
curve like that of Fig. 2, square or practically so, and 
it will be quite uninterested in what goes on outside 
of the requisite bandwidth of 20 kc/s. In practice, 
however, our wonderful receiver does not exist, and 
even if it did it would not be of much value. It is 
evident from the foregoing that if two broadcasting 
stations are emitting programmes at the same time 
and there is to be no overlap between them, the carrier 
frequencies of the two transmitters must be separated 
bv an amount such that the highest sideband frequency 
of the one exceeds the lowest sideband frequency of 
the other. This means that the frequency difference 
of the carriers must consequently be at least equal 
to the sum of the maximum audio or modulation 
frequencies transmitted by the two stations. Fig. 3 
will make this clear. 

A transmitter Ti, operating on a carrier frequency 
of 100 kc/s is radiating all audio frequencies up to 
5,000 cycles per second. Another transmitter, I2, 
operating nearby (as regards carrier frequency) is 
radiating all audio frequencies up to 9,000 cycles per 
second. If the transmissions of these two stations 
are never to overlap, their carrier frequencies must 

iffer by (9,ooo+5,ooo) = i4,ooo cycles per second. 
Hence, transmitter T2 must work on a carrier frequency 
of 114 kc/s to- 86 kc/s. This is true for any frequencies 
of working. 

Carrier of 
Adjacent Tk.j 

Interference 
Suppose that transmitter T2 of , Fig. 3 decides to 

transmit on a frequency of no kc/s while still radiating 
all audio frequencies up- to 9,000 cycles per second. A 
receiver tuned to Transmitter Ti and having a response 
curve which will just cover the requisite audio band- 
width will now not only receive all the sidebands of tde 
wanted transmitter, but will also receive all those side- 
bands from station T2 which are overlapping into 
the receivers response curve. (Fig. 4.) The width 
of overlap, or interference, from T2 will be equal to 
4 kc/s as can be easily seen and calculated from the 
figure. This is an undesirable state of affairs and 
the only way to overcame the difficulty will be, of 
course, for transmitter T2 to move its^ carrier frequency 
up to at least 114 kc/s, or for receiver R to cut its 
response curve down to a width of only 2 kc/s, 1 kc 
either side of the wanted station's carrier frequency. 

V. 

T.I I I T.3 

(Tuned by Ft) 

kt 100 HO Kc/s 

9 Kc/s 
Fig. 4.-—How sideband interference is caused when the transmitter 

72 shifts its carrier frequency. 
Both methods of solution have, unfortunately, their 
limitations. 

Firstly, spacing the carrier frequencies. This method, 
obviously reduces the number of stations it is possible 
to accommodate in the broadcasting band. 

Secondly, cutting down the receiver's response. 
This method at once destroys quality reproduction as 
the outer limits of the sideband radiations, representing 
the higher audio frequencies, will hardly- be received, 
if at all. 

Wo will discuss the two methods more fully and see 
how a compromise may be effected. 
Accommodation 

For quality reproduction and reception free, from 
interference we have seen that the carrier waves of 
transmitters should be separated by at least qo kc/s, 

' H—Tx Frequency Range- 
I I 
I 

f/q. 5.—Sharp) response curve reduces sideband interference, but 
liable to lead to heterodyne whistles 

Fig. 6.—A sharp response curve will give selectivity, but the 
outer sidebands {drawn shaded) are not received, thus resulting in poor reproduction. 
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each radiating sidebands up to the desired 10 kc/s. 
This cannot be achieved in practice, as there are many 
countries each with many transmitters to be crowded in 
on the frequency range allotted to broadcasting. So a 
frequency separation of 9 kc/s (approximately) has been 
chosen by international agreement. There is quite a lot 
ofvoverlapping due to this necessary, evil" of reduction 
from, the ideal 20 kc/s separation, though this dis- 
advantage is, in turn, overcome by designing receivers 
to respond to a much narrower bandwidth than that of 
the miraculous ideal receiver previously mentioned. ■ 
Reducing Receiver Response 

Getting down to practical receiver response curves, we 
find 'that they are generally of the shape shown in Fig. 5, 
instead of the square box affair of Fig. 2. The response 
falls off fairly rapidly on either side of the resonant 
point fo (see Fig. 5), which may be corresponding to the 
carrier frequency of a wanted transmitter, though there 
is a tendency for the lower reaches of the curve to stretch 
an appreciable distance along the frequency scale. Thus, 
although there may be litt'na or no interference from the 
sidebands of a nearby transmitter (whose waveband 

reception of their signals is too weak to cause serious 
interference, or conversely, where the transmitter being- 
received is a strong one at no great distance from the 
receiver, selectivity becomes of secondary importance, 
and a fairly flat response curve for the tuned circuits, 
giving more faithful reproduction of the audio frequencies, 
can be tolerated. 

Advantages of Band-pass Tuning 
Our ideal response " box " of Fig. 2, whiles impossible 

in practice, gives us a clue of how we may, under the 
practical conditions outlined above, combine maximum 
selectivity consistent with quality reproduction. The 
response curve of a receiver should be as rectangular as 

'■BIB' 

Fig. 7,—A simple hand-pass filter. 

coverage is shown dotted in the diagram) there may be 
a tendency for intercfcrence to be experienced from the 
carrier wave of the adjacent transmitter itself. 

This type of interference usually makes itself manifest 
in the form of a note of constant intensity and having a 
frequency equal to the difference between the concerned 
carrier frequencies. The two carriers beat together just 
as do the oscillations in a super-heterodyne, and produce 
a third oscillation of frequency equal to the sum or 
difference of the first two oscillations. The sum of the 
carrier frequencies does not concern us as far as inter- 
ference goes; it is in their difference, usually in the 
order of 8-9 kc/s that an audible, interfering note is 
produced. This is known as a heterodyne whistle. 

In order that this type of interference, as well as 
sideband overlap, shall be overcome we must make 
the response curve of our receiver peakier than ever, and 
this may be fairly readily achieved by the use of several 
tuned circuits. As soon as this desired selectivity is 
achieved, however, we find that quality reproduction is 
impossible, as the receiver will respond only very well 
to the sideband frequencies which are close to the 
carrier frequency (Fig. 6), i.e., the lower register. The 
outer sidebands associated with the upper audio 
frequencies are only scrappily reproduced, if at all. 
In speech and musical transmission, especially the latter, 
there is attenuation,and suppression of the high audio 
frequencies that are components of the speech and 
musical sounds. The output from the. receiver, therefore, 
lacks crispness and clarity, that is, it becomes boomy. 

Sets employing reaction best show this effect of high 
selectivity upon reproduction. Increasing the reaction 
has the effect of sharpening the tuning, and a definite 
falling off in quality can generally be noticed as the 
regeneration control is advanced towards the point of 
oscillation. 

Thus, for selectivity we must sacrifice quality—and, 
of course, for quality* we must sacrifice., selectivity. 

Where interfering stations are so far away that 

SIOKc/ 430 Kc/s 
S OO Kc/s 

Fig. 8.—General shape of the response curve, obtained from a 
band-pass tuning system. 

possible, flat-topped with steep sides. It then covers the 
frequency band of any desired transmitter, gives even 
response to all the received frequencies from that 
transmitter, and does not experience interference from 
adjacent sidebands or heterodyne whistles. 

Band-pass tuning can achieve this result, and give us 
a nearly flat-topped, steep-sided response curve. 
Consider Fig. 7, where two tuned circuits are closely 
coupled together. If before they were coupled in this 
way each had been tuned to the same frequency, then, 
after coupling, the tuning frequency of each one will 
have altered slightly, due to the proximity of the other. 
Circuit No. 1 is called the primary and circuit No. a is 
called the secondary. 

O 

§ 
10 oi O O o 

H 

I 
L  
c 

Fig. 9.- 
-\r jr 

o o o o NO 

-Some typical band-pass filter circuits, the last one being 
t combination of ccpacitive and inductive coupling. 
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At frequencies above its resonant point the primary 
circuit will behave as a pure inductance, and the 
effective inductance of the secondary will be reduced 
since the magnetic field produced by the primary will 
oppose the magnetic field produced by the secondary." 
At. one particular frequency the reactance of this 
reflected inductance will be equal and opposite to the . 
capacitance of the primary circuit, i.e., the system 
will be resonant at a point greater than that to which 
its parts were sepai ately tuned. Similarly, at frequencies 
below its resonant point the primary will behave as a 
pure capacitance and the effective inductance of the 
secondary will be increased. In this case the system, 
will be resonant at a frequency less than that to which 
its parts were separately tuned. 

If a curve is plotted of the p.d. developed across 
the secondary coil against frequency, a result such as 
is shown in Fig. 8 will be obtained. The frequency 
separation of the two peaks is about 12 kc/s and a 
receiver having such a response curve may be regarded 
as giving a good even response to a range of frequencies 
lying between 495 and 505 kc/s. Two circuits arranged 
in this way constitute a simple band-pass filter. 
Coupling Systems 

The setting up of band-pass circuits to give the 
correct shape of response curve necessitates adjustment 
of the coupling between the circuits. In practice 
simple electromagnetic coupling such as is depicted in 
Fig. 7 is seldom employed, and such systems and Com- 
binations of systems as are shown in Fig. 9 are used. 
In the figure (a) shows top capacity coupling; (b) 
bottom capacity coupling; (c) a mixed inductive- 
capacity coupling. The disadvantages of such a system 
as that shown in Fig. 7, and those of (a) and (b) of Fig. 
9 is that the frequency separation of the two pcaks_ of 
the response curve varies with the tuning of the circuits, 
the capacitive cases in opposite sense to the inductive 
cases. Many attempts have been made to obtain a 
combination circuit which will have a response curve 
whose hump, distance (or bandwidth) does not vary to 
any noticeable extent with frequency, and Fi^. 9 (c) 
shows such a practical arrangement. 

With inductance coupling it will be found that the 
peak separation increases as the frequency to which 

the circuits arc tuned increases. With capacitive 
coupling the peak separation decreases as the frequency 
to which the circuits are tuned increases. Thus, in 
Fig. 9 (c) when the resonant frequency of these two 
circuits is increased by reducing their tuning capacities, 
the capacitive coupling decreases and the peaks of the 
response curve- tend to close up. Because of the inductive 
coupling, however, the peak separation tends to increase 
as the frequency is increased. By careful design and 
critical adjustment of the two forms of coupling, these 
two tendencies, can be made to balance one another, 
and the peak distance can be kept fairly constant over 
the entire range of timing. 

The above is a very simple explanation of band- 
pass tuning; the mathematics of the subject were 
discussed at some length in the article on A.C. theory, 
Practical Wireless, November and December, 1943. 
Readers might like to refer back to these copies in 
conjunction with the present articles. 

In selective receivers not employing band-pass 
tuning, compensation is sometimes made for the effect 
of sideband cutting by arranging the L.F. amplifying 
stages to give greater "amplification to the higher fre- 
quencies than to the low. This is the tone correction 
that is often spoken of in L.F, design. 
Wavelength Effect 

As soon as the bandwidth to which a receiver is 
responsive, say, 20 kefs, becomes comparable with the 
frequency of the carrier being received, difficulties 
in getting a flat response curve over the sideband 
range rapidly increase. It is a well-known thing that 
" long-wave stations have a tendency to spread, and 
fewer can be accommodated in a given range of frequency. 

On normal speech and music transmission the diffi- 
culty is not very serious, but for the reception of tele- 
vision signals in which the • modulation frequencies, 
and consequently sideband widths, are so very much 
greater than those encountered for ordinary broadcasting 
(extending into millions of cycles per second), carrier 
frequencies of extremely high values are required. 
That is the reason we find the television wavelengths 
down in the ultra short regions, generally about 5 to 
7 metres. 

THE R.A.F, Film 
Production 

Unit is responsible 
for many of the 
pictures of night 
bombing and day 
bombing issued to 
the Press. Camera- 
men form part of 
a 'plane's crew and 
fly on operational 
duties. Many, like 
Flight - Lieutenant 
Galai Hatchard, 
D.F.C., who, in 
peacetime, had been 
cameraman for the 
films "Henry VIH" 
and " .Shape of 
Things to Come," 
have lost their 
lives in battle. The 
Unit is also respon- 
sible for making- 
publicity films, and 
for m ak i n g up 
operational films 
for instructional 
purposes. 

1*- 

sM 

m 

m 
A cameraman of the R.A.F. Film Production Unit focusses his camera. 
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Practical Hints 

Rewinding " Burnt-out " Phones . I 
HAVING an old pair of "burnt- 1 THAT DODGE OF YOURS ! i out" high resistance head-phones '  — - 
I decided to rewind them. As it is 
both difficult and tedious to do this 
with fine wire by hand, 1 used 30 
S.W.G. enamelled copper wire. In 
this way they were converted to a 
low impedance type and were used 
in conjunction with an ordinary 
speaker transformer. The results 
obtained were quite, satisfactory 
with a one-valve set. I have not yet, 
however, tried them with1 a crystal 

' ^The advantages of these phones 
are: 1. They are simple to wind. 

As there is only A.F. current 

, . Every Reader oi "PRACTICAL WIRE- : LESS" must have originated some little I dodge which would interest other readers. Why not pass it on to us P We pay £1-10-0 (for the best hint submitted, and for every other item published on this page we will i pay half-a-guinea. Turn that idea of yours I to account by sending it in to us addressed ' to the Editor, " PRACTICAL WIRELESS," (George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, South- ampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your |c name and address on every item. Please note that every notion sent m must be c original. Mark envelopes u Practical Hints. 
SPECIAL NOTICE 

| All hints must be accompanied by the coupon cut from page iii of cover. 

Speaker Transformer 
>>    

of their positioning than a plan 
would. Holes for the loudspeaker, 
valve-holders, mains transformer, 
etc., may be cut out and by sup- 
porting them underneath, the 
components can be arranged in place. 

Even though I had used a plan 
first I found that I had not allowed 
for the correct speaker cut-out ; that 
one of the valves could not be inserted 
owing to a component above it, and 
that the width and depth of the 
chassis could be reduced. In these- 
days of sheet metal shortage this 
idea saved a great deal of incon- 
venience. 

- When any mistakes in the model 
have been corrected, it • may be used 

cutting' out the chassis.—E. S. Dent 

X 
To Speaker 
or Phone 
Terminals 

/ 
Low Impedance 

Pho'nes 
„ TCUit diagram oi too) imptdar.ee phones and speaker Iransformei 

flowing through the windings they can be connected 
either way round. 3. They can (without the trans- 
former) be connected to the extension loudspeaker 
sockets on any set. 

f]i , <ynuoo of wire used will depend on the size 01 the 
bobbins. Each coil should be made to have a resistance 
of about one half to .one and a half ohms. The two 
coils comprising one phono are wound in opposite 
directions and the outside of one is connected to the 
inside of (be other. The two. remaining ends are 

" connected to (he leads. The two phones are wired 
in scries.- II. Stern (Bishops Stoitford). 
A Paper Chassis 
HAVING to build a mains set of the midget type m 

which all the components were rather cramped, 
I made up a full-scale moclel of the chassis from stiff 
cartridge paper. Though this naturally would not 
support the components, it gave me a much better idea 

Valve. Co/I, and 
Transformer Positions 

Cut Away tor 
Loud Speaker 

as a jig for 
(Headington). 

Multi-range Meter Shunts 
WHEN constructing a multi-range meter with several 

current ranges, if the shunts are arranged as m 
piw x with a selector switch, a resistance of a very small 
order at the contact studs will cause quite a large error 
in the reading. For example, if the rtieter is a 1 ma..fiU- 
scale deflection one, of loo ohms resistance and the 
shunt (a) is one of 1 ohm resistance, giving F.b.D. tor 
1 AO ma. a resistance at the switch contact of 1/10 ohm 
will cause an error of 10 per cent. Even more error 
will occur on high.r current ranges, for if the shunt (D) 
is .1 ohm, giving F.S.D. for 1 amp., the same resistance 

<e> O 
O 

O 

Heavy Weight 
Cartridge 

Paper 
Cut Away tor 
Terminal 

Strips Etc 

Paper chassis for focHitating Ihe layout 0/ componenis. 

at the switch contacts 
great at 100 per cent. 

will give rise to an error as 

■/ss. -9 n | O fa) 
r tMAAMAA- avwvwaaa/VVM 

XyvvVW- lOOm/A t Amp (b) 
Fig. I. 

Methods of switching multi-range meter shunts. 
When 1 wanted to construct a multi-range meter, 

with two extra current ranges, I used the. arrangement 
shown in Fig. 2. Here the ranges are selected by means 
of plugs and' sockets, and the switch shown is closed when 
the two extra ranges are in use. If, as before, a x ma. 
meter, of 10b ohms resistance is used, a switch resistance 
of .1 ohm will only introduce an error of 0.1 per cent, nv 
the reading—an amount whieh will be entirely un- 
noticed. This method uses fewer shunts, which are 

' simpler to coustrnct, than, the Ayrton-Mather method, 
which has the slight advantage of not needing a switch. 
). T. Rundell (Orpington). 

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK 
By F. J. CAIWIVI 

NEW EDITION. 
6/- or 6/6 by post from George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.).Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. 
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Tone Control 

Various Forms of Tone Control and Their Application. By S. O. MAWS 
THERE are countless occasions in the design of 

A.F. amplifiers and radio receivers where some 
form of tone control is desirable, and It is" the 

purpose of this short article to discuss some methods 
of obtaining desired degrees of " top boost," "top cut," 
" bass boost " and " bass cut," these four being the 
chief types of control most usually wanted. The kind 
of response curve described by these four terms is 
illustrated in Fig. i. Ibis article will be entirely confined 
to circuits giving a fixed degree of control and the only 
components required in any of the circuits to be described 
will be resistances and condensers. 

Bass Boost Circuit 
This form of tone control is very commonly needed, 

■particularly after gramophone pick-ups, of course, where 

Too Boost Bass Boost 

Level Response 

Bass Cur Top Cut 

too T.OOO 
Frequency 

lO.OOO 

Fig. i.—Risbonse curves. 
it is used to counteract the recording ctiaracteristic in 
which bass is deliberately cut. Some bass boost is 
often advantageous in normal receivers and amplifiers, 
for it is very rare indeed that loudspeakers reproduce 
very low notes of the order or 50 c/s adequately, either 
because the area of the baffle on which they are mounted 
is too small or else due to the area of the cone or its 
elasticity being unsuitable (giving a fundamental 
resonance at a frequency higher than 50 c/s). 

The basic circuit for obtaining bass boost" is given in 
Fig. 2. At high audio frequencies the reactance of the 
condenser C may be neglected and so the arrangement 
becomes a simple potential divider and reduces the 
amplification in the ratio . At low audio 
frequencies, however, the effect of C is no longer negligible 

and so the value of the potential divider tends to equal 
one. The magnitude of the bass boost is thus given by 
the expression or putting this into the more 
convenient decibel notation— 

Number of decibels of bass boosts 20 fog R|+ R2 
The value of the condenser C decides the frequency' at 
which the bass boost begins. We can say, very approxx- 
mately, that the rise in bass response will begin at that 
frequency for which the reactance of C is equal to R2. 
In other words the capacity to use, in order that the 
boost shall begin at a frequency f, is given by— 

^ ~ 2Ttf R, 
As a numerical example suppose Ri = 200,000 ohms and 
Ra—50,000 ohms. Then= This is 
the voltage step-up at low frequencies. The gain in 

50,000rx 
/ Mfd 

200,000 n 

/ Meg SO. 

[T 

BH 
■015 Mfd 

Fig. 3.—Showing application oj bass boost circuit. 

decibel at low trequencies is thus 2olog 5=^14 decibels. 
Suppose we decide that the .bass boost shall begin at 
200 c/s, in which case the circuit will be suitable for use 
hi a gramophone amplifier. Using the formula given 
above we find— 

27Tf R2 2X3.142X 200 x 50,000 f'^ aPPrC)X- 
It is convenient to place this bass boost circuit in the 

Input 

R.f 

R.2 Output 

Fig. 2 {left).—The basic circuit Jot. 
I-ass boost. 

Fig. 4 {right).— The jundamenlai 
circuit for top boost. 

RJ 

Input 

R.2* Output 
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coupling between A.F. amplifying valves as shown in 
Fig. 3. Suitable values of all components are given. 
The 1 megohm resistance indicated is necessary to apply 
grid bias to the second valve. The boost may be switched 
off, if so desired, by closing the switch S; which .short- 
circuits C. The circuit is then a plain attenuator of 
14 decibels loss. 

One important thing should be noticed about this and 
other boost circuits described in this articlej, namely, 
that they give a net loss at all frequencies except the 
boost frequencies. It is necessary, therefore, to obtain 
satisfactorv results to have- an adequate reserve of 

100,000 n 

Input 

•0004 Mfd 

There is no reason at all why the circuits of Figs. 3 
and 4 should not be combined, as shown in Fig. 5, tp 
give a characteristic rising at both high and" low 
frequencies. As most amplifiers and receivers tend to 
cut bass and top the inclusion of a network such as 
that of Fig. 5 often brings about an improvement in 
quality. The values given in Fig. 5 give about 6 decibels 
boost beginning at about 100 c/s in the bass and at 
about 5,000 c/s in the top. 

Bass Cut and Top Cut 
There are certain circumstances in which a falling off 

in bass response is desirable ; in a recording amplifier 
is an example. To, obtain such a response the circuit 
of Fig. 6 may be used. The circuit given in Fig. ,7 does 
the-reverse : it cuts the top. Such a circuit is sometimes 
useful when reproducing gramophone records which 

100,000 n Output R t 

fft put 
-O/SMfa 

his. —A combined circuit for bass and top cut. 
amplification in the amplifier to which the control is 
applied. Otherwise it may be necessary to add another 
stage of amplification to the amplifier. 
Top Boost 

A rising high-frequency characteristic is often desirable 
to counteract sideband cutting in K.F. and I.F. amplifiers, 
or ta make up for losses occurring in moving coil loud- 
speakers, which, unless they are unusually good, have 
serious losses above 5,000 c/s. The fundamental circuit 
is given in Fig. 4. As before, this circuit gives a loss of 
^ times in amplification at all frequencies except 
(in this case) the high ones, the reason being that the 
condenser C effectively short-circuits Ri at high 
frequencies. As before, the boost may be said ,to begin 
at that frequency, for which the reactance of C is equal 
to Ri and again we can use the formula C = ^ 
design calculations to find the value of condenser 
necessary to start the boost at a frequency f. Suppose 
we want a frequency characteristic rising after 5,000 c/s 
to about 12 decibels maximum boost. Making 

Input 

R 2 Output 7 'f 

R.2 . Output 7 

\ 
tis. 7.—Circuit for obtaining ton cut. 

have an excessive scratch level. The design of suitable 
tone controls using these, circuits should now be elcar 
from the examples of design already given. The same 
two formulas apply, namely that the factor by which 
the response is boosted, or cut, is given by — ' and 
that the capacity wanted to make the boost, or cut. 
begin at a frequency f is given by— 

T T 
C= . 27if Ri 27rf R2 

depending whether C is associated with Ri or R-i in 
the circuit. In the case of all the circuits given, except 
for the bass boost type, R-> can well be the grid leak of 
the valve following the circuit. But, as shown in Fig. 3, 
it is necessary to add an extra resistance to perform 
this function in the case of the bass boost circuit. The 
value of grid leak used should be very large compared 
with Ro, at least 10 times and preferably greater. The 
author hopes that this article will help readers to make 
up their own tone control circuits to suit their particular 
requirements. 

.—PRIZE PROBLEMS- 

hig, 6. Circuit for obtaining a falling off in bass response. 
t 

Ri—AS0*000 oiinis and Ra—50,000 ohms will give the required 12 decibels rise and using the above formula 
we find the necessary value of C to be— 
C== —Trr-3 

Problem No. 458 
T UPIN'S A.C./D.C. receiver gave good results when .used in con- jnncticn with an indoor aerial. In an effort to improve reception he fttted an outside aerial, bat was surprised to find that the fnso m the main s supply lead blew, as soon as the receiver was switched on. what was the cause, and why did the fuse blow ? 

Three books will be awarded for the first three correct solutions opened. Address your solutions to the Editor, pBACTiCAli Wirhless, fower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.CV2. Envelopes must be marked Problem No. 458 in the top left-hand corner and must be posted to reach us not ♦later than the first po^t Monday, August 7th, 1044. 

"aSTRi x 5,000 x i5o,ooo=•0002/,Fappr0X- 
The boost may be switched off by open-circuiting the 
condenser C. 

Solution to Problem No. 457. 
The output voltage from the mains unit was low, and therefore the bia« voltage was too high for the 220 H.P.T, 
The following three readers correctly solved Problem No. 457 and books are accordingly being forwarded to them: L. Ebbutt, 0, Coillesdene Drive, Joppa, Midlothian, Scotland; Cr. Samuel, 12, Beaumont (late, Ulasgow, VN.2; W, Tozer, 15, Bramble House, Devons Poad, Bow, E.d. 
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Some Applications of Thyratrons 

Concluding Instalment of the Paper Read by A. J, MADDOCK, M.Sc., Before the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers 

IT will be realised from Figs. 23 (b) and 23(c) that, in 
the ideal case, the alternating voltage applied to the 
transformer leads the flux by 90 deg. so that the posi- 

tive peakwave with no steady flux, i.t. in the mid-position 
of control, occurs-at the maximum of the applied A.C. 
voltage." Now the total shift required of the peak wave 
for all circuits with inductance greater than the critical 
value, is 90 deg, i.e. ± 45 deg. from its mid-position. 
In a 3-phase rectifier, the position when the delay 
angle oc = 45 deg. is displaced 15 deg. in advance of the 
maximum of the applied alternating anode voltage as 
will be evident from Fig. 21, and a permanent phase 
shift of this amount must be introduced to permit 
control to full output voltage to be obtained. One 
convenient way of obtaining this anglg of advance is 
shown in Fig. 24, where the relative connections to the 
various transformers are indicated. The secondary of 
the H.T. transformer is comrected in star as also is that 
of the transformer feeding the auxiliaries (cathode and 
grids), and a phasing transformer is interposed between 

V 
Phasing 

tTansformerf— 

H.T Transformer 

(a) 

irmer j 

A 
eaK-wi 
ansfor 

Peak-wave transformer 

Fig. 24. — Ar- 
rangement oj 
transformers in 
3-phase rectifier, 
(a) with low- 
volt dge mains 
and (b) with 
high -voltage 

mains. 

VHT Transformer y 
(b) x \ 

Auxiliaries Phasing 
transformer transformer 

Vp( fd P? 

the latter and the peak-wave trans- 
. former. , 

The phasing transformer is connected 
delta-delta but with the supply to the 
grid transformers taken off as shown 
at voltage taps 0.21 of the secondary 
voltage from the ends of the windings, 
thus giving the 15 deg. advance and a 
voltage i/V3 of that of the phasing 
transformer primary voltage if the 
latter is arranged with a step-down 
ratio of 1 ; 0.82. Fig. 24(a) shows the 
arrangement when the supply mains 
are at low voltage and the auxiliaries 
can be fed directly from them, whilst 
Fig. 24(b) is the case for h.v. supply 
mains when step-down for the auxiliar- 
ies is required. In practice it is often 
jiecessary to modify these conditions 
as regards the phase advance required, 
especially when large delay angles are 
required, since, the peak waves become 
broadened and ignition occurs before 
the maximum voltage of ^ the grid 
peak wave is reached. Incidentally, 
Fig. 24(b) also indicates how a 90 deg. 
phase-shift, relative to the anode- 
neutral voltage, is obtainable for heat- 

Peak-wave 
transformer 

ing the filaments of directly-heated cathodes as 
advocated by manufacturer to ensure more even 
distribution of the space current drawn from the 
filament; the single-phase filament transformers are 
connected in delta across the star output of the 
auxiliary transformer, and the proper phases are 
selected with respect to the anode voltages of the 
respective valves. 

One very valuable feature of grid-controlled rectifiers 
is the ease with which extremely rapid overload pro- 
tection on the D.C. and A.C. sides can be arranged. 
Quick-acting overload relays interrupt the A.C. excitation 
to the grid transformers, thus leaving all grids negatively 
biased, and the overload is usually extinguished in less 
than one cycle when the voltage of the phase carrying 
the overload current becomes so far negative that 
conduction cannot be maintained. When the overload 
current ceases, excitation is automatically re-applied 
and the rectifier again delivers voltage at whatever 
value was set by the position of the grid control. , 

Compounding of the rectifier may be arranged by 
feeding a direct current, proportional to the rectified 
output current, from a shunt in the output lead to a 
second set of D.C. control windings in the peak-wave 
transformers. By this means an increase of current, 
which would normally cause a fall in output voltage, 
may be made to advance the grid voltage further and 
thus keep the output voltage constant. 

A simplified schematic of a 3-phaSe full-wave series- 
type rectifier incorporating the above features is shown 
in Fig. 25. The several protective and application 
circuits are omitted for the sake of clarity, but, in 
addition- to the points already mentioned, interlocking 
is provided so that the high tension cannot be applied 
until the cathodes have attained operating temperature, 
and air-blowing equipment is provided on the base of 
the valves. Also a delay circuit, composed of inductance 
and capacitance, may be provided in the D.C, control 
circuit to the grid transformers so that, when first 
switched on, the rectifier output voltage builds up over 
a certain period (e.g. 350 millisec) to the value determiped 
by the setting of the grid-control potentiometer. 

5-phase HT Transrormer O/iana AC supply compoundmq 
shunt 

D.C output 

Bias 
supplies 
Kreiau 
Sr 

10 HI 
Q. 10 

5 n 

Grid trsnsformefs ELxcitation 
In 
£ Potentiometer to v.arq output voltage 

Fig. 25.—Three-phase, fall-wave series rectifier circuit. 
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Mains Transformers—3 

Lines of Force and Calculations for Windings. By D. BARBER 
{Continued from Page 320, July issue) 

Electromagnetic Induction 
GENERALLY speaking, providing certain assump- 

tions are made, transformers are quite easy to 
design, and if the correct procedure is tollowed 

good results are ensured. 
It is worth while at this stage to return to the 

fundamental principles governing electromagnetic 
induction, and to reconsider them, bearing in mind the 
practical requirements of the transformer in order that 
it may function efficiently. _ 

If a coil of wire is linking an alternating magnetic 
flux, the E.M.F. induced in the coil is directly propor- 
tional to: 

(i) The number of turns on the coil. 
{2) The rate at which the llux is changing or the supply 

frequency. , . . , ^ 
(3) The maximum number of lines ot force constituting 

the flux. , 
It is fairly obvious that the greater the number of. 

turns on the coil and the faster the flux changes, the 
greater will be the induced voltage. It will also be 
appreciated that if a large number of lines of force are 
embraced or linked by the coil a large E.M.F. will 
result. The term " maximum number of lines ot force 
may appear a little confusing, but it must be remembered 
that this flux is following the niains voltage, which, 
being A.C., is increasing, decreasing and reversing many 
times a second. Thus, the expression denotes the 
highest value which the magnetic flux reaches during 
any one cycle. This will be made clear by glancing at a 
figure which appeared in 'an earlier issue, showing an 
alternating voltage wave. 

Expressed in simple arithmetic, the three foregoing 
rules may be written as a formula, thus: 

, 4.44 x.Nx Fx T Formula 1 . h= 100,000,000 
where E is the voltage induced in the coil 

N is the maximum number of magnetic lines 
of- force ' . 

F is the frequency of the supply in cycles per 
second 

T is the number of turns on the coil. 
The numbers 4.44 and 100,000,000 are " constants," 
and so do not vary in any way. 

On examining this formula it will be scon that, as the 
supply frequency is invariably fixed, N and T are the 
only terms which can be altered to produce a certain 
voltage, and, furthermore, there is no limit to the 
number of values which can be given to N and 1, and 
still obtain the same value for E. For instance, N.can 
be made large and T small. The same voltage would 
also be produced if T were made large and N small. 
As the size of the coil depends on T and the size of the 
core is governed by N, it is important to give them 
suitable values in order that the transformer may be 
correctly proportioned. 

Lines of Force ' , 4 - 
It is perhaps fortunate m this respect that there is a 

definite limit to the number of lines of force which a 
•given piece of iron can carry. This value is fixed at about 
6o,oooTiiies for every square inch of cross-section. Thus, 
if the iron section of a transformer were 2 sq in. it would 
not# be economical to try and force more than 120,000 
lines through it. This at once gives a clue as to the 
value to be assigned to N, which can now be written 
as 60,000 X A where A is the cross-sectional area in 
sq. in. of the core limb on which, the coil is wound.^ It is 
important to use the correct value for A, since, in the 
case of a shell type transformer, the centre limb is 
always wider than the two outer, limbs. Ihus, it the 

coils were wound on the middle leg, the value of A for 
the middle leg and not the outer legs would be used. » 
Turns on the Coil ^ 

To obtain a given voltage then, the only real variable 
left is T, the number7 of turns on the coil, and to obtain 
a value for this, the formula can be written 111 this ionn . 

E x j.00,000,000 
Formula 2 : T — x 1^x60,000X A 
For example, suppose that it is desired to find how 

many turns to put on the primary coil of a shell typ 
transformer for operating on say 200 volt mams at 
50 cycles frequency. Assume that the coil is to ht on. 
the centre leg, which has a cross-sectional area of 2 sq.m. 
Substituting all the values in the formula; 

200 x 100,000,000 
T=4.44 x 5° x 60,000 x 2 

which worhs out at 75", so that this transformer would 
reouire 7SO turns on its primary coil. It is perhaps 
advisable at tbis point to correct a false impression, 
which often exists, that the size of the wire or the 
resistance of the coil has something to do with the 
ability of the transformer to work oft a certain mauib 
volt urc This is certainlv not the case, since, in the 
example quoted above, as long as the number of turns 
was 750. it would be immaterial whether the wire was 
small or large in diameter. 
Primary Calculations 

the factor which does affect the size of the primary 
wire however, is the output which it is desired to obtain 
trom the secondary coil. Assume that in the transformer 
above a secondary output of 100 volts 4 amps, is required. 
Transfonriers are always"rated in " volt-amperes," that 
S voltsxnmps.', so that in this case the secondary 
output would be 100 X 4, '-e. 400 volt-amperes (abbre- 
viated 400 v.a.). Small transformers of this type usually 
reauire about 15 per cent, more input to the .primary 
than is taken from the secondary, so that in tins particular 
case the primary input would be : 

115 x 40c _ 0O voit-ainps. 
100 

The difference (60 volt-amps.) is wasted and appears in 
the form of heat in the coils and core. ^ o . 

Since the primary input will be 460 volt-amps, and 
the primary voltage is 200, the primary current at full 
load will be 460 divided by 200 = 2.3 amps*, consequently 
the wire used for this winding must be qble to carry this 
current without over-heating. The table below shows 
the current that can be safely passed through diffeient 
sizes of wire. On looking at this table it is seen that 

Bare 
Diam. 

S.W.G. in 
inches 

14 .080 
15 .072 
TO .004 

: ' 17 .050 
18 .048 
19 .040 
20 .030 
21 .032 
22 .028 
23 .024 
24 .022 
25 .020 

Permissible 
Working 
Xurrent 
in amps. 

10.05 
8.15, 
G. 15 
4.9:3 
3.2G 
2.51 
2.04 
1.01 
1.23 .904 

.700 

.028 

S.W.G. 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
30 

Bare 
Diam. 

in 
inches 

Permissible Working 
Current in amps." 

.018 

.0164 

.0148 

.0130 

.0124 

.0110 

.0108 

.0100 

.0002 

.0084 

.0070 

.508 

.422 

.344 

.280 

.241 

.210 
.383 
.156 
.133 
.110 .090 
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No. 19 s.w.g. with a bare diameter of .o4oin. is the nearest 
size and could be safely used for this primary coil. 

The Secondary 
Turning now to the design of the secondary coil, the 

voltage required is roo, and the current is 4 amps. 
Using the same formula for the number of turns as was 
used for the primary, the secondary coil will have : 

100x100,000,000 ^ 7 turns 
4.44 X 50 X 60,000 X 2 

assuming that the secondary, coil is also wound on the 
centre limb as is usually the case. 

The nearest wire size is obtained from Fig. 1, and is 
seen to be No. 18 s.w.g. If this secondary were wound 
with 375 turns, it would be found that although when 
giving no current the voltage would be correct, i.e. 100, 
when supplying 4 amps, the voltage would be, perhaps, 
5 per cent, low, due to a voltage drop in the coil itself. 
To compensate for this it is necessary to add 5 per cent, 
of extra turns to the value obtained from the formula, 
giving a figure of : 

105 x 375 
100 = 394 turns. 

This figure of 5 per cent, should always be added in the 
case of any transformer secondary winding. 

The Core 
It is important that there is sufficient winding space 

on the core to enable all the primary and secondary 
turns to be wound on. Usually in the case of amateur 
transformer work, the constructor starts off with a 
core of definite size and weight, and wishes to know 
what is the maximum output he can obtain from it. To 
help in this matter the following formula may, prove 
useful; 

Formula 3 : V.A. = ^ x - 
2 • 5 

where VA is the maximum outpilt obtainable from the 
secondary 

W is the weight of the complete core in pounds 
F is the supply frequency. 
2.5 is a constant. 
If this formula is used, no difficulty should be 

experienced in finding room for all the turns required. 

Sometimes space may be somewhat restricted if, for 
instance, several secondary coils are to be wound on 
one core; in a case like this, wire having a thinner 
insulating covering should be used. Four types of 
covering are possible, viz., enamel, double silk, 
single cotton, and double cotton. The latter is 
usually used where space is not too limited, since it 
is cheap and fairly easy to handle. The double cotton 
covering increased the diameter of the wire by .oiin. 
Single cotton is sometimes used, although mot very 
often, having rather poor insulating quality; this 
covering increases the wire diameter by about .oo6in. 
Silk covering is rarely used,.since in addition to being 
expensive, it is not easily obtained under present 
conditions. Enamelled wire is very useful where space 
is very restricted, as it normally increases the bare 
diameter of the wire by only .oosin. to .oosin. The 
chief drawback is, however, the ease with which the 
enamel covering is cracked if handled at all roughly, 
so that shorted turns are much more common with 
enamelled wire than with any other type of covering. 
Because of this, it should not be used unless circumstances 
compel its application^ or until the amateur has had a 
little experience in its'manipulation. 

All the main aspects of design have now been covered, 
and it only remains to show the correct procedure to 
be adopted when working out from a given core. This 
is as follows : 

(1) Weigh the core ' and from this estimate the 
maximum possible output, using formula 3. 

(2) Measure up the cross-sectional area of the core 
limb on which it is proposed to assemble the coils, 
and from this figure work out the number of turns 
on the primary coil, using formula- 2. 

(3) Work out the primary current value, and, using 
the table in Fig. 1, select a suitable size of conductor. 

(4) Work out the nominal secondary turns, using 
formula 2, and add 5 per cent, for voltage drop on 
load. 

(5) Select a suitable wire size for the secondary from 
the table below. 

If these rules are observed, a sound design should 
result and if the transformer is then carefully constructed 
satisfaction will be assured. 

Grid Bias Voltage 
THIS note has been written in the belief that it 

will be of some help to those beginners who may 
find it difficult to understand how grid bias 

voltages are obtained in mains-driven sets. 
Most textbooks state that by inserting a resistance 

in the cathode lead the cathode is made positive with 
respect to earth, and by connecting the grid to eartli it is 
therefore negative with respect to cathode. Here the 
subject is left, and while the above explanation may 
suffice for some people to grasp the underlying principles, 
it is the writer's opinion that there are many who find 
it all too brief. 

The accompanying diagram shows, in the conventional 
manner, a triode valve supplied'witli power from the 
mains unit on the right; BR, the bias resistance in the 
cathode lead, results in the grid being negative wih 
respect to cathode. 

Now, for the sake of simplifying the explanation, 
let's think of the electron flow as' that of-water, and of 
the mains unit as a pump, drawing water from the anode 

, and passing it back to cathode through the connecting 
" pipes." 

If, in place of BR, we apply pressure with one foot, 
what happens ? Yes ! the pressure on the lower side 
increases, while that on the upper is reduced. Now, 
the grid being connected to the. lower side will also have 
an increased pressure, even though the water has to 

5 o 

a/as 
Resistance 

Circuit diagram showing how a triode value is supplied with power from a mains unit. 

pass through a high resistance. The reason for this 
being that there is no water escaping from the grid, 
so that the pressure there will build up until it is the 
same as that on the lower side of our foot. 

If we now go back and think of electrons in place of 
water we should be able to understand what is meant 
by saying that the grid i's negative with respect to cathode. 
The point to bear in mind is that there will be more 
electrons per atom on the grid than on the cathode, or, 
in other words, the grid has a negative potential with 
respect to cathode.—W. H. M. 
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GALPINS 
ELECTRICAL STORES 

' FAIRVIEW," 
LONDON RO., WROTHAM, KENT. 

TERMS CASH with ORDER. 
No C.O.D. 

Regret no Orders can be accepted from Eire 
or Northern Ireland. 

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, first-class condition, electrically guar- anteed. for A.C. mains 200/250 volts 50 cy. 1 phase 5 amp. load. 10 - each. 
1 WATT WIRE EXT) Resistances, new and unused assorted sv.es four assort- ment). 5/6 per doz.. post free. 
SOL 11) BRASS LAMPS (wing type), one- hole mounting, fitted double contact, small B.C. holder and 12-volt 16 watt bulb 3/6. each, post free or 30 - per doz. 
TUXGSTEX COXTACTS. 316in. dia. a pair mounted on spring blades, also two high quality pure silver contacts 3/lGin. dia., also mounted on spring blades fit for heavy duty, new and unused : there is enough base to remove for other work. Price the set of four contacts. 5/-, post free. 
MASSIVE GUXMETAL WINCH, com- plete with long handle, for use with Uln. wire cable, weight 50 Ihs., condition as new. Price £3, carriage paid. 
RESISTANCE UNITS, flreprool, size iOln. by lin. wound chrome mckelwire, resistance 2 ohms to carry in amps. Price 2 6, P.F. 
ROTARY CONVERTER, 50v. D.C. input. A.C. output 75 volts at 75 milliamps. in first-class condition. 30/'- each carriage paid. 
3-PMASE TRANSFORMER 410 v. to 240 v. at 2 kW. Size of core 14in. by llin. by 5 sq. In. section, £10. 
TAPE MACHINE, fitted Klaxon 220 v. D.C. motor, geared drive, rheostat control, 18 ohm relay, complete with tape reel and tape. £10. 
AIR PRESSURE GAUGE by famous maker. lOins. dia., reading 0-4.000 lbs. per square inch, as new in case. Price £7 10s. 
SWITCH FUSE in wrought-iron case. 3-way for 400 v. at 40 amp., 45/-. 
METER MOVEMENT, for recalibration. moving coil, 4in. scale deflection not known. Price 20/-. 
MOVING COIL AMPMETER, reading 0-350 amps.. 6in. dia.. switch board type. Price 70/-. 
DITTO, reading 0-20 amps., 50/- 
300 AMP. CABLE, V.I.R. in good condition 19/33 in approx. 30 yd. lengths. £5 per coil. 
MAINS AMPLIFIER, 110/250 A.C.. approx 5 watts. 3v. no valves, size of case 16x11x7 ins., metal rectifier H.T. by famous maker. £5. 
TANGENT BELL lor 200/250v. D.C. 12-jnch gong, weatherproof. £4 10s. 
DITTO, for HOv. D.C., 6-inch gong. 30/-. 
ROTARY CONVERTER, input 48v. D C., output 2.500v. D.C. at 1 K..W. constant rating. As new. £10. ' 
H.T, TRANSFORMER,, case 14x9x8ins.. no oil. input 200/240v.. output 10,000v. centre tapped at 3 K.W., intermittent rating. £15. 
DYNAMO, output. 20v.. 10a., ball-bearing, shunt wound, speed 1,760 r.p.m., £5. 
AUTO TRANSFORMERS/ step up or down, tapped 0-110-200-220-240 ; 1.500 watts, £7; 1,000 watts. £5. 
D.C. MOTOR, 12 volts (not oar) approx. i h.p., speed 1.500 b.p.m., largo size, £2 10<. 
H.T. TRANSFORMER mN case, size lOin. x 7in. x Gin. (no oil), 200 v. to 10.000 v. C.T. output. 21 K.V.A, at 500 cycles, inter- mittent rating, £8. 
PLEASE NOTE.—I would greatly appre- ciate Price Lists or Catalogues of Radio and Electrical Goods to replace those lost in removal, postage or cost willingly refunded. 

WEBB'S RADIO 
14, Soho St., Oxford St., London, W.I. 

Telephone : Gerrard 2089 
SHOP HOURS—10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 

Saturdays 10 a.m. to (2 noon. 
CONDENSERS 5. d. 

Three-gang .00042 ceramic 
insulation ... ... ... 10 6 

Three-gang .0005 bakplite insu- 
lation with buiit in dual-ratio 
drive (5/1 and 80/1)   13 6 

Single .0002, .00016, .0001 short- 
wave tuning, ceramic insula- 
tion   All 5 0 

T.C.C. electrolytic bias 350 mfd 25v.   / 0 
T.C.C. paper 2 mfd. 250v. square 

metal can 2£in. x ifin. x 9/i6in. 3 9 
SLOW MOTION DRIVES 

E pi cyclic dual-ratio drives to fit 
iin. shaft. Ratios 6/1 and 100/1 4 0 

METERS 
A limited number of 0/1 miiliammeters 

(I m/a. full scale deflection) are 
available v/ithout priority. Flush 
mounting, 3 Jin. overall diameter. 
High grade movements, ideal as 
foundation meter for multi-range 
instrument. Resistance 100 ohms, 
C2/l7/6to callers, or by post, £2/18/6. 

MICROPHONES 
High-grade moving coil micro- S «•. d. 

phones, heavy construction, 
chrome finish ... ... ... 4 10 0 

Transformers to suit (Mu 
shield) ... ... ... ... I 10 

Collapsible floor stands, for ^ Band or P.A. work ... ...2 1 0 
L.F. smoothing chokes, I Oh., 

50 m/a. ... ... 6 0 L.F. smoothing chokes, 20h 
100 m/a. ... ...   !3 6 

Push Back Wire. 100yd. coils, 
finest quality. Available in 
eight different colours. Per 
i 00yds. ... ... ... ... . 6 

Screening cans, Jin. long, 2in. 
diam. (ALU), suitable for 
coils or IF's  ... 0 

Output transformers, well 
made, generous core. Pen- 
tode to 2^ ohms ... 6 

TRANSFORMERS 
150, 225, 300 volts 50 m/a 

(Parmeko). ... ... ... <2 6 
80 volts 250 m/a. (Parmeko) ... 5 0 
5 volts 8 amps. ... ... ... 10 0 
100-0-100 volts 75 m/a. ; 4 volts 

2.5 amps (Parmeko) ... ... 12 6 
150-0-150 volts 75 m/a. ; 4 volts 

2.5 amps (Parmeko)... ... 15 0 
Mic. Input; single or DB carbon 

to PP grids (U.T.C. CS6) ... 8 6 
Heavy duty filament 10 volts 

M.5 amps. ... ... ... 1 '7 6 
C.R. Transformer 4,000 volts 

10 m/a. ; 4v. 1.5 amps. ... 8 6 
Intervalve Ferranti AF3 (shop 

soiled) ...   ... 17 6 
Intervalve Ferranti AF5 (shop 

soiled)  I / 6 
Varimatch input, 4-46 or 59 to 

2-841 grids (U.T.C. 52 AX) ... I 3 0 
LARGE TRANSFORMERS etc. 

(Callers only) 
350-0-350 v. 150 m/a. ; 4v. 3a. ; 

4v. 4a. ; 4v. 10a. ; 20v. 3a. ... I 12 6 
Pri : 200/250 v. ; Sec. 16v. 22 

amps. ; I6v. 22 amps. (Spot 
welding)   4 10 0 

Modulation trans. 3,500 ohms 
PP to 6,000 ohms 200 watts ... 2 10 0 

Modulation traps. Various 
types and powers available. 
Choke 25h. at 700 m/a. ...12 10 0 (All primaries of the above trans- 

formers 230 volts unless otherwise 
specified) 

^ELECTRADIX— 
CONTROL BY LIGHT AND 

Ql INVISIBLE RAYS 
||t Raycraft set with 
jyj selenium bridge, 10,000 

fiiMs 0^m tele-type Relay, m9m fittings and booklet, 
*BSiiiP 42/-. 
SWITCHES. Knife-blade A & E type 
single pole C.O., 1/6. Double pole " on- 
off," 1/9. Double pole C.O., 2/6. 100 
amp. S.P., with fuses on panel, 42/6 pair. 
G.P.O. Lab. Switches carry 10 amps., for 
controls and test work, D.P., reversing, 7/6 
Switch Theos 0 to 1 ohm. and " off," 2/6. 
Multi-switches. Lucas P-way, lever handles 
in line, enclosed, 3/9. 6-way ditto, 3/-. 
6-way Push Button AM., 2/9. 7-stud R.i. 
5 amp. ebonite panel on box base 4.1in.1 7/6. 
CIRCUIT BREAKERS & SWITCHES. 
Auto circuit breakers, magnetic trip 
thermal delay, 10 amp. double or triple 
pole, 25/-. 250 amps., £4. Battery charging 
auto-cutouts, 8 amps. 6 or 12 v.. compound, 10/6. D.C. and A.C. contactors, mains, 
quoted for 10 to 40 amps. 
CRYSTAL SETS are valveless radio 
receivers requiring no batteries. Mark 
IN ex R.A.F. double detector, 65/-. The 
Wall Nut for shekel or cable, 42/-. 
Victory Pocket bakelite set. 35/-. 
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS. 60. 
watts for 200/250 volt mains, with flex 
cord, 12/6. 
DYNAMOS— MOTORS —ROTARIES. 

For essential work 
experimental work, 
permit free. Fine 
modern quarter- 
horse D.C. motors, 
200 to 250 volts, 
enclosed, drip-proof, 
silent bearings, flange . or base Fixing, double end shaft, l.in. dia., 

1,450 revs. ; size 7iin. x 7in. ; weight, 
35tbs. Compound. We fully guarantee.. 
l/5th h.p., £3 10s. J h.p., £4. Larger 
powers in Stock, state wants. 
WIND DRIVE DYNAMC/S, slow 
speed, 6 or 12 volt. Details and price on 
application 

, WE HAVE A FEW 
rt ohm and 10,000 Y ohm Wheatstone Bridges, G.P.O. dial' 

switch rheostats 4,000 
ohm and 8,000 ohm. 
Sullivan and Tinsley 

Mirror Gaivos, Meggers. 
Siemens high-speed 

Relays. Incomplete ex-Gov't 
Wheatstone ' Bridges, less coils, 45/-. 
G.P.O. vertical Gaivos, 35/-, 
SUNDRIES. Vee Pulleys for ;Vin. bell- 
turned steel 4in. x 41 in., 4/6'and 5/- 
Motor Flexible Couplings for J h.p. and 
i h.p., 6/- each. Endless Beits, vee or 
flat, 5/6 each, 4 wing Fan Blades, 6in.. 
for motor shaft, 1/6. Multiple Connec- 
tion Strips of soldering tags, telephone 
type moulded mounting, in 80 or 100 ways, 
at 3/6 and 41- each. G.P.O. Plugs, 21- 
each. Panel G.P.O. Jacks, !/6 each. 
Small Solenoids, " Gemi " 6 volts 
IV amps., iron plunger, 6/6. Electric 
Counters to 10,000 revs., G.P.O., 5/6 
Crystal Detector parts, 1/6 per card. 
(Visit our Showrooms and inspect large and 
varied range of bargains in Radio—Electrical 
—Mechanical and . Scientific Apparatus) 

ELECIRADIX RA0I0S, 
214, Queenstown Read, 
Battersea, London, S.W.8 
(Close to Queen's Road Station, S.RIy.) 

[ 1 ■ "Telephone : Macaulay 2159^^--—— 
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August, 1944 PRACTICAL WIRELESS 393 

Op en to D iscussion 

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must 
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication). 

Tuning Coils 
CIR,—Some months ago an article appeared in 
" Practical Wireless dealing with the design and 
construction of tuning coils. In this article, the following 
fornmla was given : 

a# N'2 

' 3 A -I- 9B. 
where A = Mean diameter of roil in inches. 

B = I-ongth of winding in inches. 
N—Total number of turns on coil. 
L- Resultant inductance in microhenries. 

As, however, the problem usually confronting the 
home constructor is that of finding the mnuber of 
turns required to give a certain inductance, the formula 
can be modified to   

45L+VT5L (i35L-f4A-'K'2) 
' 2A2K 

where L, A, and N have the same significance as before 
and 

K=Number of turns per inch for the wire size chosen 
taking into account the type of covering. 

This factor K can be found by reference to standard 
wire tables. 

The choice of wire gauge is not critical, for long waves 
32-40 S.W.G., for medium waves 24-34 S.W.G., and 
for short waves 1S-28 S.W.G.—the deciding factor 
usually being the space available. Broadly speaking, 
however, the thicker the wire the better the coil, 

I hope that this modified formula will be of some use 
to home constructors in these times of acute component 
shortage.—G. ,D. Britiain (Heudon). 

Station Identification 
SIR,—I would like to add a little to A. J. Newman's 

letter. AFHQ may be heard most of the time 
between 14.30 and 16.00' hours on the 18 m. band. 

Radio France transmits from z^lgiers. 
Can anyone tell me the call sign of the new Leopold- 

ville station on 16.88 and 25.7 m. described in a 
recent edition of Practical Wireless ? It comes 
on the air at 12.15 hours. I first heard it on April 15th 
on 16.88 m., but 1 suppose it was only testing then. 
Another Leopoldville station, OPT, which announces 
itself as Radio Congo-Beige, operates on 14.97 m. and 
comes on the air at 12.55 hours. All times are D.B.S.T. 
—S. Hudson (Cambridge). 

Reception in Ireland 
SIR,—-I know that we here do not call the B.B.C.'e 

tune, but reception over here is sometimes, so 
variable that the set is switched off. It certainly is anti- 
directional—to Britain. 

There has been interesting discussion in Practical 
Wireless on the merits of H.F. on short waves, and 
evidently a difference of opinion among amateurs. 

When first I listened on the higher frequencies, some 
ten years back, I used one stage of tuned H.F., with the 
usual Det. and L.F. amp., with then gratifying results, 
but now I find a Det./L.F. arrangement the most 
efficient (with accumulator and mains H.T.). Perhaps 
this is due to components and/or valves, and as we 
know, one faulty component may upset a whole period 
of experimenting. Practically, many seem to have 
resorted to the simple Det./L.F. I have no experience of 
a Communications Rx. 

I wonder if the proposed United Nations League has 
considered the issue of an International Receiving 
Licence, and the charge for this.—M. K. H. (Blackrock). 

Fauliy B.B.C. Transmissions? 
SIR,—I have been interested by the number of letters 

you have received from listeners since my original, 
concerning faulty transmissions by the B.B.C. 

What has anjazgd me most is the diverse areas which 
are affected thus, and not able to receive the service for 
which they contribute. 

One notes that according to the B.B.C,'s idea, that' 
body is doing a very excellent job of war work, but 
I wonder if the majority of home listeners think 
so, when they tune in hoping to hear a speech by the 
King or Prime Minister and get only a horrible jumble 
of noises, to say nothing of the times they try to hear 
the usual programmes after, a hard day's work, and 
find it unendurable. 

No, sir ! Tire B.B.C. has fallen down on the job and 
badly, too, cither because they have not the " know 
how" to provide a reliable signal under wartime 
conditions, or because they just don't care. 

In conclusion, is there any evidence that the present 
system of broadcasting has ever prevented a single 
enemy macjjine from dropping its.bombs ? I guess not, 
and it is quite time that it was scrapped.—C. Field 
(St. Asaph).' 

Post-war Radio 
SIR,— Referring to the article on Post-war Radio in 

June's Practical Wireless, I would like to point 
out to the writer that "12 words per minute " was 
always required to obtain a Post Office transmitting 
licence, also, amongst Britteh amateurs, it has long 
been considered that holding a transmitting licence was 
for experimental purposes, and not a hobby. 

Regarding " hamfcasts," this should read " hamfest," 
and is an Americanism. 

I cannot agree that the amateur will be pushed lower 
down th6 wavelength scale, as the amateur has already 
found practically all the answers here, which for practical 
purposes are optical/it is now for the manufacturers to 
make suitable equipment. 

Prior to the war, with perhaps one exception, there 
was no one in this country making a receiver with 
crystal filter. We have band-pass crystal filters now !— 
Frank J. Wadman (GaGK). 

Short and Medium Wave Midget Receiver 
SIR,—This small receiver gives good 'phone reception 

of a number of stations on the medium wave, and 
good results on the short wave. The writer had good 
reception of the United Nations Radio, Algiers. All 
reception was carried out with 5yds. of throw-out aerial. 
The coil is wound with 22 o.c. for grid windings, and 
32 enamelled wire for both reaction windings. Valve , 
types giving best results are L.F. or Power. Det. valves 
willwork, but if a valve of this type is used, a 10 ohm 
resistor must be used in series with L.T.J-Iead. A 10,000 
ohm resistance can be used instead of H.F.C., but 
choke gives best results. Both tuning condensers (tuning 
.0005 mfd., reaction .0003 rafd.) are of the small solid 
type.—E. H. Percy (2FSC). 

Licensed Radio Repair Depots ? 
SIR,—I would be pleased if you would draw the 

attention of your readers to a potential restriction of 
their liberties proposed by the Radio and Television 
Retailers' Association (R.T.'R.A.) as reported in a current 
trade paper. This august body are requesting the 
Board of Trade to license radio repair depots in a 
similar fashion to the licensing of radio retailers'. 
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This is proposed in view of the " unfavourable report 

of many of the new radio repair depots." 
Thus it" is proposed that further shackles be imposed 

on the technical^ minded radio serviceman. 
If_this move really would eliminate the dabbler who 

is a menace to the public because of his insufficient 
knowledge, all would be well, but the actual effect will 
surely be to prevent the efficient serviceman who may 
be doing good work for the public, in his spare time, 
from undertaking work, or opening a repair depot, 
without a licence. 

If the retail licensing is a true example, such a service- 
man will find that existing dealers will oppose him in 
his application and he will find it almost impossible 
to open up. 

This proposed move is the more impertinent when 
it is remembered that many dealers nowadays rely on 
the spare time serviceman, not having the necessary 
ability to do their own repairs. 

If your readers act in union in opposing this proposal 
through your journal, they may avert this imposition. 

The way to eliminate the dabbler is an examination 
in theory and practice by an independent body. The 
irOny of this would be that a large percentage of dealers 
would be unable to pass the exam. 

Personally, I think that the present state of affairs, 
for all its abuses, is preferable to any form Of licensing 
—Serviceman (Barrow). 

I am studying physics, chemistry, pure and applied 
mathematics, which takes up most of my spare time in 
the evenings. 

In the way of ordinary T.R.F. receivers for medium 
wave work, the latest set I have built is a midget 
A.C./D.C. T am having some trouble in the H.F. 
section, but I hope to overcome this by careful re- 
wiring. 

I have enclosed my address and if B. K. Holder (or 
anyone else about 17-18 years of age) is interested 
I would be pleased to correspond with him, or them, 
for since we are bpth studying the same subjects and 
both are interested in radio work, we might be of great 
assistance to each other. 

To close, I can only add that Practical Wireless 
is a really first-class radio periodical which helps me 
considerably in my studying and in my practical radio 
work. An example of this is shown by S. A. Knight's 
article on Kirchofi's laws about which I have read and 
re-read in text books, but at last I can understand 
them perfectly.—W. Hoeein (Leicester). 

A NEW VEST POCKET BOOK 

MtTHEMtllCtl TABLES ond FORMUlfE 
3/6, or 3/9 by post from George Newnes, Ltd. 
Towjr House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.z 

A Beginner's Activity 
SIR,—Reading the letter of B. K. Holder 

(Birmingham) in the July issue of 
Practical Wireless inspired me to write 
to you and tell you of " another beginner's 
activity." 

My radio career is very similar to his, 
although I have only been doing radio 
work for two years. 

The first set I built was an o-v-2 battery 
model, the design of which I found in your 
hook Practical Wireless Circuits. This worked 
quite well and I still use it with a new coil 
and in conjunction with an A.C. mains 
eliminator, I then tackled several. S.W, 
Rx's of the o-v-o type, but none gave any 
satisfactory results—some gave nnne at all ! 
Then I built F. G. Rayer's o-v-i Rx de- 
scribed in Practical Wireless March, 1943, 
and at last I had a S.W. Rx that worked 
well. I added to this an H.F. section which 
gave me a receiver similar to the " Economy 
Three." I am afraid I don't get much time 
for listening in and accurate logging, etc., for 

Control Pane! 

o 

On/Off 
'Switch w/c Switch 

Position of Co/7 G.B. Battery 
HT SVo/fs 

j 1 "Sji iji 
1 1 '• 1 j M. g 
1 1 I i- |H -|| 

- 1 
,1 ' 1 1 Wi. Jl 

, General arrangement. 

Position of 
Phone . Block 

Depth of cigar box is 2frn;, and 'phones are mounted on 
a smal I black inside box. 

V 
HT-h 

V HT-h 
0003 Mfd 0003 Mfd Phones 0005 Mfd. Phor',* 

HR Choke 

000/ Mfd 
LT + OOOf Mfd r\ Sr A 

Valve 5/1 2 MegCi 
OOOS 5/1 > 2.7V- 

VWWVWV *- 
Switch 

1 
Mfd 

2 Meg Pl 
HT~ LT~ 

C 0 
Layout of the short and medium wave receiver. See letter from E. H. Percy. 

Coil fitted over valve. Reaction split for short and 
medium waves. 
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RADIOS ALES 
BCM/SALES 9. LONDON, W.C.I 

Full List Id. post free. 
Resistances, all popular valves, i watt at 4(1. ; i watt. 6tl. ; 1 watt, 9U. each Tubular Condensers, 0.0001 to 0.005 at 9d., 0.01 to 0.05. 1'- ; 0.1 at 6d. Valve-holders, paxolin. chassis mount- ing. Octal, 7-pin and 9-pin, 9d. 4: and 5-pin  6d. Volume Controls, 5,000, 10,000, 25,000, 1 m., i m.. without switch. 3^6 each. With switch    5/- Mains Dropper Resistances. First- class job with sliders. 1.000 ohm 0.2 amp. at 4/6. 750 ohm 0.3.'amp., as.above 5/6 Line Cord, 2-way, 0.2 amp. 180 ohms, per yard. Cut nearest foot, per yd. 5/6 Midget smoothing choices, 15 Henry. 60 ma 7/6 Mains Transformers. 200-240 input. 350-0-350 v. 100 ma.. 4 v. 4 amp., 4 v. 2 amn 35/- As above, but 6,3. v. 4 amp.H- 5 v. 2 amp 35 - ElectrolyticCondensers,25mfd. 25 v.. 1/9. 50 mid. 12 v., 1/9. 10 mfd. 50 v. 1,9 Speakers, P.M., 8in. with transf., 30/-. Goodman's, 3iln. P.M.. without trans 30/- Midget Speaker transf. (Pentode) 61- Systollex, various colours, 4 yds. II- Tinned Copper Wire, per coil ... 6d. Resin Cored Solder, per coil ... 6d. Push Hack Wire, 6 yd. coil ... II- Resislors, asstd., 1-1 watt. Popular values only. 81-. 50  15/- Condensers, asstd. 25 1 0/6, 50 ... £1 Mikes. P.O. type, with transf., 7/6. Brush hand crystal mikes with cable. Quality job   £3/3/- MorseKeys. Practice. 4/-. Buzzers, 2,6 Key with buzzer Hy-note   4,6 Soldering Irons. 230 v. 60 watt, 12/6. Stanelco. 75 watt   £1 Radio Valve Manual. Br.-i-U.S.A. valves with characteristics, curves, data, equivalents, bases, charts, etc. 3/6 
Strictly cash with order. Post extra. 

List Id. Enquiries S.A.E. please. 

RELAYS 
The wide range of Londex Belays includes a variety of 
TYPES APPROVED by 

AIR MINISTRY M.AJP. ADMIRALTY 
Ask for details and leaflet SPN/PW. Relay L.F. 

LONDEX LTD. 
Anerlev Works 207. Anerley Road. London. S.K.20. rfYD G-258/0 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMEKTS 
LITERATURE, MAPS, etc. 

RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN invites all keen experimenters to apply for membership. Current issue " R.S.G.B. Bulletin " and details, 1'- below : AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK (300 pages), paper cover, 4/- : cloth. 6/6, Radio Handbook Supplement (140 pages), paper cover, 2/9; cloth, 5/-.—R.S.G.B., 28-30, Little Russell Street, London, W.C.I. 
WEBB'S Radio Map of the World. Locates any station heard. Size 40in. by 30in., 4/6, post 6d. On linen, 10/6, post 6d.—Webb s Radio, 14. Soho Street, London, W.l. GERra rd 2089.   
MORSE & S.W. EQUIPMENT 
MORSE Practice Equipment for class-room or individual tuition. Kqys, audio oscilla- tors for both battery or main operation.— Webb's Radio, 14. Soho Street, London. W.l. Phone : Gerrard 2089.  
" ILA.C." Short-wave Receivers. Famous for over ten years. Improved one-yalve, model now available. Complete kit ot components: accessories, with fun in- structions—only 16s., postage 6d. Easily assembled in one hour. S.A.E. tor free catalogue.—A. L. Bacchus, 109, Hartington Road. London. S.W.8. 
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS 

BERRY'S (s^vRJ) LTD. 
Stock all types of 

VALVES &. COMPONENTS 
Send S.A.E. (Id. stamp) for List "P" 

Telephone : HOLborn 6231 
25, HIGH HOLBORN, 

LONDON, W.C.I. 

TESTOSCOP^ 
tndispens- 

„ able to R|dio 
' ^ Service Engineers. 

Makes 20 tests. Interesting 
Booklet on request. From all Whole- 

salers, or direct. Send for Leaflet A.24. 
RUNBAKEN - - MANCHESTER - - !• 

COMPONENTS FOR THE MIDGET RECEIVER 
MIDGET, aerial and H.F. medium wave. High Gain, T.R.F. coils, ideal for T.R.F. midget receivers, 9/- pair. . MIDGET 3-gang condensers, with slow motion drive. 12 6. ■ ^ ^ r MIDGET receiver chassis, drilled for four valves lOi by 6 by 2ins., grey, first class heavy quality, specially designed tor the midget receiver. 9/6. MIDGET L.F. smoothing chokes, 50/60 
MIDGET speaker transformers (Pen), 7/6. MIDGET knobs, black, highly polished, ditto brown, and standard knobs, liins., 8il. 
8/- doz. COILS, aerial and H.F. medium and long, with reaction, boxed with circuit, 12/6 pair. CHOKES, heavy duty, solid construction, a first class job. 80 ma.. 500 ohm. 12/6 ; 120 ma.. 200 ohms, 15/-. 0.5. Henry, 20 ma. 
DROPPERS, universal type, for all re- ceivers, 1,000 ohms, 0.2 amp., fitted two variable taps, 4;6 : 750 ohms. 0.3 amp., ditto taps. .5/6 : heavy quality dropper, superior porcelain former, fixing feet, ditto taps, a quality job. 950 ohms, 0.2 amps., and 800 ohms, 0.3 amp., 7/6. DIALS, three wavebands, short, -medium and long, station names in colours Ivorine, 7 by 4in.. 1/6. , ^ «o LINE CORD, 60 ohms per foot. 0.3 amp., 3 way, 6/-yard. NUTS, BOLTS, 4BA, brass round heads. 7/- gross, 2 gross in all, 6BA. cheese heads, brass, sheradised, 5/6 gross. Licence to export to N. Ireland. Send 2?d. for comprehensive list, S.A.E. with all enquiries please. Postage on all orders. O. GREENLICK. 34, Bancroft Road, Camhridgc Heath Road, London, E.l. (Stepney Green 1334.) 

L. ORMOND SPARKS TECHNICAL SERVICE.—Detailed answers to problems connected with Receiver Design, S.W. Equipment and L.F. Amplifiers, etc.. 2/6 per query. DATA SHEETS. TRANSVERSE CURRENT MICRO- PHONE. Complete constructional details of a highly efficient unit, 2/6. Carbon granules and mica in stock. ELECTRIC GUITAR UNIT. Convert your Guitar to an electric model. Complete constructional details of an electro- magnetic unit. 5/-. OHM'S LAW.—Its Applications and Formulee. Worked examples, covering radio requirements. If- plus stamp. AUTOMATIC BIAS CIRCUITS. Diagrams, details and examples, II- plus stamp. L. ORMOND SPARKS, 9, PHOEBETH ROAP. BROCK LEY. S.E.4 
VALVES.—List plus tax. Include 3524, 543G. 524G, Pen.DD4020. AC2Pen.DD, U31, URIC, 1D5, 1A7, 1H5, 1N5, 1L5. Any sent C.O.D.—L. W. Lawrence, Station Street, Saffron Walden, Essex. 
WANTED.—Bulgin Coupling Unit L.F.10 or Benjamin Transfeeda. State price, Wells, Hay, HerefoM. 

VALVES 
This is part of our current stock of 
valves. If all their equivalents were 
mentioned it would be found 
that we can supply either the exact 
valve or a suitable replacement for 
almost any type. Wherever possible 
please order C.O.D. Stamp with 
enquiries, please. 
PRICES STRICTLY B.O.T. RETAIL 
BATTERY. 2J0HL. 5/10: P220, PM2A. 7/4: 210DDT, HD24. TDD2A, 9 2 ; 210SPT, 210VPA, 210VPT. 220HPT. 220 0T. K50M. KT2, KT24, PM12M. PM22A. SP2, SP210, VP210. VP2B, W21, Z21. Z22. 11/- ; 210PG, FC2, FC2A, X24 12'10 A.C. TYPES. 2D4A. 6/9; 41MP, 354V. AC/HL, MH4. MHL4. 9/2; AZ1, DW2, A3Z1. DW4-500, IW4-350, U10. 11/-; 402P. AC044. MH41, MHD4, PX4, TDD4, 11/r • 42MP/Pen, AC/VPl, AC/VP2, AC/Pca. AC2./Pen, AC5/Pen. KT41, KTZ63, MKT4, MSPenB, MVSPen, MVSPenB. PenA4, Pen4VA, SP4, VP4, VP4B, 12/10 ; AC/TH1, AC/TP, FC4, MX40, TH4, VHT4, 41MPG, 14/- ; KT32, KT330 PenB4, 14/8; MP/Pen. 16/6; FW4/500. KT66, 18/3: PX25. PP5/400, 24,4 : Pen428, 30/5. UNIVERSAL. 2D13A. 9/2 ; CY1. U31. URIC. UR3C, U4020,11/ ; 11D3. TDD13C, 11'7 : 7D3, 8D2, 9D2. 13SPA. CL4. CL33, Pen36C. SP13. SP1320. VP13A, VP13C, 12/10: CBL1, CBL31, PenDD4020, TH21C, 15/3 ; TH30C. 14/-. MAZDA. HL23, 5/10 ; t HL21DD, HL23DD, 9/2 ; Pen25. UU5. UU6. UU7, U4020, CP23, 11/- ; AC/HLDD. HL41DD, HL133DD. 11/7; Pen45, Pen383, SP41, TP23. TP26, VP41. VP133. 12/10; AC/TP, TH41, TH233, 14/-; QP25, PenDD4020, 15/3. E TYPES. EM4. 11/- ; EBC3. EBC33, 11/7 ; CL4, CL33, EF8. EF9, ELS. EL33. 
12/10; CCH35, ECH2. ECH3, ECH35, EF5. EF6. EK2, EL2, 14/-; EBL1, EB31, 15/3 5 EL35. 18/3. ^ BVA AMERICAN TYPES. 5U4, 5Z4. 6AG6. 6C5, 6C8, 6C6. 6J5, 6J7. 6K8. 6L6, 6R7. 18, 25A6. 25L6. 25Y5 and 25Z5 con- version. 25Z4, 42, 47- conversion. AMERICAN. OZ4, 1A4, 1B4. ICS. 1C6, 1H5, 2A6, 2A7, 2B7, 6A4, 6A6. 6A7 conversion, 6A8, 6E6. 6P5, 6F6, 6J8, 6K6, 6L7, 6P5, 6SF7. 6Z5. 10,12Q7,12SF5, 12Z5, 15. 19, 24 . 32. 33. 34 . 35. 37 . 38. 46, 48. 50. 53. 57. 71A. 76. 81. 82. 85. 89. TUNGSRAM. ELS, 16/6; LD210, 
5/10; P215. 7/4; DD13, 6/9; 6B8. 14/-; 6K7. 12/10; 6K8. 14/ ; .6Q7, 11/7 ; 6V6, 12/10; 6X5. 11/-. 
VALVES & ADAPTORS 

In the cases where we cannot supply the exact valve or equivalent, we can get your set going with a valve and adaptor, the additional cost being 4/6. 
SPARES 

TESTOSCOPE, the vest-pocket Instru- ment lor tracing faults, makes 20 tests AC/DC, 37/6. KIT OF 12 TRIMMER TOOLS in American cloth folder. Very handy, 30/-. SPEAKERS, 3 inch, 3173. LINE CORD. .3 amp., 3 core, 60 ohms per ft., extremely good quality. 6/9 per yd. CELLULOSE CEMENT for speaker valve and most other repairs. 51- tin. SERVISOL, more than a switch cleaner. 5/- tin. MAINS TRANSFORMER, 350-0-350 4 volt heaters. 29/3. VOLUME CONTROLS, with switch. 7/6. VALVE EQUIVA- LENT CHARTS. 1/7 post free. BOOK- LET ON AMERICAN MIDGETS, 2 7. 
See our Classified Advt or page 

(Dept. P.W.), 

J. BULL & SONS, 
(Dept. I'.VV.). 

246, HIGH STREET, 
HARLESDEN, N.W.IO. 
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396 PRACTICAL WIRELESS August, 1944 
CHARLES RRTTAIN RADIO (K. H. Kdc) oilers real bargains in new radio spares ! SERVICE Kits. No. 1 : 1. 8 mfd.. Tubular 450 v.. 6 each asst'd Tubular and Mica conden'sers, 11/6 per kit. Kit No. 2 ; 16 mfd. 200 v. small can Electrolytics, 1. .3 amp. mains dropper with var. taps and 1 60 m.a. choke, fil/10'6. Kit No-. 3 : 2, 6 mfd. 450 v. Tubulars, 2 16 mfd. 200 v. cans. 2, 2 mfd.—.25 Mansbridgre, 1 doz. asst^d Tubular and Mica condensers and 6 .2 small Mansbridge, £2/5/- per kit. TUBULAR Condensers. 1,000 v. test .1, 9/- doz, .05, .01. 7/6 doz. .004, .002, .001, 5/6 doz. B.l. Con- densers .04 350 v., 5/- doz. .001 450 v., 4/6 doz. Mica Condensers .0001. .00015, .0002, 5/- doz. .001, .002, 6/- doz. .01 Mica, 1/- ea. 4,000 mmf. 1,600 mmf.. 61- doz. STEEL Chassis Oi x 5in. drilled for 2 valves. 21- ea. Telsen S.M. Disc drives with escutcheon (boxed). 21- ea. Valveholders, Int-Ootal and British, 7-pin, 7/6 doz. Grid caps Oct and British, 1/- doz. Sleeving 3<1. yd. or 2 6 doz. Wave-change Switches, Yaxley type, 2 pole 4-way, 2 pole 3-way. 4 pole 2-way, 3/6 ea. PLATE GLASS DIALS. Cossor three band. 131 x 54, 2/6 ea. H.M.V.. 7i x 44 or 7 x 31 three band. 1/6 ea. Vertical type. 6i x 54, 21- ea. Cossor celluloid, three band, 71 x 4. 1/6 ea. 2 band clock face dials. Sin. x 4in., 1/3 ea. Small dials for midgets, Sin. x 4in., 9d. ea. THIS month's Special Offers : Celestion Mains Energised Bin. speakers, 2,000 ohm field, with trans,, £1/10/6. 2 mfd. Mansbridge Condensers, 600 v. wkg., finest quality, 44 x 14, 2/9 ea. See last issue for Vol. Controls. Mains Droppers, etc. Terms : Cash or C.O.D. over £1.—Charles Britain Radio (temp, address), " Eureka," Surrey Gardens, Effmgham. Surrey. 

RELIAXCE RADIO SERVICE. 8, Kenning ton Park Road, S.EJ.1. 
TUBULAR CONDENSERS.—T.C.C. Ect, .01 mfd.. .02 mfd., .03 mfd., .05 mfd,, all 6d. each, 5/6 doz. ; .1 mfd. 7d. each. 6/6 doz., all over 350v. wkg. : .5 mfd. 1/- each, .25 mfd. 1/- each. Bias Elpctrolytics. 50 mfd. 12v. wkg.. 12 mfd. 50v. wkg., 1/9 each ; 50 mfd. 25v. wkg. 2/- each. PHILCO CONDENSERS.—Block type, .1 x .1 mfd. and .2 x .2 mfd., 9d. eaeh. SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS.- Power or pentode 8/6 each. Midget type 9/-. MAINS DROPPERS.—.2 or .3 amp, 1,000 ohms, two adjustable tappings. 6/9 each. VOLUME CONTROLS.—i and 4 meg. 3/6 each, with switch 5/6 each. We have a few used controls, some with switch. 15/- per dozen. Ideal for service work. I.F. COILS.—465 kc/s in can with double trimmers. 8/- a pair. MIDGET COILS.—Medium and long wave, with trimmers. S/6 pair. MAINS LEADS.—8 feet long, with 2-pin plug, suit any set, 2/6 each. RESISTORS.—Assorted values. Our selec- tion, 2/6 doz. PLYWOOD.—We have a number of square pieces of 3-ply. 9in. square. Ideal for Midget cabinets. 1/- a square. RELIANCE RADIO SERVICE, 8, Kenning ton Park Road, S.E.ll. 
WANTED.—Rotary Converter, any size.— Hull, 221, City Road, E.C.I.  
FERRANTI Transformers and a few other Components. S.A.E. for list.—Box 113, " Practical Wireless." Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. 

MOUSE CODE 
TRAINING 

There are Candler Morse 
Code Courses for 
B e g i n n e r s and 

Operators. 
SEND NOW 

FOR THIS % ' 
FREE 

" BOOK OF FACTS" 
It gives full details con- 

cerning all Courses. 
THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.O.) 

121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. 

A.C./D.C. Four -Valve M.W. Receiver, Build the " Wizard " In an evening. Set of instructions, clear wiring diagram, component layout, theoretical circuit, parts list and prices. 5/- post free. Uses British valves, obtainable from us. Many equivalents. Components sold separately. Your queries answered free S.A.E. No callors. — Franklin Developments, Weldona, The Avenue. London, N:3. 
WIRE WOUND resistances, Non-inductive. Ideal for meter shunts, resistance boxes, etc. 2} per cent, accuracy, wound on bake- lite bobbins, i x lin. ; one of each of the following ratings. 25 , 50, 100 . 200, 400 , 600, 1,000 and 2,000 ohms. 5/6 per lot, post paid. Large quantities available, REV. COUNTERS, ex Meters, " Drum Type." 0-999 automatic reset to zero on completion, 3/6 each. PROJECTION Lenses, lin. Focus. Ideal for 9.5 or 16 mm. Films Sound heads, etc. Oxidised mounts, Uin. long, 9/16in. diame- ter. 51- each. Terms Cash with Order. H. FRANKS, Scientific Stores. 58. New Oxford Street. W.C.I. 'Phone, Museum 9594. 
MUSIC Lovers.—Make your own high fidelity Receiver and Amplifier—10 valves— 7 watts output embodying negative feed- back. etc. All parts in fair supply, makes listening a pleasure. Circuit diagram, instructions, parts list, etc., 5/- post free.— Gordon Amplifiers. 18, Torrington Place, London. W.C.I, (post only).    
MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. OFFER : 
HOME CHARGERS, charges one 2-volt accumulator from 200-230-v A.C. mains, complete ready for use. 12/6, post 7d. SLEEVING, 2 m.m., 6 colours. 1 yd. lengths, 2/6 doz., 24/- gross. Rubber Grommets, fit 7/16 to 4 in. hole, admit g in. cable, 10cl. doz., 8/6 gross. Chatterton's Compound, best quality in i lb. sticks, 1/-, 3/6 lb. TELEPHONE BELL SIOXES, G.P.O. type, contains A.C. bell, microphone transformer and 2 mfd. condenser in teak box. 7/6. INSTRUMENT WIRE, 22-D.C.Cr.. 41b. 2/6, lib. 4/6; 26-S.C.C., 3/6 lb.; 29-S.C.C.. lib. 2/3; 32-enam., 41b. 3/-; 34-enam.. 2 ozs. 1/-; 36-S.S.C., 41b. 2/-; 39-8.8.0., Uozs. 1/6; 39-enam., II ozs. 1/6 ; 42-S.S.C.. 2 ozs. 21-. TERMINALS* small brass telephone type, 1/- doz., 10/- gross. Ditto, larger 4-B.A. (require cleaning), 1/6 doz.. 12/- gross. TELSEN illuminated disc drives, boxed with template, less knob, 2/-, 18/- doz. SWITCHES, standard mains 5 amp. bake- lite, porcelain base. 1/3, 12/- doz. boxed. FUSEHOLDERS with base, porcelain 10 amp.. 6d., 51- doz. Exide 10-volt accumu- lators, 61- " Mum " mains interference suppressors, 1/6. Microphone insets, 2/-. Spades. 1/6 doz. Bulldog battery clips, 9cl. RESISTANCE WIRE, 29 bare, 11 ohms yd.. 2d. yd. ; 1 amp. fuse wire. Id. yd. ; twin electro-magnets, 3 ohm., 1/-; powerful solonoids, 20 volt, 60 ohm, 1/6. SELECTOR SWITCH ARMS, laminated copper, fitted knob panel bush, etc., 9d. ; studs, 10 for 6d. SAMPLE BOXES, radio and electrical parts (ov^r 40), 2/6. AUTO TRANSFORMER, primary 220- volt, 13.6 amp., secondary 110-volt, 27.2 amp. £7 10s., carriage paid. One only. 
Orders over £1 post free. No C.O.D. under £3. Enquiries S.A.E. 

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.. 
18, Harborne Park Rd., Birmingham, 17 Tel. : EAR. 1308 

' comPomlnts 
Mains Transformers. 200-240 volts primary, 350-0-350 80 m/amps., 4 volts 2 amps., 29/3 ; M.R. Super Model (specification as above), 37/6 : Model M.R. 200-240. 350-0-350 primary. 6 volts .3 amps., 37/6; Accumulators. 2 volts. 21/-: Speakers' Transformers. Universal Output (pentode and power). 7/9 ; Universal Midget Model. 7/6; Valve Holders, English 7- and 9-pin octals, 1/-; American octals, 1/-; Side contact. 1/6 ; Volume Controls, most values in stock, with switch, 7/6 : without switch, 5/9; Resistors, 5 and 10 watt, 12 values assorted. 21/-; Condensers, T.C.C. electrolytic 50 mfd., 12 volts, 2/2, .5, 2/-, .1. 1/-. 

MAINTENANCE MATERIALS Servisol. more than a switch cleaner. J pint tih, 5/-; Cellulose Cement, repairs valves, speakers, etc.. per tin, 51-; Polish, scratch removing, your set as new, walnut, mahogany, oak, per bottle, 3/-: Solder, per lb., 5/6. See also our Display Advt. on page 395. 
J. BULL & SONS, 

(Dept. P.W.), 246, High Street, Harlesden, N.W.10. 

MEASURING Instrument Repairs. A1 makes of meters and instruments skilfully repaired by experts. Prompt service for essential purposes.—Runbaken Electrical Repairs, Meter Dept. (A252). Manchester. 1. 
REWINDS.—Mains from 25/-, output from 6/-, field coils 91- : Pick-up coils. Armatures, promptly executed.' Phillips and Ekco D.C. Converters bought, sold, exchanged. Valves, B.V.A. and American. Ex. G.P.O. Side Cutters, Ex. G.P.O. Long Nose Pliers, ingulated handles, slightly used, but as new. 22/- six pairs. 42/- doz. pairs. Post paid. Sample pair, 4/6 post 6<1.extra. Send S.A.E. for List.—A. D.S. Co., 261-3-5, Lichfield Rd., Aston. Birmingham, 6. 
PERMANENT crystal detectors, Tellur- ium-zincite combination. Complete on base. Guaranteed efficient, 2/6. Wireless crystal with silver catswhisker, 6'.l. B.A. thread screws and nuts, 2/6 assorted gross. Ditto washers, 1/6 gross. Fibre washers, 1/6 gross. Assorted solder tags, 21- gross. Recondi- tioned headphones, complete, 4,000 ohms, 12/6. Rubber-covered stranded copper wire. 1<I. yard. Heavier quality, lid. yard. Very heavy quality, 24<1. yard. Ideal for aerials, earths, etc. Cotton covered copper wire, ilb. reels, 18 . 20 . 21, 22, 23, 24 gauges. 1/6. 26 gauge. 1/9. 42 gauge, double silk covered, 2oz. reel, 2/-. Tinned copper connecting wire, ^Oft. coil, 6d. Ditto, rubber covered. 10ft. coil, 6cl. Finest quality resin-cored solder. Jib., 2/-. Wood's metal stick. 24i.n. x 4in,, 1/-. All postage extra.—Post Radio Supplies. 33, Bourne Gardens, London, E.4. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 
" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES."— FREE 112-page guide to training for A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.B., and all branches of Engineering and Building. Full of advice for expert or novice. Write for free copy and make your peacetime future secure.— B.LE.T. (Dept. 242B). 17. Stratford Place, London, W.l.     
MOBILE Cinema Operators (Men) (sub- standard) required immediately. Able drive car. Free training given where necessary. Knowledge of radio an advantage. Mobile Cinema Services, Surbiton. ■ 
REQUI RED.—Service Engineer, with good knowledge of Talkie equipment amplifiers for work of National Importance. Appljfc giving full particulars, to Mobile Cinema Services. Ltd., Surbiton. Elmbridge 5211/2/3. 

TUITION 
LEARN MORSE CODE the Candler way. See advertisement on this page.   
RADIOLOCATION.-^-Students of both sexes trained for important wartime Radio Appointments. Also for peacetime Careers in all branches of Radio and Television. Boarders accepted. Low inclusive fees. College in ideal peaceful surroundings.— 2d. stamp for Prospectus.—Wireless College. Colwyn Bay.  
THE Tuitionary Board of the Institute of Practical Radio Engineers have available Home Study Courses covering elementary, theoretical, mathematical, practical and laboratory tuition m radio and television engineering ; the text is suitable coaching matter for l.P.R.E. Service entry and progressive exams : tuitionary fees—at pre-war rates—are moderate. The Syllabus of Instructional Text may be obtained, post free, from the Secretary, Bush House, -Walton Avenue. Henley-on-Thames, Oxon. 

AFTER THE WAR! 
The advance in Radio Technique after the war will offer unlimited opportuni- ties of high pay and secure posts for those Radio Engineers who have had the foresight to become technically quall- ficd. How you can do this quickly and easily in your spare time is fully ex- plained in our unique haaidbook. 
Full details are given of A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Brlt.I.R.E. City & Guilds Exams, and particulars of up-to-date courses in Wireless Engineering, Radio Servicing, Short Waves, Television, Matheinatiesjs»etc., etc. 
We guarantee " NO PASS—NO FEE." 
Prepare for to-morrow's opportunities and post-war competition by sending for this very informative 112-page guide NOW—FREE and without obligation. 
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (Dept. 242), 
17, Stratford Place, London, W.l. 
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Ifractical Wireless 

BLUEPRINT SERVICE 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS No. of Blueprint. CRYSTAL SETS Blneprints, 6d. each. 1927 Crystal Receiver .. — PWil* The "Junior" Crystal Set — PW94# 

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated 
One-valve : Blueprints, la. each. All-Wave Unlpen (Pentode) .. — PW31A Beginners' One-valver . . .. — PW85* The " Pyramid " One-valver (HP Pen)  — PWe3* 
Two-valve : Blueprint, Is. The Signet Two (D & I P) ... — PW76* 
Three-valve : Blueprints, Is. each v Selectone Battery Three (D, 2LP " ■ (Traus)) .. .. .. — PW10 Snnnnit Three (HP Pen, D, Pen) — PW37* All Pentode Th.-ee (HP Pen, D (Pen), Pen)  — PW39 » Hall Mark Cadet fD,LP,Pen (RO) — PW48 P. J. Cainm's Silver Souvenir (HP Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All-Wave . Three) — PW49* Cameo Midget Three CD, 2 Lp (Trans))  — PWCl* 1936 Sonotone Three-Pour (HP Pen. HP Pen. Westector, Pen) —- PW53* Battery All-Wave Three (I), 2 LF (RC)) — PW55 * The Monitor (HP Pen, D, Pen) . . — PW61 The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) — PW62 The Centaur Three (SO, 0, P) . . —•- PW64 The " Colt " All-Wave Three (D, 2 LF (EC & Trans)) , . .. -- PW72* The ■' Ftapide" Straight 3 (D, 2 LP (BC & Trans)) . . .. — PW82* P. J. Gamin's Oracle All-Wave Three (HF, Det. Pen) .. — PW78 1938 " Triband All-Wave Three (HP, Pen. D. Pen) .. .. — PW84 f. J. Canun's "Sprite" Three (HP Pen, 1). Tet) .. .. — PW87* The " Hurricane " All-Wave Three (SGD, (Pen). Pen) . . .. -- PW89 F, J. Catnni's " Push-Butt on" Three (HP Pen, D (Pen). Tet) — PW92* 
Four-valve : Blueprints, Is. each. Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LP, Cl. B) — PW17 Nueleon Class B Four (SG, D (SG), LF, Cl. B) .. .. — PW34B • Fury Four Super (SG, SG. D. Pen) — PW340 Battery Hall-Mark 4 (HP Pen, D. Push-Pull) — PW46 • " Acme " All-Wave 4 (HF Pen. D (Pen), LF, Cl. B) .. .. — PW83* The " Aduiirat" Four (HP Pen, HF Pen, D. Pen (EG)) .. — tW&0» P. J. Caunn's " Limit " AU-Wave Po.ur (HP Pen, D, LF, P) ,. — PW67'» 

Mains Operated 
Two-valve : Blueprints, Is. each. A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen) ... — PWIS* . Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two D. Pow) — PWIO* 
Three-valve : Blueprints, Is. each. Double-Dinde-Triode Three (HF Pen, DDT, Pen) .. — PW23* D.C. Ace (SO, D, Pen) .. — PW2-3* A.C. Three (SO, D, Pen) .. — PW29 A.C, Leader (HP Pen, D. Pow) .. — PW3SC* D.O. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen).. — FW35B* Unique (HP Pen, D Pen), Pen).. — PW36A P. J. Camm's A.C. All-Wave Silver Souvenir Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) — PW50* . "All-Wave" A.C. Three (D, 2 LP (EC))  — PW54* A.C. 1936 Sonotone (HP Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen) .. .. ■ — PW86* Mains Record AU-Wave 3 (HP Pen, D. Pen) — PW70* 
Font-salve ; Blueprints Is. each. ( ■'A.C. Fury Pour (SG, SO, D, Pen) — PW20* l A.C. Fuiy Four Super (SG, SG, 1), Pen) — PW84D I A.C. Hall-Mark (HP Pen. D, Push-Pull)  — PW45* Universal Hall-Mark (HF Pen, D, Push-Pull) .. .. .. — PW47*- 

SUPERHETS 
Battery Sets : Blueprints Is. each. Fo Superhet (Three-valve) ., — PW40 F, J. Camm's 2-vaJve Superhet.. — PW52*' 
Mains Sets : Blneprints Is. each. A.C. Superhet (Three-valve) ., — PW43* D.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve) .. — PW43 

P. J. Camm's A.0.»Superhet 4 .. — PW59* P. J. Canun's Universal £4 Super- het 4 . .  — PW60 " Qualitone" Universal Four .. — PW73* Four-valve : Double-sided Blueprint, Is. 8d. Push Button 4, Battery Model . . "I Push Button 4, A.C. Mains Model/ — PW95* 
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated One-valve : Blueprint, Is. Simple S.W. One-valver ,. Two-valve : Blueprints, Is. each. Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen) The " Fleet " Short-wave Two (I) (HF Pen). Pen) Three-valve : Blueprints, Is. each. ExperimenterShort-wave Three (SO, D. Pow) — PW30A* The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LP (RC and Trans)) — PW63* The Band-Spread 8.W. Three (HP Pen, D (Pen), Pen) .. — FWCS* 

— PW88* 

— PW91* 

PORTABLES Three-valve ; Blueprints, Is. each. P. J. Camm's ELF Three-valve Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen) .. — PW65* Parvo Flyweight. Midget Portable (SO. J», Pen) — PW77* Four-valve : Blueprint, Is. " Imp" Portable 4 (D, LP LP (Pen)) — PW86* 
MISCELLANEOUS Blueprint, Is. 8. W. Converter-Adapter (1 valve) PW48A4 

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE CRYSTAL SfiTS Blneprints, 6d. each. Four-station Crystal Set ., — AW427* 1934 Crystal Set . . .. .. — AW444 150-mile Crystal Set ... — — AVV'450* 
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated. 

One-valve : Blueprint, Is, B.B.c. Special One-valver Two-valve : Blueprints, Is. each. Melody Ranger Two (D. Trans).. FuJl-vniume Two (SO det. Pen).. A Modern Two-valver Three-valve : Blueprints, Is. each. £5 5ft. S.G. 3 (3G. D, Trans) Lucerne Ranger (SG. D, Trans).. £5 58. Three De Luxe Version (SO. D. Trans) .. . Transportable Three (SO, D, Pen) Hiinple-Tune Three (SO, D, Pen) Eoonouiy Pentode Three (SO, D, Pen)   " W.M." (1934 Standard Three (SG. D, Pen))   £3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans) 1935 €6 6s. Battery Three (SG, D. Pen) .. . . .. _ FTP Three (Pen, D, JPen) M Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen) ■Minitabe Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AH-wave Winning Three (SG, D, Pen) Four-valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each. 65s. Pour (SG, D. RC, Trans) .. Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF, Cl. B) .. Lucerne Straight .Four (SG, D, LF, Trans) £5 8s. Batterv Four (HP, D, 2LP) The H.K. Four (SG, SG. D, Pen) The Auto Straight Four (HP, Pen, HP, Pen,,DDT. Pen) .. Five-valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each. Super-quality Five (2 HF, D, EC, Trane) Class B (Juadradyne (2 SQ, D, LP Class B>  New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LP Class B) 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
THESE blueprints are drawn full * size. The issues containing descriptions of these sets are now out of print, but an asterisk beside the blueprint number denotes that con- structional details are available, free with the blueprint. The index letters which precede the Blueprint Number indicates the per- iodical in which the description appears: Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless, W.M. to Wireless Magazine. Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost of the Blueprint (stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint Dept.. George Newnes. Ltd.. Tower House, Soutbampton Street,' Strand. W.C.2. 

SUPERHETS Battery Sets : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each "Varsity Four . . .. , .. - The Request All-Waver ..., 
Main Sets : Blueprints. Is. each. Heptode Super Three A.C. 

PORTABLES Four-valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each. Uolidav Portable (SO, D. LF, Class B) . . .. .. Family Portable (HF. D, RO, Trans) .. .. — Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans.) — 

WW395" WM407 

— AW393 
AW447 WM367 

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated One-valve : Blueprints, Is. each. H.W. One-valver lor America .. — AW4211* Roma ShortrWaver .. .. — AW452 
Two-valve : Blueprints, Is. each. Ultra-short Battery Two (SG, det Pen) . . .. .. Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) .. 

— AW387* 
— AW388 — AW 392* —• WM409* 
— AW412* — AW422* 
— AW435* — WM271 — WM327 
— WM337 
— WMSSl* —• WM304 
—- WM371 — \VM389 — WM393 — WM396* 

WM40O 

— WM331 
— WM350 — WM38X* — WM384 
— WM404* 

— WM320 

Mains Operated, Two-valve : Blueprints, Is, each. Consoetectric Two (D, Pen) A.C. — AW403 Economy A.C. Two (D, Trans) A.C. — WM286 t Three-valve : Blueprints, Is. each. Home Lover's New All-Electric Three (SG. D, Trans) A.C. 1. — AW383* Mantovani A.C. Three (H.F. Pen, D, Pen) — WM374 £15 JSs. 1936 A.C. Radiogram (HF, D. Pen) — WM401,f 

Four-valve : Blueprints, Is. 63. each. All-Metal Four (2 SG, D, fen) .. -- WM329 Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (HP, PenD, LF, P) . . — WM386* 

Three-valve : Blueprints, IS. each. Experimenter's 5-metre Set (D, Trans, Super-regen) .. The Carrier Short-waver (SQ, D.f)  
Four-valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each. A.W. Short-wave World-beater (HP, Peri. D, RC, Trans) Standard Four-valver Short-waver (SG, D, LF, P) .. 
Superhet : Blueprint. Is. 6d. Simpiilied Short-wave Super 

Mains Operaled Two-valve : Blueprints, Is. each. Two-valve Mains Short-waver (D, Pen) A.C   
Three-valve : Blueprints, Is. Emlgrator (SG, D, Pen) A.O. — 
Four-valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d, Standard Four-valve A.C. Shoft- waver (SG, D, EC, Trans) 

MISCELLANEOUS 8.W. One-valve Converter (Price 6d.) Entlmslaet's Power Amplifier (1 /6) Listener's 8-watt A.O. Amplilier 
^ (1/6)   Radio Unit (2v.) for WM392 (1/-) Harris Electrogram battery am- plifier (1/-) De Luxe Concert A.C. Electro- gram (1/-)   New Style Short-wave Adapter 

(1/-)   Short-wave Adapter (1/-) B.L.D.L.O. Short-wave Converter 
(1/-)    Wilson Tone Master (1/-) The W.M. A.O. Short-wave Con- verter (1/-) .. .- ^ 

WM402* AW 440 

AW438 
WM390 

— AW 436* 
— WM383* 

— WMb97* 

— - AW453* 

— •■WM352 

— WM391* 

— AW329 — WM387* 
— WM392* — WM398* 
— WM399* 
— WM403* 
— WM388 —- AMt456 
— WM405* — WM406 
— WM408* 

; HINTS COUPON i 
' This coupon is available until August j 
* 14th, 1944, and must accompany all . 
J; Practical Hints. 
j PRACTICAL WIRELESS, August, 1944 J 

All applications respecting Advertising in this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERTISEMENT DIRECTOR, GEORGE NEWNES. LTD.. Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, WX.2. Telephone : Temple Bar 4963. 
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NAVE VOU HAD rOUR COPY OF "ENGINEERIKG OPPORFUNIIIES"? 

Whatever your age or experience—whether you are one of the " old school " or a newcomer 
to Engineering, anxious to hold your position •in the more difficult days of peace—you must 
read this highly ihformative guide to the best paid Engineering posts. ; : 
The HandWok contains 'among'other Intensely Interesting^ matter, particidars of B,Sc», 
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.LMecE.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.P.E., A.M.Brit.l.R.E,, 
CITY & GUILDS, CIVIL SERVICE, and other important Engineering Examinations, 
outlines courses in ril branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,' 
AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION, AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION 
ENGINEERING, DRAUGHTSMANSHIP, GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT, 
BUILDING (the great after-war career), R.A.F. MATHEMATICS, MATRICU- 
LATION, etc., and explains the unique advantages of our Employment Department. 

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE 4 NO PASS — NO FEE' 
If you are earning less than £10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING 

f OPPORTUNITIES" ; it tells you everything, you want to know io make your future secure- 
and describes many chances you are now missing. In' your own interest we advise you to 

write for your copy of this enlightening guide to weTl-pald posts NOW — FREE and without 
obligation. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
409, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, !8 & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I. 

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD 

& 

Please write for 
technical bfochure. 

This new and improved Taylor Valve tester measures the Mutual 
Conductance of all types of amplifying valves and also checks the 
emission of Diodes and Rectifying valves 
Two ranges of Mutual Conductance measurement are available being 
3 mA V full scale and 15 mA V respectively. Anode and Screen Volts 
can be adjusted to suit the valve under test and a variable supply of 
Grid Volts is also available A switch gives a choice of '7 different 
filament Volts covering from I.I Volts to I 17 Volts 
Sixteen valve holders are provided to cover all the popular British, 
American and Continental types Separate tests 'are available for 
checking Continuity. Element Shorts and Heater to Cathode Leakage 
The three selector switches ensure that the correa voltage is applied 
to every pin of the valve under test 
A comprehensive book of instructions is issued with each instrument, 
complete with a valve chart giving settings for over 2.000 valves 
of all makes 
The instrument is operated from A.C Mains and a mains adjustment 
is provided covering from 200-250 Volts at 40-100 cycles 

Model 45A/S Price £15 . 15 0 

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD., 
4 19 - 424 M o n t r o s e Avenue, Slough. Bucks 
Telephur; Slvjgb 21391 M/•"") Cramf. r Ufllns, Shtisk" 

Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED.. Tower House, Southampton Street, Sttand. London, W.O.2, and \ printed ih Ehgdhncl-by THE NEWNES & PEARSON PRINTING'QO., LTD., E^^mp^r:'StreetW.10. "Sole-Agrehts for" Australia \ and New Zealand: GORDON & GOTCH, LTD. South Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Subscription rates including' postage. - Inland 10s. Gd. per annum; Abroad 10s. per annum. Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post 
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